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Abstract
An increasing number of activities in several disciplinary and industrial ﬁelds such as the
scientiﬁc research, the industrial design and the environmental management, rely on the
production and employment of informative resources representing objects, information and
knowledge. The vast availability of digitalized information resources (documents, images,
maps, videos, 3D model) highlights the need for appropriate methods to eﬀectively share and
employ all these resources. In particular, tools to search and select information resources
produced by third parties are required to successfully achieve our daily work activities.
Headway in this direction is made adopting the metadata, a description of the most relevant
features characterizing the information resources. However, a plenty of features have to be
considered to fully describe the information resources in sophisticated ﬁelds as those mentioned. This brings to a complexity of metadata and to a growing need for tools which face
with this complexity.
The thesis aims at developing methods to analyze metadata easing the search and comparison
of information resources. The goal is to select the resources which best ﬁt the user’s needs
in speciﬁc activities. In particular, the thesis faces with the problem of metadata complexity
and supports in the discovery of selection criteria which are unknown to the user. The metadata analysis consists of two approaches: visual and semantic analysis. The visual analysis
involves the user as much as possible to let him discover the most suitable selection criteria.
The semantic analysis supports in the browsing and selection of information resources taking
into account the user’s knowledge which is properly formalized.

Sommario
Un numero crescente di attività in settori disciplinari e industriali quali la ricerca scientiﬁca,
la progettazione industriale, la pianiﬁcazione territoriale e la gestione ambientale, si basano
sulla produzione ed utilizzo di risorse informative (oggetti, informazioni e conoscenza) la cui
controparte è digitalizzata. La grande disponibilità di risorse informative digitalizzate (documenti, immagini, mappe, ﬁlmati, modelli 3D) evidenzia l’importanza di deﬁnire strumenti
adeguati per la loro condivisione ed il loro eﬃcace utilizzo. In particolare, emerge la necessità di strumenti per la ricerca e selezione di risorse informative prodotte da terzi che sono
determinanti per il successo di attività lavorative speciﬁche.
In questo senso i metadati, informazioni che descrivono le risorse, si stanno aﬀermando come
strumento per la gestione ed il reperimento di risorse informative digitali ed eterogenee. Tuttavia, specialmente in settori specialistici, numerose ed articolate caratteristiche devono essere
incluse nel metadato per ottere una soddisfacente caratterizzazione delle risorse. Ciò porta
ad una nuova complessità del metadato ed una crescente esigenza di strumenti appositi per
la sua analisi.
L’obiettivo di questa tesi è studiare e sviluppare metodologie di analisi del metadato per
la ricerca e la comparazione di risorse informative al ﬁne di selezionare le più appropriate
rispetto alle esigenze dell’utente. In particolare la tesi aﬀronta il problema della complessità
del metadato e vuole supportare l’utente nella deﬁnizione dei criteri di selezione. L’analisi
del metadato viene aﬀrontata considerando due approcci diﬀerenti: un approccio basato
sull’analisi visuale e un approccio basato sull’analisi semantica. L’approccio visuale è indispensabile per coinvolgere l’utente nella ricerca e permettergli di scoprire i criteri di selezione
più convenienti alle sue necessità. L’approccio semantico supporta la navigazione e selezione
delle risorse tenendo conto della conoscenza dell’utente esplicitamente formalizzata aiutando
a far fronte alla complessità del metadato derivante da ambiti complessi e specialistici.
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Introduction
In the last thirty years, the importance of collecting and sharing information and knowledge
has been rapidly increasing. Despite a huge headway in the technology to produce and store
electronic resources, the explosive growth of the information is determining a paradox: the
more information is available the less we are able to take advantage from it.
The eﬀects of this paradox are grievous. There are many activities in our ordinary work life
characterized by a process of searching and selecting information resources, and sooner or
later, the overwhelming volume of information will hinder the successfully progress of our
work.
The thesis aims at providing a framework to prevent this eﬀect. It draws up a solution
considering that the search and selection of information resources is a painstaking activity.
To decide which are the most suitable resources for speciﬁc and severely constricted tasks
requires a careful comparison of the available information resources. A “google-like” list of
ranked items and some web pages excerpts are probably enough for a typical internet seeker,
but they are not suﬃcient to decide which resources provided by third parties best ﬁt a given
task.
Metadata, namely data about data, is adopted to characterize information resources in terms
of their important features. The standardization of metadata faces with the resource heterogeneity deﬁning the description independently of formats, acquisition/production processes
adopted by diﬀerent resource providers. The description of resources’ features enables to
search through metadata instead of resources, making unnecessary the transmission of the
entire resources. However, information resources in specialized domains are particularly complex: they are characterized by many features which need to be considered to their selection.
The consideration of all of these features ends up in metadata that have a harsh complexity.
The thesis conceives the metadata analysis to deal with this challenging metadata complexity
and with the constraint selection of the information resources.
Two kinds of metadata analysis are proposed: a visual metadata analysis and a semantic
metadata analysis.
Visual metadata analysis. It relies on Information Visualization and Visual Data Mining
techniques. It aims at involving as much as possible the seeker in the research activity.
The criteria to search and select information resources are seldom known by the seeker
1

in the early stage of the activity. Thus, the seeker has to be supported in the identiﬁcation of selection criteria. To this purpose, diﬀerent visualization and interaction
techniques have been devised. They provide a summarized view of available information
resources facilitating the comparison of resources and enabling the discovery of implicit
patterns among them.

Semantic metadata analysis. It relies on an explicit representation of the seeker’s or provider’s knowledge. Diﬀerent relations among information resources cannot be outlined
by only adopting the visual metadata analysis because they arise from the relations
known by the experts rather than from data. For this reason, diﬀerent semantic methods are developed to suggest criteria momentarily forgotten by the seeker as well as
novel criteria coming from the re-elaboration of the seeker’s background knowledge.
The thesis deals with the search and selection adopting an interdisciplinary approach. It
combines concepts, principles and techniques belonging to diﬀerent ﬁelds of Knowledge Management which are emerging in the recent years: Information Visualization, Visual Data
Mining, Ontology, Semantic Modeling, Metadata Management. Although, the intrinsic diﬃculties in considering ﬁelds that are quite new and continuously evolving, this thesis conceives
a ﬁrst framework to analyze the metadata making headway in the search and selection of information resources.

Contributions
The work presented in this thesis contributes to the search and selection of information
resources which are produced by third parties and are aimed at accomplishing some specialized
work tasks. My contributions fall in these four major categories:
Problems in the search and selection of information resources. The thesis extends
the search problems outlined by Spoerri [Spoe 04c] and the Anomalous State of Knowledge (ASK) deﬁned by Belkin et al. [Belk 82a] considering the speciﬁc diﬃculties pertaining to the search and selection of information resources. The metadata is mandatory
to face with the heterogeneity and the volumes of available information resources. As a
consequence, the search and selection of information resources is entirely based on the
analysis of their metadata. However, the thesis realizes that a large set of features has
to be included in the metadata in order to reasonably characterize the resources. Thus,
special methods of metadata analysis are required to face with the search and selection
problem as well as with the emerging metadata complexity.
Framework facing with the problems of search and selection. The thesis develops a
conceptual framework where diﬀerent methods to analyze metadata are deﬁned to solve
2

the search and selection problems. The metadata analysis supports the seeker in the
query reﬁnement process facilitating the deep comparison of the resource characteristics
and the discovery of novel selection criteria. It stresses the need to involve as much as
possible the seeker in the search and selection activity and the integration of the visual
and semantic methods.
Validation in diﬀerent application domains. The most of the problems dealt within
this thesis have arisen from the research activities carried out within European projects.
In particular, the interest for metadata analysis tools has been shown in the domain
of geographical information as well as in the management of multi-dimensional media.
The interest within European projects has outlined the great potential of the undertaken
research.
Methods to exploit knowledge in the ontologies. The thesis adopts ontologies to represent the users’ background knowledge and to take advantage of such knowledge during
the metadata analysis. We have recognized a lack of instruments to take full advantage
from the knowledge encoded in ontologies. As a consequence the thesis proposes methods which facilitate the organization and comparison of information resources directly
contributing in the research ﬁelds of ontology and semantics.

Overview
Before going through the thesis, some general remarks about its structure are provided.
Chapter 1 presents the basic concepts this thesis relies on: information resources (section
1.1), implicit and explicit semantics (section 1.2), ontologies (section 1.3), metadata (section
1.4).
Chapter 2 introduces the scenario, the problems and the metadata analysis this thesis is
addressing. The section 2.1 details the scenario where the information resources are searched
and selected. The section 2.2 provides the ﬁrst contribution: it describes the problems pertain
to the search and selection activity and motivates the need for metadata analysis. Starting
from the outlined problems, the section 2.3 introduces the requirements for the metadata
analysis. Then, the section 2.4 describes the conceptual framework which is the second
contribution of this thesis. The contribution is detailed afterward in the chapters describing
the visual and metadata analysis.
Chapter 3 describes the visual metadata analysis. It refers to my experience in the European
project INVISIP (IST-2000-29640) pertaining to the analysis of geographic metadata. Firstly,
section 3.1 provides a brief theoretical overview of the Information Visualization and Visual
Data Mining concepts. Then, section 3.2 introduces the search and selection of geographical
information resources. It provides part of the third contribution of this thesis demonstrating
3

that the assumptions and problems discussed in chapter 2 can be encountered in real case
studies. The section 3.3 shows the visual metadata analysis tool developed within the European project INVISIP. In particular, the overall evaluation of tools developed in INVISIP is
presented in section 3.3.4. It argues the visual approach is positively perceived by the user.
Finally, the section 3.4 analyzes the contributions of the visual analysis with respect to the
metadata analysis requirements and section 3.5 concludes remarking the intrinsic limitations
of a visual approach.
Chapter 4 introduces the semantic metadata analysis (the last contribution of this thesis).
It relies on the experience made within the European Network of Exellence AIM@SHAPE
(IST NoE NO 506766) to underlie the importance of semantic methods and to overcome the
limitations of instrument based only on visual tools. The section 4.1 motivates the choice
of ontologies to encode the seeker’s background knowledge, and it introduces the roles that
ontologies can play in the organization of metadata. Three semantic methods for metadata
analysis are proposed: two are related to the semantic similarity evaluation (sections 4.2 and
4.3) and one to the semantic granularity evaluation in an ontology driven metadata (section
4.4). Finally, section 4.5 analyzes the contributions of semantic analysis with respect to the
metadata analysis requirements and section 4.6 discusses the overall results obtained.
Chapter 5 discusses the overall support and limitations pertaining to metadata analysis proposed in this thesis.
The conclusion summarizes the results of this thesis and describes the emerging research activities to be carried out in the future.
Moreover two appendixes are included:
Appendix A illustrates part of the activity I have carried out within AIM@SHAPE. It provides
an excerpt of metadata we deﬁned to describe digital shapes. It gives the ﬂavor of the problems
to be faced in the characterization of such as complex information resources.
Appendix B examines the potentials of applying existing Information Visualization tools in the
World Wide Web and Semantic Web. It considers the problems of search in a slightly diﬀerent
perspective with respect this thesis. Actually, it does not face directly with information
resources and metadata. Anyway, it is included because it shows as visual tools might be
supporting in the general search activity.

4

Chapter 1

Background
This chapter aims to introduce the theoretical background fundamental in the understanding
of my research activity. The thesis relies on concepts which have been arising in diﬀerent
ﬁelds of computer science. Concepts such as information resources, semantics, ontologies and
metadata deserve a brief introduction as they will be extensively employed in the rest of the
thesis.

1.1

Information Resources

According to [Architec] information resource is an electronic artifact which conveys information as its main aim. For example, the electronic version of this thesis is an information
resource: it consists of words and punctuation symbols and graphics and other elements that
can be encoded with diﬀerent degrees of ﬁdelity into a sequence of bits. In principle, all its
essential information can be transferred in a digital representation.
Although it is conventional on the Web to describe Web pages, images, product catalogs, etc
as resources, the term resource is often used in broader sense for whatever may be identiﬁed
by a Uniform Resource Identiﬁer (URI) [URI 06]1 . An information resource is a special case
of resource which has the property that all of its essential characteristics can be conveyed in
a digital representation.
Example of information resources are: documents, datasets but also resources which digitally
represent real entities. A typical kind of information resource in this sense is the digital shape,
i.e. multi-dimensional media characterized by a visual appearance in a space of 2, 3, or more
dimensions [Albe 05d] (such as pictures, images, 3D models, videos, animations, geographic
map). On the contrary, examples of resources are the actors who come into play during
the information resources processing as well as hardware and software tools to produce the
information resources (scanner, camera, sensor, satellite, etc).
1

An URI is a compact sequence of characters that identiﬁes an abstract or physical resource.
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According to [Architec], the diﬀerence between a resource and an information resource is
related to the content of the real entity which could be lost in the process of digitalization
transforming the real entity in a digital model.
There are entities, such as car and person that are resources but not information resources
because their core essence can not be represented by information: it is possible to describe
some characteristics of a car or a person in a sequence of bits, but the sum of those information will invariably be an approximation of the essence of these resource.
On the contrary, the digitalized model of a real entity is usually an information resource
if considered within a speciﬁc context: even if it does not represent all the essence of the
represented entity, it provides all the information needed for the application context. Considering that the informative content of a digital model essentially depends on the context and
the motivations behind its creation, there are plenty of contexts where a digitalized model
provides all the essential information needed to accomplish a study in the speciﬁc context.
For example, in the geographic domain, a cartographic map of a particular geographic area
may provide all the needed information for a site planning although it does not represent all
the essence of the geographic area. In the industrial design, a 3D shape model of a car may
provide all the stylistic information needed to the designer even if the model is not completely
equivalent to the car. In academic domain, the information related to research staﬀ members
provides suﬃcient information for the recruitment process even if the researcher description
is not completely representative of the person essence.
This thesis relies on the concept of information resource referring to all the electronic artifacts
relevant to perform the information search and selection activity. Information resources are
expected to have a URI and to be digitalized. Information resources are not necessary textual,
they can be images, video, picture, digitalized maps, they can be expressed in diﬀerent formats
(PDF, DOC, XML, JPG, AVI, MPEG), and they are not necessary available for free. They can
be digitalized models representing real or non real entities such as persons, projects, objects
or whatever is pertinent to convey information useful to carry out an eﬀective activity. The
term resource will be sometimes adopted as an abbreviation of information resource. It is
not misleading because in this thesis each resource, which is not digital but which is relevant
to the search process, is expected to have a digitalized counterpart which is an information
resource representing its description.

1.2

Semantics

Semantics refers to the aspects of meaning that are expressed in a language, code, or other
form of representation2 . It is a topic of interest in several scientiﬁc disciplines, both in Computer Science and outside of it. There are several deﬁnitions of semantics varying according
to the acceptation that the word meaning assumes in the diﬀerent disciplines, for example:
2
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in linguistics, semantics is the study of language meaning3 . In the study of language, semantics concerns with the meaning of words, expressions and sentences, often in relation to
the truth;
in logics and formal languages, semantics is deﬁned in contrast to syntax. The syntax
represents the possible conﬁgurations of symbols which form correct formulas or formal
expressions. The semantics determines the piece of world which the formula or the
formal expression is referring to [Russ 02];
in information systems, data semantics is referred to the implied meaning of data. Used to
deﬁne what entities mean with respect to their roles in a system4 .
In this thesis, the concept of information resource semantics is adopted to refer to the meaning of information provided by the resource. It includes the relationships the information
resource has with other resources, and the role it can assume in a system. The semantics
is fundamental in the search and selection of information resources because it provides the
knowledge to identify whether an information resources is suitable for a given problem or an
activity.
I distinguish between implicit and explicit semantics in coherence to Sheth et al. [Shet 05].
Implicit semantics refers to the kind of semantics, which is not represented explicitly in any
strict machine processable syntax. It arises from some kinds of patterns and relations among
the information resources. Examples of implicit semantics are co-occurrence of terms, dependencies, and unknown relations among information resources, which can be discovered by
statistical tools and Data Mining techniques applied on collection of information resources.
Formal or explicit semantics is machine-processable semantics which is encoded in some formal language which represents relations and facts that someone knows. Examples of explicit
semantics are: the semantics of “is-a” (subsumption in Description Logics), which reﬂects
the human tendency of categorizing by means of broader or narrower descriptions, and the
semantics of “part of”(partonomy) accounting for what is part of an object.

1.3

Ontologies

According to Gruber an ontology is a formal speciﬁcation of a shared conceptualization of a
domain of interest [Grub 95]. Antoniou and van Harmelen [Anto 04] comment the Gruber’s
deﬁnition explaining that in general, and ontology formally describes a domain of discourse.
Typically, an ontology consists of a ﬁnite list of terms, and the relationships between these
terms. The terms denote important concepts (classes of objects) of the domain. For example, in an ontology pertaining to the university setting, staﬀ members, students, courses and
3
4

http://wordnet.princeton.edu/perl/webwn
http://www.sedris.org/glossary.htm
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disciplines are some important concepts.
The relationships typically include hierarchies of classes. Apart from the subclass relationships, ontology might include information such as properties (e.g. X teaches Y), values restriction (e.g. only a faculty member can teach courses), disjointness statements (e.g. students
and staﬀ are disjoint) and speciﬁcation of logical relationships between objects (e.g. every
department must include al least 10 staﬀ members).
Despite the Gruber’s deﬁnition is one of the most cited, and it emphasizes the need of formality
in the speciﬁcation, the level of formality required by ontologies in the real application is still
subject of much debate. The level of formality adopted to express an ontology might range
in a quite large spectrum as pointed out by [McGu 03, Lass 03].
Figure 1.1 illustrates the ontology spectrum. The diﬀerent level of formality can be identiﬁed
in the following classes listed from the very basic level of formality, i.e. the Catalogs, to more
advanced formalism such as General Logic constraints:
• Catalogs can provide an unambiguous interpretation of terms because every use of a
term, can be denoted by exactly the same identiﬁer. So, we can distinguish among the
diﬀerent acceptations of a term according to distinct identiﬁers.
• Controlled vocabulary is one of the simplest notions of a possible ontology i.e., a ﬁnite
list of terms.
• Glossary is a list of terms and meanings where the meanings of each term are speciﬁed
typically as natural language statements.
• Thesauri provide some additional semantics in the relations between terms. They provide information such as synonym relationships.
• Informal is-a as supported in early web speciﬁcations of term hierarchies. For examples Yahoo provides a basic notion of generalization and specialization which can be
considered as informal is-a.
• Formal is-a is supported by systems where the concept of superclass between two generic
classes A and B adheres to the following rule: “if a class C is a subclass of B and A is
a superclass of B, then necessarily C is a subclass of A as well”.
• Formal instances is supported by systems where the following rule holds: “if an object
is an instance of B and A is a superclass of B, then necessarily the object is also an
instance of A”.
• Frames have classes including property information. For example, the “Apparel” class
may include properties of “price” and “isMadeFrom”.
• Value restrictions on what can ﬁll a property. For example, a “price” property might
be restricted to have a ﬁller that is a number (or a number in a certain range).
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Figure 1.1: Ontology Spectrum [Lass 03]

• Axioms, disjointness, inverse relations are provided by some languages. They allow
to specify more detailed properties about classes as well as relations such as disjoint
classes, disjoint coverings, inverse relationships, part-whole relationships.
• First order logic constraints. Very expressive ontology languages allow ontologists to
specify arbitrary logical statements between terms.
As ontologies need to express more information, their expressive requirements grow. For
example, we may want to ﬁll in the value of one property based on a mathematical equation
using values from other properties.
The ontology spectrum shown in ﬁgure 1.1 is divided in two parts, on the left side there are the
characteristics of an informal ontologies whereas on the right side there are the characteristics
of formal ontologies. As illustrate in ﬁgure 1.2 the level of formality needed might depend on
the kind of task the ontology is supporting. Formal ontologies are mandatory for reasoning
and consistency checking, but less formal ontologies are suitable for navigation, sharing of
knowledge by humans.
Ontologies encode explicit semantics. In general, ontologies provide a formalization of a
conceptualization, which is the structure of reality as perceived by human or artiﬁcial agents.
In this sense, they can be adopted to formalize some of the background knowledge owned by
the agents.

1.4

Metadata

The most traditional deﬁnition of metadata is “data about data”, it clearly points out that
the main characteristic of metadata is its referential nature. Metadata basically deals with
the “what”, “who”, “where”, “why”, “when”, “where”, and “how” of the data. The usual
adoption of metadata is to answer to questions like:
• Why/how a resource has been created?

10
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Figure 1.2: Diﬀerent kind of ontology according to the task to be supported.

• How much reliable is a resource?
• How can one access to a resource?
• Who has produced the resource?
• What do the resources describe?
However, the classical deﬁnition “data about data” does not capture neither the vast range of
purposes with respect to the metadata can be adopted nor the diﬀerent levels of expressiveness with respect to metadata can be deﬁned. The deﬁnition seems to suggest that metadata
predicates only about other data, but especially in the recent period metadata tends to be
adopted to predicate about anything, as long as the predicated object is associated to an
Unique Resource Identiﬁer (URI). For example, the project Friend Of An Friend (FOAF)
[FoafUri 06] provides metadata of a person in terms of the relations of friendship with other
people. The popularity reached by this project is the most evident proof of how much this
trend is becoming relevant in the Web community [Staa 05].
FOAF shows the metadata is emerging as the standard “lingua franca” to describe the information resources as well as resources.
Steamed from the classical metadata deﬁnition, diﬀerent extensions and kinds of metadata
have appeared. Greenberg deﬁnes metadata as structured data about an object that supports
functions associated with designated object [Gree 02]. According to Sicilia [Sici 06] this deﬁnition introduces two important aspects: structural organization and functional dependency.
The structure in metadata entails that information is organized systematically; this is an
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aspect that is far from being controversial, especially due to the fact that metadata in many
domains is nowadays subject to standardization. The term metadata schema is often used to
refer to such speciﬁc organization. The terms metadata entry and metadata item refer to a
piece of metadata which describes a single resource. It is important to note that all metadata
entries are information resources themselves: if the metadata is deﬁned appropriately, the
metadata entries provide the information relevant for a set of applications and they can be
subject of the search and selection activities as well as of the other information resources.
Nonetheless, the fact that metadata is created to support speciﬁc functions and applications
is sometime overlooked or vaguely acknowledged.
According to Sheth et al. [Shet 02] metadata takes two forms: syntactic and semantic. Syntactic metadata describes non-contextual information about the content, such as a language,
a bit rate, and format and it oﬀers no insight into a document’s meaning. By contrast, semantic metadata describes domain speciﬁc information about the content. For example in an
academical domain, the relevant semantic metadata might include as entities the lecturers,
the classes, and the students. It is evident that semantic metadata assumes the relation between the lecturers and the classes where they teach, or among the students and the classes
they attend. The assumption of such relations counts on some common understanding about
what is a lecturer, a class and a student and which are the relations among these entities.
The common understanding can be implicit or explicit.
Ontologies provide the means to make explicit such a common understanding. They are
adopted to provide a context for semantic metadata [Shet 02], but also, they are employed
to organize the metadata in schema, a formalization of how the metadata features have to be
grouped identifying the main entities and their relations. Metadata structured in an ontology
is referred to as “ontology-driven metadata”.
Diﬀerent kinds of metadata require speciﬁc languages having diﬀerent levels of expressiveness.
For example, syntactic metadata can be expressed by the Extensible Markup Language (XML)
[XML 06], while as long as metadata get more semantic more sophisticated ontology languages
such as the RDF/RDFS [RDF 06], OWL [OWL 06] are needed.
The deﬁnition of metadata depends on the kind of information resource and the target application considered. For some kinds of information resources long standardization processes
have been carried out to determine a metadata vocabulary to represent the set of features
which should be used as well as their structure. Examples of standardized metadata are the
following:

• ISO 19115 deﬁnes the standard schema to describe geographic information and services.
It provides information about the identiﬁcation, the extent, the quality, the spatial
and temporal schema, spatial reference, and distribution of digital geographic data
[ISO19115 03];
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• the Dublin Core is a standard (NISO Standard Z39.85-2001) for cross-domain information resource description. In other words, it provides a simple and standardized set of
conventions to describe on-line things in a way that makes them easier to be found.
Dublin Core is widely used to describe digital materials such as videos, sounds, images,
texts, and composite media like web pages [dc 06];
• MPEG-7, formally named “Multimedia Content Description Interface”, is a standard
for describing the multimedia content data that supports some degree of interpretation
of the information meaning, which can be passed through, or accessed by, a device
or a computer code. MPEG-7 is not aimed at any particular application; rather, the
elements that MPEG-7 standardizes support a range of applications as broad as possible
[mpeg7 04].

Some examples of ontology driven metadata are outgoing in the Network of Excellence
AIM@SHAPE: Advanced and Innovative Models And Tools for the development of Semanticbased systems for Handling, Acquiring, and Processing knowledge Embedded in multidimensional digital objects [AIM]. The Mission of AIM@SHAPE is to foster the development
of new methodologies for modeling and processing the knowledge related to digital shapes.
This knowledge is concerned with the geometry (the spatial extent of the object), the structure (object features and part-whole decomposition), attributes (colors, textures), semantics
(meaning, purpose), and has interaction with time (morphing, animation). Ontology driven
metadata are used as a knowledge formalization mechanism for linking semantics to shape
or shape parts. The Appendix A provides a more detailed example of an ontology driven
metadata resulting from AIM@SHAPE.

Chapter 2

Scenario and Motivation
Nowadays information resources representing data, information and knowledge provided by
third parties are crucial to many activities of our work life. However, the explosive growth
of the amount of information resources as well as their complexity and heterogeneity make
extremely diﬃcult to search and select those are appropriate for a speciﬁc activity.
In general, the search and selection of information resources requires to cope with a large
range of problems. Some of them can be entirely faced by the computer side (e.g. how to collect the information resources stored in a distributed repository? How to rank the resources
according to some speciﬁed criteria?), whereas others require a strong involvement of the user
(e.g. how to reﬁne the criteria when the resources obtained are not satisfying? How to replace
the searched information resource when it results unavailable?).
The current web search engines (e.g. Google, Yahoo) face with the ﬁrst class of problems.
They are quite adequate for retrieving textual information resources, such as web pages and
documents. They start from few keywords and they might reduce the number of information
resources to be considered especially in the ﬁrst stage of the search and selection activity.
However, the current search engines do not deal with the latter class of problems. In particular, they do not support to a deep comparison of the information resources, despite this
activity is mandatory to ﬁgure out which information resource best ﬁts complex requirements.
The research illustrated in this thesis aims to face with the second class of problems considering that the information resources are rather heterogeneous, often very complex, and
not only textual. It starts from the metadata of information resources which are a careful
description of all the factors aﬀecting the suitability of the resources for a given problem.
Then, it recognizes that in the ordinary work life, the research and selection activity is often
performed by a person with a one-time goal and a one-time query. Thus, the search criteria
are diﬀerent from time to time, and it is not possible to select the information resources on
the basis of a user proﬁle.
Considering that proﬁling techniques cannot be applied, the seeker has to realize as quickly
as possible which search criteria provide the most suitable information resources. The thesis
13
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aims at developing methods to support in the criteria discovery, as well as in an eﬀective and
an eﬃcient communication between the seeker and the system. Since information resources
are described by their metadata, the thesis proposes the metadata analysis in order to improve their search and selection. This kind of support is important and it might determine
the success of the work activity the user is carrying on.
The chapter is organized as follows. The scenario assumed as preliminary conditions to the
search and selection of information resources is outlined in section 2.1. It illustrates how
the information resources, or more precisely their metadata, are delivered to the seekers.
Section 2.2 discusses the motivations which have brought to conceive the metadata analysis
framework. Section 2.3 summarizes the requirements which should be satisﬁed by a metadata
analysis. Finally, a conceptual framework is introduced in section 2.4 providing the general
overview of the methods proposed in this thesis.

2.1

The Scenario

This paragraph explains the scenario where the search and selection of information resource
is usually performed.
Two main types of actors are expected to come into play: the providers and the seekers. The
providers are the third parties who make available information resources. The seekers are the
actors who are searching for information resources.
The information resources are provided according to the provision process depicted in Figure
2.1. Each information resource (Figure 2.1 (b)) represents information about real world
entities (Figure 2.1 (a)). The providers are in charge of enclosing a description of their own
information resources, i.e. the metadata. The metadata is compliant to a vocabulary of the
features, which should be considered for a given purpose and application domain, namely a
metadata standard (Figure 2.1 (c)). The metadata provides information pertaining to the
resources characteristics (e.g. their types, formats and costs, contents, copyrights, and where
it is possible to retrieve or at least to order a copy of the information resources), as well as,
the information related to the resources acquisition or design (e.g. tools, constraints, rules
adopted to produce the information resources, actors involved). Finally, the metadata is
published by the providers in a repository (Figure 2.1 (d)) which is accessible to the seekers.
The scenario remarks that the seekers search and select the information resources relying only
on their metadata.
The providers and seekers can belong to the same organization, as in the example of the
designers who are selecting products previously produced by their company; to diﬀerent
institutions/universities, as in the selection of scientiﬁc papers; or even to diﬀerent kinds of
professional ﬁelds, as in the case of site planning where engineers, architects, lawyers, traﬃc
analysts have to collaborate together. The kind of relation between the providers and the
seekers aﬀects the way of storing the information resources and their metadata.
The metadata of information resources can be stored in local or distributed repositories or
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Figure 2.1: Information Resources Provision and Search. (a) Real world entities modeled/involved in the
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information resources including also the descriptions of companies tools and people involved; (d) Metadata
Repository.
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even to be crawled by the World Wide Web or be available as semantically enriched resources
in the semantic web.
The research results presented in this thesis are independent on where the metadata are stored.
It supports in determining which candidates best ﬁt the seekers’ information needs. Therefore,
I am assuming that independently from the architecture working below, the appropriate
method to collect the information resources will be available.
In particular, some additional hypotheses are assumed in the scenario to ensure that the
seekers have a suﬃcient freedom of selecting the resources:
1. the search and selection of information resources takes place in a market where providers
are competing each other;
2. there is no repository master neither to establish a harmonization of the information
resources nor to deﬁne a strict trade license, which regulates the provider license, to
control the typology of their provision.
An environment where these hypotheses hold will be referred from now on as Open Environment.
The ﬁrst hypothesis assumes the providers earn an advantage if their resources are selected:
in terms of money as in the case of geographical information resources which are usually
available for sale, but also in terms of prestige as in the case of scientiﬁc publications where
the more a scientist is known and cited, the more his ideas are falsiﬁed 1 and he/she can aﬀect
the scientiﬁc enterprise.
The latter hypothesis is laid down by pragmatic considerations coming from real world experience. Firstly, if only a producer is allowed to produce a speciﬁc type of resource, there
is no space for competition then the hypothesis related to the market is rejected. Secondly,
a deepen harmonization among the resource requires a strong control from the master. This
control requires expansive eﬀorts which usually produce a delay in the resources publication.
In general, whenever there are many providers or the resource content is expected to cover a
large extension of a knowledge ﬁeld, it is quite impossible to realize a so centralized control.
The hypotheses do not ensure that for each seeker’s need there will be a proper information
resource, but they ensure that whenever there is the chance to earn an advantage the producers
will try to do their best in order to provide updated information. As result some seekers
will face with many candidates resources suitable to their need, other will not obtain any
candidate.
In synthesis the competition brings to improve the quality and quantity of the information
1
According to Karl Popper and his work published in The Logic of Scientific Discovery (1932), the falsiﬁcation is the process which can validate a scientiﬁc hypothesis. as a result the more are the attempts to falsify
a scientiﬁc theory the more the theory can be considered valid.
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resources, however the ever increasing volume of resources makes impossible or at least very
expensive to have repositories that are contemporary harmonized and up to date.

2.2

Motivations behind the Metadata Analysis

In this section, the motivations which have drawn me to design the metadata analysis are
outlined.
I will ﬁrst describe the problems pertaining to the search and selection of information resources. In particular, I distinguish between two kinds of problems:
• problems arising from the open environment;
• problems related to the cognitive abilities of the involved actors.
Concerning the ﬁrst class of problems, the hypotheses stated in an open environment determine the following drawbacks:
Information resources heterogeneity. In an open environment, diﬀerent providers describe their information resources according to diﬀerent characteristics. They also adopt
diﬀerent formats making more diﬃcult to compare information resources.
Data deluge. Information resources, especially when they are non textual, can be really
expansive in term of the amount of byte needed to represent their content. For example,
an information resource which represents a digital terrain or a 3D model can take more
than one gigabyte. As a consequence, if we consider the usual network bandwidth and
the hard disk capacity of a personal computer, to download and compare 50 information
resources of this type become rather critical.
Information resources inaccessibility. Information resources can be not directly accessible: sometimes the providers want to earn money from their information resources,
thus many of them are available only for sale and it is not possible to obtain a copy to
examine their contents.
Concerning the actors’ cognitive abilities, it is well known the seeker is aﬀected by the Anomalous State of Knowledge (ASK) pointed out by Belkin et al. [Belk 82a, Belk 82b, Belk 00].
According to the ASK, the seeker has only a vague knowledge about what can ﬁll his information needs. Due to this lack of knowledge, the seeker provides some criteria in the early
stage of search and selection but he needs to modify and reﬁne them as long as he gets more
familiar with the repository content.
Moreover, the seeker and the providers have diﬀerent cognitions of the same repository (see
ﬁgure 2.2). That is because each actor has his own perception of what the information resources represent and of their relationships. The diﬀerences of knowledge and perception
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between the information providers and the seekers are modeled in terms of informative space
and cognitive space. The former is deﬁned as a set of objects and relations among them held
by the system, whereas the latter is deﬁned as a set of concepts and relations held by the
individual [Kim 03]. The less these two spaces overlap, the more it is diﬃcult to achieve an
appropriate selection of the information resources.
The search and selection of information resources is performed through their metadata. The
choice of metadata as a kind of “lingua franca” represents a headway with respect to the
drawbacks arising from the adoption of the open environment. Metadata pave the way for an
uniform characterization of the information resources attenuating their heterogeneity. Metadata are much lighter than the information resources easing the data deluge. Metadata
represent all the important features needed to select the information resources, so, it does
not matter if the information resources are not directly accessible. In this sense, whenever
the selection is performed in an open environment, the adoption of metadata is mandatory.
However, it does not solve all the problems.
The seeker has to compare many information resources (i.e. metadata item). The characterization of complex information resources requires the adoption of many features (i.e. metadata
properties)2 . The metadata complexity arising from many items and many features, together
with the problems related to the seeker’s cognitive abilities make extremely diﬃcult to get a
successful search and selection. This thesis proposes the metadata analysis to face with the
metadata complexity and to extend the user abilities in searching and selecting the information resources.

2

The metadata standard for geographical information, ISO 19115, includes more than ﬁfty features.
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Requirements for the Metadata Analysis

According to the discussion made in the previous section, an approach to analyze metadata
should meet the following requirements:
The exploitation of both implicit and explicit semantics. The poor overlapping between the Cognitive and Informative spaces causes the most of the problems pertaining
to the search and selection of information resources. Methods to make more explicit the
semantics are important to increase the alignment of the two spaces . In particular, the
implicit semantics is useful to discover the hidden relations in the information space,
whereas the explicit semantics can be adopted to formalize the relations in the cognitive
space.
The support to an interactive query reﬁnement. Due to the ASK the seeker is not
able to completely characterize his needs at the beginning of the search activity (Belkin
et al. [Belk 82a]). As a consequence, he needs to alternate phases where he queries the
metadata repository to phases where he browses the metadata repository content. The
selection cannot be performed without a strong involvement of the individuals. The
ASK forces the seeker to enter into dialogue with the IR system engaging in a query
reﬁnement process.
Spoerri recalls the query reﬁnement problems in the context of the World Wide Web search
[Spoe 04c]. I have also discussed in [Albe 05a] their relevance to the search activity in the
Semantic Web (see Appendix B). More generally, I think these problems come up whenever
the search is performed in an open environment. As a consequence, the support in the
Spoerri’s problems is part of the second requirement. An adaptation of Spoerri’s problems is
discussed in the following:
Problem of query formulation: “How to precisely communicate the query criteria to the
system?” This problem is strongly related to the choice of the language adopted to
specify the query. The formal languages are usually precise but they result unfriendly
for seekers who have an inappropriate background. On the other hand, the natural
language is considered friendlier but it is often not enough precise. To make the selection
successful it is necessary to provide some friendly means to precisely express the selection
criteria the seeker has in his mind. That might also require the increasing of query
language expressiveness providing new constructs to manage for instance the level of
abstraction of the information resources and their similarity.
Problem of vocabulary: “Which term to use?” The diﬀerence of knowledge and perception between the information providers and the seeker modeled in terms of informative
space and cognitive space brings to problems of vocabulary. Whenever the cognitive
space is not coherent to the information space, the seeker and the providers will use
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diﬀerent terms to identify the same concepts. In this case the query formulated by the
seeker may fail and the seeker needs to identify the correct term(s).

Problem of retrieved resources exploration: “How to explore many retrieved information resources?”. Due to the ASK, the queries formulated by the seeker might not
correspond to a proper representation of his needs, thus the order induced by ranking
measures might be misleading. 3 Moreover, because of the huge amount of resources
that are available, even supposing to have adopted the right criteria, the seeker has to
face with a huge amount of query results. The seeker needs to be supported in the
analysis of results both to choose the most suitable for his purpose and to reﬁne his
query.
Problem of query coordination: “How to query?”. Human behavioral studies show that
the seeker is lazy, usually he tends to create short queries and rarely adopts boolean
expression in his query criteria [Spin 01]. On the other hand, he is forced to a deeper
search activity whenever he is the only one who can deﬁne the searching criteria and
the search results seriously aﬀect the success of his work. Thus, methods to discover
criteria and combine them have to be provided.
Problem of database selection: “Which search engine to select?”. The seeker has to decide which search engine he will use. The problem is well known in the WWW because
the actual search engines are able to cover a limited portion of the web resources. Similarly, the seeker would need to consider and to compare the information resources with
respect to the repository which is providing the metadata. For example, whenever the
same resources could be available in more then one repository according to diﬀerent
policies, the seeker could be interested in determining where the suitable information
resources are at the best conditions (i.e. price, license policy).

2.4

A conceptual framework for Metadata Analysis

This thesis proposes diﬀerent methods of metadata analysis which should be seen as parts
of a conceptual framework. The primary goal of the conceptual framework is to facilitate
the seeker to move in a ﬂexible manner through large information spaces. It is designed to
understand the results provided by a search engine. In particular, it supports the user in
the query reﬁnement taking into account the implicit and explicit semantics of information
resources. Figure 2.3 shows how the metadata analysis is conceptually correlated to the
repositories and to a search engine. The metadata analysis is characterized by three main
phases:
3

That is independent from the sophistication of the ranking measure adopted. For example, Semantic
Search [Guha 03] improves both the proportion of relevant material actually retrieved (recall of results) and
the proportion of retrieved material that is actually relevant (precision of results) but if the query is based on
a wrong criteria it fails as well as the other kinds of ranking.
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• phase 1: the seeker poses a preliminary query by a google like interface;
• phase 2: the seeker performs an appropriate query reﬁnement applying the metadata
analysis on the retrieved metadata items;
• phase 3: the seeker gets the list of the most suitable datasets.
The metadata analysis relies on two kinds of analysis:
• The visual metadata analysis. It is based on the application of visualization techniques and interaction functionalities. It aims to involve the seeker in the search activity
providing an intuitive way to pose the query and a support to get a summarized view
of the retrieved metadata items. Moreover, it takes advantage from implicit semantics
discovering interesting and a priori unknown patterns.
• The semantic metadata analysis. It is based on the exploitation of the explicit
semantics encoded in ontologies. It has been originally developed to face with the
vocabulary problem, and successively it has been extended with the context dependent
similarity and the semantic granularity. The similarity provides a context dependent
way to sift among information resources, whereas the semantic granularity paves the
way for browsing them at diﬀerent levels of detail.
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The two kinds of metadata analysis are illustrated in the following respectively in chapters 3
and 4.

Chapter 3

Visual Metadata Analysis
The chapter introduces the visual approach for the analysis of metadata of information resources. In particular, I will refer to the search for geographical information resources as
speciﬁc application domain for the proposed approach.
As discussed in the previous chapter the seeker is the only who can provide the proper search
criteria, but the deﬁnition of these criteria is strongly aﬀected by his limited knowledge.
According to Belkin et al. this is a result of the Anomalous State of Knowledge (ASK)
[Belk 82a, Belk 82b]. They argue that the need for new information arises whenever the
knowledge needed to carry out an activity is incomplete. In this case, the user decides to
complete his knowledge by searching for new information but he is not able to precisely specify
the information that he needs. The anomalous state of knowledge forces the seeker to enter
into dialogue with the systems engaging a query reﬁnement process. As result, a complete
involvement of the seeker during the search process is one of the key aspects for a successful
search activity.
This chapter aims to demonstrate as the visual metadata analysis can be adopted to obtain
this involvement. This research started within the European research project “INformation
VIsualization for SIte Planning” (INVISIP IST-2000-29640) whose main objective was to
developing new mechanisms to analyze geographical metadata. The visual metadata analysis
relies on Information Visualization and Visual Data Mining techniques. It is designed to
increase the seeker abilities in the query formulation supporting him in the exploration of
unfamiliar spaces and amplifying the cognition of the results.
The contribution of the chapter to the purposes of the thesis is fourfold. Firstly, it demonstrates that visual metadata analysis is useful in real application to search and compare the information resources. Secondly, due to the crucial role that geographical information resources
play in numerous business and government application, it demonstrates that the resolution of
the issues addressed by this thesis might have a great importance and social impact. Thirdly,
it discusses the contribution of the visual analysis with respect to the requirements outlined in
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the section 2.3. Finally, the human evaluation made within the INVISIP project shows that
the visual tools are positively perceived in the search activity. Beside INVISIP focuses of the
geographical information resources similar tools can be applied to other application domains.
Anyway, the visual metadata analysis cannot solve all the problems unless considering the
seekers’/providers’ background knowledge. This remark has brought to develop the semantic
metadata analysis, which will be described in the next chapter.
The chapter is organized as follows. It ﬁrst discusses the basics concepts concerning the
Information Visualization and Visual Data Mining techniques (section 3.1). It considers the
search and selection of geographical information resources as a case study (section 3.2). Then
the potentiality of visual metadata analysis will be demonstrated through the experience
performed within the European project INVISIP [INV] (section 3.3). Finally, it discusses the
contribution of the proposed approach with respect to the metadata analysis requirement in
section 3.4 and the conclusion of chapter in section 3.5.

3.1
3.1.1

Information Visualization & Visual Data Mining
Definitions

The Information Visualization (IV) is a ﬁeld in computer science which aims to improve
the interaction between humans and digitalized information. It stems from the awareness
that the real problem is not increased access to information, but greater eﬃciency in ﬁnding useful information. According to Card et al. [Card 99] “Information Visualization is
the use of computer-supported, interactive, visual representation of abstract data to amplify
cognition”. Hearst [Mart 03] deﬁnes Information Visualization as “the depiction of information using spatial or graphical representations, to facilitate comparison, pattern recognition,
change detection, and other cognitive skills by making use of the visual system”. Information Visualization has encountered an increasing interest due to its attractive promise: to
improves human intelligence by increasing the rate at which people can ﬁnd and use relevant
information. Information Visualization paradigm takes advantage from the human ability to
process information pre-attentively namely without to focus the attention. The processing
which takes less than 200 - 250ms is qualiﬁes as pre-attentive. It does not imply much eye
movements which take at least 200ms. More in general, if a decision takes a ﬁxed amount of
time regardless of the number of distractors, it is considered to be pre-attentive. A limited set
of visual properties are processed pre-attentively as demonstrated by the experiments shown
by [G 97]. As a consequence it is important to distinguish between what has to be perceived
at glance and what can be recognized later in order to design eﬀective visualizations.
Visual Data Mining (VDM) stems from the ﬁelds of Information Visualization and Data
Mining. Visual Data Mining aims at integrating the human in the data mining process and
applying his abilities to the large data sets available in today’s computer systems. For this
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purpose techniques which provide a good overview of the data and use the possibilities of
visual representation for displaying large amounts of multidimensional data are especially
important. These visualization techniques are used in the process of hypotheses generation,
where the user is guided by the feedback provided by the visualizations and learns more quickly
about the properties of data in the database [Keim 96]. The Visual Data Mining adapts the
Information Visualization techniques adding some data mining algorithm as post- or preprocessing tool. As result Information Visualization provides techniques to sift information
whereas Visual Data Mining extends the Information Visualization to show unknown and
novel implicit patters.
Based on the balance and sequence of the automatic (i.e. data mining algorithms) and the
interactive (visual) part in the knowledge discovery process, Ankerst [Anke 01] proposes the
following classiﬁcation of the existing Visual Data Mining approaches:
Visualization of the data mining result. (Figure 3.1a) An algorithm performs the data
mining task by extracting patterns, which are then visualized to be more interpretable.
Based on the result of the visualization, the user can rerun the data mining process
with diﬀerent parameters.
Visualization of an intermediate result. (Figure 3.1b) An intermediate result of the data
mining algorithm is visualized, from which the user retrieves the interesting patterns
and then potentially reruns the algorithm. One of the basic motivations for this approach is to make the algorithmic part independent from an application. A complete
data mining algorithm can be very useful in a certain domain but may have severe
drawback in another one. Since there is not a data mining algorithm suitable for all
applications, the core part is performed and serves as multipurpose basis for further
analysis directed by the user.
Visualization of the data. (Figure 3.1c) Data is visualized without applying any Data
Mining algorithm. The user has a possibility to control the search completely from the
beginning of the process.
In this chapter I am not deﬁning brand new techniques in the ﬁelds of Information Visualization and Visual Data Mining. The chapter aims at demonstrating as visual techniques are
useful to meet part of the requirements mentioned in section 2.3 in a speciﬁc and relevant
context as the geographical domain. Thus a complete state of art of all visualization, interaction and pre-processing techniques is merely out of the purpose of this thesis. The analysis of
the state of art in Information Visualization and Visual Data Mining we have performed at
the beginning of our activity in INVISIP is presented in the project deliverables [Hais 02]and
[De M 02]. Moreover, we discussed how the existing visual tools can ease the problems pertaining the search in World Wide Web and Semantic Web in [Albe 05a]. This discussion has
been included in this thesis in the Appendix B. In the next section, I am providing a ﬂavor of
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Figure 3.1: Three Visual Data Mining approaches according to [Anke 01]

the most representative techniques starting from the well known state of arts made by Keim
[Keim 02b], Keim et al. [Keim 02a] and Börner et al. [Born 03].

3.1.2

Overview of Information Visualization and Visual Data Mining techniques

This section introduces an overview of the main techniques provided by Information Visualization and Visual Data Mining. They are classiﬁed with respect to four factors:
• data which the techniques are able to visualize;
• visualization techniques;
• interaction and distortion techniques;
• pre/post processing algorithms.
I start from the point of view of Keim illustrated in [Keim 02b]. According to Keim the
diﬀerent techniques adopted by Information Visualization and Visual Data Mining can be
classiﬁed only with respect to three factors: the data they are able to visualize, the visualization techniques and ﬁnally, their interaction/distortion techniques. Keim maps these factors
in diﬀerent orthogonal axes (see ﬁgure 3.2) emphasizing that they are independent features
of the visualization techniques. However, according to my experience, the independence is
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Figure 3.2: Classiﬁcation of Information Visualization techniques [Keim 02b]

not completely true, at least not all the matches among data, visualizations and interaction/distortion techniques result equally satisfying.
The algebraic properties of data is one of the main factors inﬂuencing the worth of each match.
For example, since it is intrinsically easer to map numbers rather than text in 2D-3D space,
the standard 2D and 3D visualizations might result more suitable to represent numerical data
rather than textual data. According to Mackinlay [Mack 86] the algebraic properties of data
induce the distinctions in categorical (also named nominal), ordinal and quantitative domain
set: a domain set is categorical when it is a collection of unordered items, such as {Jay, Eagle, Robin}. A domain set is ordinal when it is an ordered tuple, such as (Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday). A domain set is quantitative when it is a range, such as [0,273]1 .
Of courses, supposing to have two dimensional categorical data set {DM, AI, CG} and {Full
Journal, Book, Proceeding}, it is possible to map the categorical values in two distinct axes
and represent the data occurrences as dot in a 2D space (e.g. ﬁrst axis represents “DM”,
“AI”,“CG” placed in equally spaced positions and second axis represents “Full Journal”,
“Book”, “Proceeding”). However, doing that, we force relations among the categorical values
that are not necessarily true. In fact, we implicitly state that the “DM” is more similar to
the “AI” than the “CG” as well as that the similarity between “DM” and “AI” is equal to
the similarity between “CG” and “AI”.
This simple example recalls that the axes mentioned by Keim are orthogonal supposing to
have proper pre-post processing methods which maps, reduces, re-elaborates the data. Due
to the relevance of these methods in order to set up the visual metadata analysis they will be
1

The text can be seen as a complex case of categorical.
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considered in the overview as a kind of fourth virtual axis. In the below I provide a description
of the axes illustrated in ﬁgure 3.2 including this fourth virtual axis.

Figure 3.3: A scatter plot matrix for data with 5 variables.

Data to be visualizes. Data is characterized according to their dimensionality and density
of their values. The dimensionality intuitively corresponds to the number of axes that
are needed to represent them, and the density of the values. Keim subdivides the data
to be visualized in the following categories:
• one-dimensional data, it has usually on dense dimension. A typical example of
one dimensional data is the temporal data;
• two dimensional data, it has two distinct dimensions. A typical example is
geographical data, where the two distinct dimensional are longitude and latitude.
X-Y plots are the usual method to represent the two dimensional data;
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Figure 3.4: An example of needle grid view [Abel 02].

• multidimensional data, it has more then two dimensions. Examples are tables in
relational databases. Since there is no simple mapping between multidimensional
data to two dimensions of the screen, more sophisticated visualization techniques
are needed;
• text and hypertext, it cannot be described easily in terms of dimensionality nor
mapped in numbers. In most of the cases, it needed to be transformed into the
description vectors to be visualized;
• hierarchy and graph, which can be used to represent the relationships among
data items. Examples are the e-mail interrelationships among people, their shopping behavior, and the structure of a hard disk as well as hyperlinks in the World
Wide Web. Graphs are usually used to represent these interdependencies. They
are made of a set of nodes representing objects, edges which are connection between
nodes.
• algorithm and software, which need to be visualized in order to support in
the ever larger software projects. The goal of visualization is to ease the software
development by understanding written code, showing the ﬂow of information in a
program and so on. A interesting overview is illustrated in [Stas 98].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5: Dense pixel displays [Keim 02b]: (a) circle segments technique; (b) recursive pattern technique;

Figure 3.6: Example of staked display: treemaps [Shne 92].
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Figure 3.7: Table Lenses [Rao 94].

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8: (a) Complex hierarchy; (b) Complex hierarchy with enlarged focus [Kreu 02].
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Visualization techniques. There is a large number of visualization which can be used to
visualized data. They are grouped in classes corresponding to the basic visualization
principles which can be combined in order to implement speciﬁc visualization systems.
• Standard 2D-3D display, which are widely adopted to represent two or three
dimensional data, examples are x-y or x-y-z plots, bar charts, line graph (see ﬁgure
1 in [Stol 02]).
• Geometrical transformed displays, which aim at ﬁnding interesting transformation of multidimensional data sets. They include techniques from exploratory
statistics such as scatter plot matrices [Andr 72, Clev 94] (see ﬁgure 3.3) and techniques which can subsumed under the “projection pursuit” [Hube 85]. Also the
well known Parallel Coordinate diagram [Inse 90] is included in this technique. It
will be illustrate afterward in the section 3.3.2 pertaining to the prototype we have
developed.
• Iconic displays, which map the multidimensional data item to features of an
icon. Icon can be little faces [Cher 73], needled icon (see ﬁgure 3.4 where each
axis represents the states of the US and density of phone calls made between
pairs of states is represented with a needle with multiple visual cues: color, angle,
and length [Abel 02]), star icons [Ward 94], stick ﬁgure icon [Pick 88], title bars
[Hear 95].
• Dense pixel displays, which map each dimension to a colored pixel and group
the pixels belonging to each dimension into adjacent areas [Keim 00] (see ﬁgure
3.5(a)). Examples of these techniques are recursive techniques such as [Keim 95]
and circular segment techniques such as [Anke 96]. The ﬁrst are based on a generic
recursive arrangement, where an attribute is represented with respect to its natural
order. For example, considering the visualization of ﬁnancial data, the recursion
can be adopted to show the variations in daily price of 100 stock for a time slice by
organizes each stock as a rectangles of pixels, where each pixels is a single variation
(see ﬁgure 3.5(a)). The latter organizes the pixels from the center of a circle and
continues outside by plotting on a line orthogonal to the segment having line in
back forth manner (see ﬁgure 3.5(b)).
• Stacked displays are tailored to present data in hierarchical fashion. Whenever
it is used to represent multidimensional data, the data dimension used for partitioning data and building the hierarchy has to be carefully selected. Examples of
stacked display techniques are Treemaps [Shne 92, John 91] (see ﬁgure 3.6, where
are visualized 850 ﬁles at four levels with color coding by title type. Final name
pops up when cursor rests on a ﬁle), Cone Trees [Robe 91].
Interaction and distortion techniques. Beside the visualization techniques, interaction
and distortion techniques are needed in order to support the exploration of data. Interaction techniques allow to the analyst to change the visualization according to his
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exploration objective. They are also adopted to relate each other diﬀerent visualizations
which are contemporaneously displayed. Distortion techniques help in data exploration
process by providing means for focusing on details while preserving the overview of data.
• Interactive projection, which changes the projection in order to explore a multidimensional data set. An example is provided within GRandTour [Asim 85] which
projects multidimensional data set in a series of scatter plots. The number of the
projections is exponential in the number of the dimensions. It results intractable
for large dimensionality. Then some techniques to consider a subset of all the
possible combinations have been developed (see [Sway 92, Tier 90, Carr 97]).
• Interactive ﬁltering, which allows to reduce the available data focusing on its
subsets. This can be done directly by selecting the interesting items or specifying
the properties of desired subset. The direct selection can be done by clicking on the
visualized counterpart of the data item, but it is quite uncomfortable for reducing
in large data set. Otherwise it is possible to write a query, but also this can be
diﬃcult. Therefore, a number of techniques have been developed to improve the
interaction in ﬁltering. Examples are Magic lenses [Bier 93], where magnifying
glasses are adopted to performs the ﬁltering directly in the visualization. The data
under the magnifying glass is processed by the ﬁlter and displayed diﬀerently if
according to the ﬁltering process. Other examples of interactive ﬁltering tools are
InfoCrystal [Spoe 93] and dynamic queries [Gold 94].
• Interactive zooming, which allows to display data object larger and also to
change the representation of data presenting more details. A remarkable example
of this technique is TableLens [Rao 94] (see ﬁgure 3.7). In this technique each
data item is represented as one pixel height row in the visualization and it can
be magniﬁed on demand showing an increasing level of attribute details. Other
examples are DataSpace [Anup 95], PAD++ [Bede 94].
• Interactive distortion, which shows portions of the data with high level of detail while the others are shown with decreasing level of detail. Hyperbolic and
spherical distortion are rather popular they are shown respectively in the Scalable
Framework proposed in [Kreu 02] (see ﬁgures 3.8(a) and 3.8(b)) and [Lamp 95].
And overview of distortion techniques is provided in [Leun 94].
• Interactive brushing and linking, which combines diﬀerent visualization methods to overcame the shortcoming of single technique. The points that are brushed
in a visualization are automatically highlighted in all the active visualizations.
That eases the discovering of dependences and correlation among data. It will
be illustrate afterward (section 3.3.2) describing the prototype we have developed.
Examples of this technique are provided in Xmdv [Ward 94] and the scalable framework [Kreu 02].
(Pre-post) processing algorithms. The increasing volumes of information resources as
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well as the intrinsic diﬃculties in mapping non quantitative values in 2D-3D spaces force
to adopt appropriate processing algorithms. Diﬀerent kind of techniques are adopted,
they can roughly grouped in methods to work out the similarity among information resources, methods to reduce the dimensionality of their information space and automated
data mining techniques to discover implicit patterns.
• similarity According to Kreuseler et al. [Kreu 02] it is important to deﬁne adequate measures to work out similarity because they are prerequisite for implementing many pre-processing approaches. Similarity has to be computed on values with diﬀerent algebraic properties. Euclidean and Minkowski distances can
be adopted when values are quantitative, but in order to face with non quantitative attributes, like text, more complex techniques are needed. For example,
in context as the analysis of scientiﬁc paper citation, where the most of variables
are textual, co-occurence similarity and vector space model have been successfully adopted [Born 03]. The most common co-occurrence similarities are co-term,
co-classiﬁcation, author co-citation, and paper co-citation. Two of the more common similarity formulas used with co-occurrence are the simple cosine and Jaccard
norms. Each counts the number of attributes common between two units (e.g., the
number of terms in common between two articles).
The Vector Space Model (VSM) can be adopted to manage the text. It was originally developed for information retrieval by Salton et al. [Salt 75]. It is a widely
used framework for indexing documents based on term frequencies. Each document
(or query) is represented as a vector in a high dimensional space. Dimensionality is
determined by the number of unique terms in a document corpus. Non-signiﬁcant
words are removed from the document vector. Terms are weighted to indicate their
importance for document representation. Most of the weighting schemes (e.g. the
inverse document frequency [Salt 75]) assume that the importance of a term is proportional to the number of documents the term appears in. The similarity between
documents (or between a query and a document) can be subsequently determined
by the distance between vectors in a high-dimensional space. The most popular
similarity measure is the cosine coeﬃcient, which deﬁnes the similarity between
two documents by the cosine of the angle between their two vectors. It resembles
the inner product of the two vectors, normalized (divided) by the products of the
vector lengths (square root of the sums of squares).
Other techniques are speciﬁcally designed to map categorical values in multidimensional spaces. Rosario et al. [Rosa 04, Rosa 03] propose an approach named
distance-quantiﬁcation-classing to investigate both how to assign an order and
spacing among the nominal values, and how to reduce the number of distinct values to display. Once the mapping is done implicitly the similarity is obtained.
• Dimensionality reduction. The dimensionality of multivariate data needs to be
reduced for displaying on the 2D/3D dimensional spaces. The problem is tackled by
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applying mathematical dimensionality reduction techniques to map n-dimensional
data into a 2D or 3D space [Born 03]. According to [Keim 02a] examples of these
techniques are:
– Factor Analysis such as Principal Components Analysis (PCA), which can
transform a number of (possibly) correlated variables into a (smaller) number
of uncorrelated variables called principal components [Clif 87].
– Multidimensional Scaling, which represent a class of optimization techniques where lower dimensional representations approximating the object’s
distances in information space are generated. The speciﬁc algorithms diﬀer in
the type of stress function used, which is based on the dissimilarities of the
information objects and on the type of optimization strategy [Cox 94, Cox 94].
– Spring Models [Thei 98] make use of a similar optimization approach. In
this case, however, predeﬁned feature points (one for each attribute) are ﬁxed
in the target space. An information object is mapped into the target space
by calculating the eﬀect of virtual springs attached to the information object
and each feature point. The eﬀect of the springs depends on the distance of
the feature point from the information object in the information space. The
resulting representation resembles the semantic distances of the information
objects but highly depends on the selection of the feature points.
– Kohonen Networks (self-organizing maps, SOM [Koho 97]) provide another
approach for generating a spatial layout of information objects. Kohonen
networks lend from biological models and provide both, a dimension reduction
of the attributes to two dimensions and a classiﬁcation of the data objects
based on their features in the information space.
Pertaining to high-dimensionally textual spaces, Bömer et al. [Born 03] mention
the Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), also called Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI).
This technique can be adopted to ease the vocabulary problem [Deer 90, Land 98].
LSA handles synonymy (variability in human word choice) and polysemy (same
word has often diﬀerent meanings) by considering the context of words. It uses
an advanced statistical technique, singular value decomposition (SVD) to extract
latent terms. A latent term may correspond to a salient concept that may be
described by several keywords.
• Automated data mining techniques. They are adopted in order to discover
implicit patterns arising from the information space. Association rules, classiﬁcation and clustering are the typical data mining techniques considered. A complete
introduction of these techniques can be found in [Fayy 96], in the following a
summarization of their purposes and example of how they can be combined with
visualization techniques are given according to [Keim 02a].
– Association rules are statistical relation between two or more items. Association rules tell us that the presence of an item implies the presence of
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other items. The application of supermarket basket is the classical example
adopted to explain the use of association rules. In this context, the association
rules reveal if two distinct items are bought together. For example, they could
show that the 70% clients buying the milk are used to buying the bread. This
information might result extremelly useful to positionate the two products increasing the clients’ satisfaction. Example of tool combining association rules
and appropriate visualization are Mosaic and Double Decker Plots [Hofm 00]
and SGI MineSet’s Rule Visualizer [Brun 97].
– Classiﬁcation is the process of developing a classiﬁcation model based on a
training data set with known class labels. The attributes of the training data
set are analyzed and an accurate description or model of the classes based on
the attributes available in the data set is developed. The class descriptions are
used to classify data for which the class labels are unknown. Classiﬁcation is
sometimes also called supervised learning because the training set is used to
teach the system how to classify the data. Examples of how such technique
can be combined with visualization are the decision tree visualizer in SGIs
MineSet system [Brun 97] and the visual classiﬁcation proposed in [Anke 00].
– Clustering is the process of ﬁnding a partitioning of data set into homogeneous subsets called clusters. Unlike classiﬁcation, clustering is often implemented as a form of unsupervised learning. This means that the classes are
unknown and no training set with class labels is available. Examples of techniques to visualize clustering are OPTICS (Ordering Points To Identify the
Clustering Structure) [Anke 99] and HD-Eye system [Hinn 99].

3.2

Searching for geographical information resources in an
open environment

In this section, I present my applied research to the geographic domain whose resources play
important role in many applications. The geographical domain is signiﬁcant for the purpose
of this thesis as it is a domain where the assumptions of “open environment” and “complexity
of metadata” are satisﬁed. In particular:
• the search and selection of geographical information resources is performed in an Open
Environment relying on the metadata;
• the metadata analysis is needed because of the complexity of metadata and the number
of entries the user has to consider during his search.
Geographical information resources are indispensable to support public administrators during
the deﬁnition of national policies, or to evaluate the environmental impact of political choices.
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For these purposes, vast collections of heterogeneous geographic data are generated from
numerous providers. In addition to publishing the data on CDs and other media, providers
are shifting toward making the information available on the Web following the explosive
growth of Internet and its users.
The importance of sharing and collecting geographic data is rapidly increasing: usually each
country relies on private or public structures to maintain updated geographic information at
a regional and at a national level. However, the request for sharing and collecting geographic
information crosses the countries border. Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) beyond the country borders are arising to integrate geographic information services which allow to identify
and access geographic information from a wide range of sources (see [Smit 02], [Scho 98],
[Jone 02]).
At European level the importance to access to geographic information has been recognized as
essential to ease the deﬁnition of coherent European policies [EIONET]. INSPIRE [Smit 02]
initiative is proposed to make accessible the resources to each European country by deﬁning a
framework for the gradual creation of a harmonized spatial information infrastructure. Other
initiatives like SPIRIT (Spatially-Aware Information Retrieval on the Internet) [Jone 02] propose a worldwide access by getting geographic information directly by surﬁng in Internet.
They usually aim to design and implement a high level of intelligence web search engine to
ﬁnd documents and datasets on the web relating to places or regions referred to in a query. In
a SDI, the quantity and the heterogeneity of data raise the problem to deﬁne instruments to
manage a large amount of distributed data: the concept of metadata has been introduced to
describe geographic data. Digital archives of metadata such as Metadata Information System
(MIS) and Catalogue Service (CS) are developed to manage such information. In particular,
the initiative like INSPIRE and Spirit spend a huge eﬀort to solve the problems of publishing, delivery of data and metadata, retrieval of distributed resources. However they pose less
attention to the comparison and to the exploration of geographical information resources for
data selection activity. Such a problem is broadly faced in my research by the activity performed within the European Project INformation VIsualization for SIte Planning (INVISIP
IST-2000-29640) [INV] where the Information Visualization techniques have been adopted in
order to visually explore and query the available geographical information resources (namely
geographical data set).

3.2.1

The seeker’s problem in geographical information resources searching

The search for geographical information resources is a particular kind of search activity which
aims to select the most appropriate data for a speciﬁc application. Two main aspects are
critical in the selection of geographic information resources:
• Usually it is not possible to access to the geographic resources to have a look and to
realize at a glance the information that they contain since geographic data are resources
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that can be heavy in terms of Kbytes, or that can be not available for free.
• To compare diﬀerent geographic resources requires strong eﬀorts since data are available
in a huge kind of variety. They diﬀer in characteristics like Scale, Reference System,
Geographic Extension, Themes, Quality, Fees and so on.

Metadata are adopted to overcome these drawbacks providing a detailed description of the
geographic information resources according with a speciﬁc standard. They represent a ﬁrst
level of data integration and allow to compare resources provided by diﬀerent organizations.
Moreover they represent a mean to choose geographic data without resource download.
The vast collections of geographic resources determine the generation of a large set of metadata. Furthermore the complexity of geographic data forces metadata to be characterized by
many attributes and to be represented in a multidimensional information space. Instruments
able to manage this large set of metadata and their multidimensionality are needed. A lot
of Metadata Information System (MIS) and Catalogue Systems (CS) are generated to organise and manage metadata. [Gobe 98] gives an overview of MIS and CS for geographic data
and provides more details about the metadata concept and the related initiatives. In particular, diﬀerent initiatives have been carrying out to deﬁne metadata standard (ISO 19115
[ISO19115 03], FGDC[FGDC 98], CEN/TC 287 ENV 12657 [centc 98]) and to facilitate the
searching of metadata (UDK [Swob 99], [Stei 97]). They propose browsing tools for metadata
that provide the results as a list of textual information. Considering the multidimensionality
and the quantity of metadata, such list of information overwhelms user abilities of comprehension. Visual tools are needed to support the user in the comprehension of the searching
results.
The visualization of metadata might appears as a ﬁrst step toward the solution of such
problem [Alpe 96]. However, a visual based approach should also ensure a direct and strong
involvement of the seeker who is the only allowed to judge on the suitability of the resources
for his needs. As consequence of the strong human involvement diﬀerent factors should be
carefully taken into account:
Seeker knowledge. The seeker has often only a perception of his information needs: he has
a limited knowledge of what he is looking for (see the discussion in chapter 2 pertaining
to ASK problem).
Seeker and provider relationship. Seekers and information providers have diﬀerent skill
levels and diﬀerent domains of knowledge. Moreover there is usually no direct interaction
between them (the user cognitive space diﬀers from the information space as well as the
providers’ cognitive spaces).
Seeker anxiety. The gap between what the seeker understands and what he thinks he should
understand generates anxiety. This happens whenever information does not fulﬁll his
needs.
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These diﬀerent factors get the user into some problems when he searches for geographic
information resources. In particular, my direct interaction with diﬀerent INVISIP2 partners
experienced in the management and use of geographical information resources has allowed
to verify that the complexity of the ISO 19115 standard and the number of attributes that
characterize it, may lead to two particular problems [Albe 04, Albe 05c]:
Unfamiliarity with attributes: The searching criteria that the seeker is able to perform
might not be enough to successfully end its selection activity. Therefore he needs to
reﬁne his criteria using attributes he is not familiar with. In other terms he needs to perform his selection in an unfamiliar information space consisting of metadata attributes
and their values.
Data missing: the metadata database might not contain the data the seeker is looking for.
Hence he is forced to deﬁne new criteria to ﬁnd similar data.

3.3

INVISIP: INformation VIsualization for SIte Planning

The search for geographical information resources is considered as a case study where demonstrate the Visual Metadata Analysis need and usefulness. The case study has been developed
within the project “INformation VIsualization for SIte Planning” (INVISIP IST-2000-29640)
in which I have been actively participating during the ﬁrst part of my PhD activity. INVISIP
is a project founded by the European Commission within the Fifth Programme Framework
which was aimed to support all involved parties in the site planning process: municipal authorities and departments, planning oﬃces, data suppliers and citizens. Information Visualization
techniques are used to improve search and analysis tasks, and to facilitate the decision-making
process based on an existing metadata information system (MIS) for geographic data. A basic
problem in the site planning process is the search for actual and expressive data and their
analysis. In particular, spatial data are needed to analyze and realize planning objectives.
INVISIP provides a technical platform as an aid to facilitate information access and data
handling for the site planning process (time-saving, intuitive analysis).
The INVISIP framework provides mechanisms based on Information Visualization techniques
to support the search for appropriate geographical information resources and to face with the
aforementioned problems. INVISIP assumes that each geographical information resource is
characterized according to the ISO 19115 geographic metadata standard. Focusing on ISO
19115 metadata standard, the attributes can be represented by categorical values or full text
values and bounding box is used to express spatial extent attributes. Diﬀerent visual analysis
2
The partners experienced in the management and use of geographical information are two Municipalities (of
Genoa (Italy) and Wiesbaden (Germany)) and three SMEs (D’Appollonia S.p.A (Italy), INREGIA (Sweden),
THALES (Germany))
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approaches are proposed within INVISIP in accordance with the types of attributes they
consider or the type of representation used for the spatial extent.
Full text values the German partners of University of Konstanz [Klei 02, Limb 03b, Klei 03]
provide the Visual Metadata Browser (VisMeB). VisMeB relies on SuperTable, a visualization approach to solve the problem of the exploration of metadata working mainly
on attributes whose value is expressed as full text. They provide an entry point to
pose the initial term based query and perform some visual reﬁnement. This approach
combines diﬀerent visualizations into a so called SuperTable. The SuperTable has been
realized and evaluated in two design variants: GranularityTable and LevelTable.
Spatial extent the German parnters of IGD Fraunhofer [Gobe 03] provide GeoCrystal system which focuses on the spatial extent and lets the user compose complex queries and
visualize search results in a 3D space for geographic data.
Categorical values I and my colleagues together with the Polish and Swedish partners
[Albe 03a, Albe 03b] propose an approach applied to the categorical attributes implemented in the Visual Data Mining tool (VDM). In particular, I was involved in the
design of the visual approach to solve the data missing and unfamiliarity with attributes
problems [Albe 04].
Categorical attributes play an important role both since they are numerically relevant (more
than twenty metadata attributes are deﬁned as categorical) and they represent important
information such as maintenance attribute, progress; type of spatial representation, resolution,
theme classiﬁcation, etc. In the next paragraph I discuss our approach focusing on the
categorical attributes. It combines the functionalities of automatic visualization and graphical
interaction to enable users to uncover and extract hidden relationships in large data sets.

3.3.1

An approach for visual categorical metadata analysis.

In this paragraph I describe the visualization-based approach, we have deﬁned within INVISIP, to analyse categorical metadata. The main idea is to simultaneously use visualization
techniques, graphic interaction and a dynamic link among the visualization themselves using
Brushing and Linking techniques [Keim 02a]. The approach is characterised by three iterative phases as depicted in ﬁgure 3.9: a visualization phase, an exploration phase, and a
query-building phase.
Visualization phase. During the ﬁrst phase diﬀerent representations of metadata attributes
and values are provided in order to give the user a compact and human understandable
view of the available data. Diﬀerent visualization techniques are provided and can be
applied at the same time. They are classiﬁed according to the number of attributes
they can display: single attribute and multi attribute visualization.
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Figure 3.9: Visual Analysis of categorical attributes-

Exploration phase. The second phase is based on the analysis of the visualizations previously displayed to extract knowledge about metadata. In particular, single attribute
visualizations provide the knowledge of the available values and quantitative information
of metadata attributes, whereas multi attribute visualizations provide the knowledge on
metadata attributes and the existing relationships. This task is performed using both
interaction functionalities with the element displayed in a visualization, and brushing
and linking to combine diﬀerent visualization methods. The result of the exploration
phase assists the user in the choice of both attribute and its values to deﬁne new query
criteria.
Query building phase. In the third phase the criteria are completed and the query is
generated. Finally the attribute values are graphically selected to express the query
and the starting subset is reduced. As soon as the query is performed, all displayed
visualizations are updated showing the new (sub)set of data.
Furthermore, if necessary, a new step of the process can be performed starting from the
previous visualizations or activating new visualizations. Otherwise, if the results obtained
does not satisfy user requirements, it is possible to delete some selections previously performed
and return to an “old” data set (a so called Undo).

3.3.2

The Visual Data Mining Tool

This section describes the main functionality of the VDM tool, its architecture and an example
of its application.
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3.3.2.1

The Functionality of the VDM Tool

There are two diﬀerent types of functionality provided within the VDM tool: the visualization
techniques and the interaction functionalities.
The visualization techniques include two diﬀerent types of visualization techniques:
• visualizations of one attribute (such as a pie chart and a histogram see ﬁgure 3.10) and
• visualizations of multiple attributes (such as table and a parallel diagram see ﬁgure
3.11).
Other visualization techniques can be included in the VDM tool in the future.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.10: Visualizations of one attribute: piechart (a), histogram (b)

A brief description of each visualization follows:
A pie chart (Figure 3.10(a)) shows the proportional size of categories that make up a data
series, which represents values of one chosen attribute. It always shows only one data series
and is useful when the user wants to recognize a signiﬁcant element within the data series.
A histogram (Figure 3.10(b)) shows the number of objects for each speciﬁed value of the
chosen attribute. Values are shown on the x-axis, numbers of objects on the y-axis. The
histogram is useful to recognize the distribution of data objects and can help to identify
potentially suspicious objects. These can be removed from further analysis by appropriate
selection.
A table visualization allows the user to choose one or several attributes and visualize them
in a table of values. Each attribute is represented by a column in the table. Each row of
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Figure 3.11: Visualization of multiple attributes

the table represents a data object. It is not a graphical visualization and it does not provide
a very compact representation of data but nevertheless it is a common way to show the
search results. From the users point of view, it can be useful to visualize a large number of
attributes when the data reduction has already been performed by previously applying some
other visualization technique.
A parallel diagram or a parallel coordinates plot (Figure 3.11) maps the attributes of the
dataset onto vertical axes. Each data object in the dataset is represented as a piecewise linear
line connecting the axes. The line intersects the vertical axes at the points that correspond
to its attribute values. Since the line representing an object connects diﬀerent attributes, it
is necessary to select at least two attributes for a non-trivial plot.
There are two diﬀerent kinds of interaction functionality implemented in the VDM tool:
• interaction between a single visualization and the user,
• interaction among diﬀerent visualizations.
The ﬁrst kind of interaction, which is between a visualization and the user, enables the user to
explore the content of the visualization and to graphically extract selected subset of metadata
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from the metadatabase. The functionality of graphical selection for data exploration exists
in all the visualization techniques, but varies according to the type of each technique. It
links each graphic entity to the attribute which it represents. Graphical entities in question
can be angular segments of a pie chart, bars of a histogram, rows of a table or lines in a
parallel diagram. The values of the attributes are shown in the legend next to the visualization. The user can select a desired subset of objects by clicking on the graphical entities
that represent their attribute values or by choosing one or several values in the legend. A
special type of graphical selection is implemented in the parallel diagram. Unlike in the other
visualizations the polygonal lines represent the correlation among diﬀerent attributes rather
than one attribute only. Figure 3.11 shows an example: the selected polygonal lines in red
show the correlation between the speciﬁed cost of the datasets (10e ) with their format and
their language. The datasets with this cost can be obtained in four diﬀerent data formats,
but they are all in English.
The second kind of interaction helps to discover correlation among graphic entities represented
in diﬀerent visualizations. All the visualizations are interconnected according to the concept
of brushing and linking. Brushing is an interactive selection process, while linking connects
the selected data from the current visualization to other open visualizations. If the user
has several diﬀerent visualizations open (of one type or of more diﬀerent types) and decides
to perform a selection of objects in one of them, the graphical entities that represent this
selection and correspond to the same subset of selected data objects are highlighted in each
visualization, providing a better visual impression. When the selection is performed, all other
graphical entities disappear from each open visualization.

3.3.2.2

The Architecture of the VDM Tool

The VDM tool consists of three main components designed as a Java applet in order to easily
handle web-based explorations:
• the data manager that connects the VDM tool to diﬀerent resources of metadata,
• the control panel which integrates all components and designed as a Graphical User
Interface and
• the visualization wrapper component that provides a common template for the diﬀerent
visualization techniques.
The data manager handles input and output of data. It is based on a table that contains all
metadata that can be visualized. The data connection implemented so far is based on ODBC.
The VDM tool is therefore open to integrate other database managers such as Oracle, SQL
server and so on.
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The control panel is the main component of the VDM tool. It provides a Graphical User
Interface (GUI) as shown in Figure 3.12. The left side of the control panel shows the list of
metadata attributes, while the right side shows all available visualizations. This gives the user
the possibility to apply diﬀerent types of visualizations to the selected metadata attributes.
The control panel activates the visualizations contained in the data manager and manages
the general layout of the diﬀerent visualizations.
All the visualization techniques are based on the visualization wrapper component. In Java
programming, a visualization wrapper is an abstract class that all visualizations have to
extend. It provides the interface between all the visualizations and the control panel, as well
as functionalities to activate and to update the graphs contained in the wrapper. It is also
responsible for the look & feel (colours, character fonts, etc.) of all visualization techniques
and for the common characteristics such as toolbar and menu.

3.3.3

Illustrative Examples

This paragraph provides examples of how to exploit the approach to search for geographic
information, in particular to solve the “Query formulation” and “Retrieved results comprehension” problems. Once demonstrated these two it shows some examples illustrating how
the approach can ease the “unfamiliarity with attributes” and “data missing”.

Figure 3.12: The VDM Control Panel
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3.3.3.1

Example 1: “Query formulation” problem

In the metadata analysis framework the queries are performed in a visual manner. Datasets
used in the formulation of the query criteria are visualized in appropriate visualizations and
starting from them, the query is formulated by a sequence of graphical selection and reduction. The available interactions are mapped as diﬀerent logical operators: the selection is
mapped into an OR (∨) between the elements which are clicked on, whereas the reduction
is mapped as an AND (∧) between two diﬀerent selections. The query language supported
by the framework corresponds to the subset of the conjunctive normal form as deﬁned in
[Mend 97], where the literals are equalities between attributes and desired values, and the
negation of literals are not allowed. Let suppose to have the following scenario: the seeker
has to acquire geographic data dealing with climatology content, written in English or in
Italian and having a MapInfo ﬁle format. Since Language, Theme and Format are metadata
attributes the query the seeker has to perform is quite simple and looks like:

(Language=Italian ∨ Language=English)∧
∧(Theme=Climatology)∧(Format=MapInfo)
The query can be formulated applying a Parallel Coordinate Plot (PCP) (see Figure 3.13)
to visualize the information related to Language, Theme and Format. The PCP provides
a compact overview of the available features and the relations among the attributes. This
technique maps the attributes of a dataset onto vertical axes and represents each data object
as a piecewise linear line, and this polygonal line intersects the vertical axes at one point that
corresponds to its attribute value. The query is performed by the following interactions:
1. Two selections on the histogram to formulate the preferences on Language. This is
performed by clicking on “Italian” and “English”, and as shown in Figure 3.13 the
properties related to Italian and English dataset highlighted.
2. A reduction of the dataset according with the criteria deﬁned by the Language selection.
It is performed by clicking the toolbar reduction button in Figure 3.13.
3. A selection to formulate a preference on the Theme. It is performed clicking on “climatology” in the PCP .
4. A reduction of the dataset according with the criteria deﬁned by the Theme selection.
5. A selection to formulate the preference on the format. It is performed by clicking on
MapInfo in the PCP.
6. A reduction of the dataset according to the adopted criteria.
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Figure 3.13: PCP visualization of Language, Theme and Format.

3.3.3.2

Example 2: “Retrieved Results Comprehension” problem

Let suppose to have the following scenario: the seeker is looking for geographic information
related to speciﬁc criteria. He formulates a query specifying his preferences and then he
obtains a large set of metadata related to the geographic data satisfying the query. The seeker
needs to comprehend the retrieved results to choose the most appropriate one(s) for his needs.
Search engines usually return the results set as textual list of items (e.g. table representation
as in Figure 3.14(a)). It is a poor and redundant manner to represent the information; it
results inappropriate for many tasks of analysis needed in the query reﬁnement process. For
example if the user is interested in “How are related the attributes language, resolution to
the theme Environment?”, the tabular representation forces the user to examine carefully
each rows. On the contrary, a representation which visually correlates more information
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(a) A tabular representation of a result set.

(b) The PCP representation of a result set.
Figure 3.14: Example of improved retrieved result comprehension.
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(e.g. the Parallel Coordinate Plot in Figure 3.14(b)) is more suitable. Figure 3.14(b) clearly
shows what features are available and the relations among the attributes. Interacting with
the visualization, the user can easily understand the pattern which occurs in the result set.
Moreover a selection on the theme “environment” automatically highlights the language and
resolution properties of the selected dataset.
3.3.3.3

Data missing and unfamiliarity with attributes working scenario

Let suppose to have the following scenario: the user has to acquire geographic about climatology content, having 1:5000 resolution, in MapInfo format and written in English. To
investigate which are the available data, the seeker can apply the following steps:
1. to display the Histogram related to the Resolution attribute (Figure 3.15(a)). He selects
and reduces the dataset according with the available resolution measure he is more
interested in.
2. to display a PCP on Language, Format and Theme to analyze the relations among these
attributes.
3. to select the “climatology” value of Theme attribute Figure 3.15(b) in the PCP. It
outlines that data dealing with this theme, in a MapInfo format and written in English
are missing.
4. the seeker recalls that some information resources pertaining to “metereology” theme
could be suitable for replacing those about “climatology” . Moreover this allows to select
data according to seeker needs, since a line on the PCP connects English, “meteorology”
and MapInfo.
5. to reﬁne the query criteria. Since the amount of the results is still too huge, to successfully complete his task the user has to reﬁne his criteria using attributes he is not
familiar with. He analyzes other attributes as Update Frequency and Turnaround by
using a PCP visualization (Figure 3.15(c)). Since the data that are “continually” updated have a not established turnaround (in other words it is not clear when they will
be available), he might decide to select the data that are “monthly” updated and having
“one week” as turnaround.

3.3.4

INVISIP evaluation

A human evaluation of the visual tool proposed within INVISIP has been worked out during
the project. The methodology adopted and the results obtained are detailed in the project
deliverables [Limb 02, Limb 03a, Limb 04]. In general, this evaluation demonstrates as the
Information Visualization tools support the seeker.
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(a) Histogram visualization of Resolution attribute.

(b) PCP on Language, Theme, Format.

(c) PCP on Update Frequency and Turnaround.
Figure 3.15: Solving data missing and unfamiliarity with attributes.
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The Visual Data Mining Tool (VDM) and the Visual Metadata Browser (VisMeB) softwares
have been tested. Diﬀerent test scenarios were developed:
• Visual Data Mining tool (VDM) has been tested to search for information resources on
a database using categories;
• Visual Metadata Browser has been tested to search for information resources on a
database using query terms;
The following questions have been posed to the users:
1. Is the Layout of the system clear?
2. Could you orientate yourself fast?
3. Was the use of color appropriate?
4. Was the navigation intuitive?
5. Was important information highlighted in some way?
6. Was the terminology understandable throughout the site?
7. Were text and graphics presented in a visually aesthetic manner?
8. Was the amount of visual information adequate?
9. Could you ﬁnd searched objects quickly?
10. Were you able to navigate through the site without the feeling of getting lost?
11. Was there to much information on individual pages?
12. Was there to little information on individual pages?
13. Was the information grouped consistently?
14. Were the graphics clear and sharp?
Ten users have been participating to the evaluation. The ﬁrst six questions have been tested
for both VisMeB and VDM, the second group from the seventh to fourteenth has been applied
only for VisMeB. The results of the ﬁrst and the second group of questions are depicted
respectively in ﬁgure 3.16 and 3.17.
Overall the results are good. As the VDM was to
most participants an unknown concept, the results seem to be even better. Question number
two, “is the layout of the system clear?” has a very high rating. As this is a very relevant
question, especially considering that the Visual Data Mining tools were mostly unknown to
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Figure 3.16: Evaluation VisMeB and VDM: questions 1-7

the participants. It exempliﬁes the overall good design quality of the VDM tool. Figure
3.18 shows the result of the post test in comparing the three visualizations: the Level Table
and Granularity Table are part of the VisMeB. The users had to give a rating on a scale
ranging from 1 to 10, where 1 means negative, and 10 a positive rating. The LevelTable
was the highest rated visualization, followed closely by the GranularityTable. The distance
between the two table visualizations and the VDM tool is signiﬁcant. Nevertheless, a rating
is only a subjective glimpse at a situation and should not be overweighted, especially if one
looks at diﬀerences between rated objects. Regardless of that it is save to say, that all three
visualizations were rated quite positive and users were satisﬁed working with them and that
both the VisMeB and the VDM provide techniques to deeply compare complex metadata
entries.

3.3.5

Results

An approach for metadata analysis is introduced to support users during the search for
geographical information resources. It is based on well-known visualizations and powerful
graphic interaction techniques. The direct interaction with the INVISIP users let us point out
the problems of “unfamiliarity with attribute” and “data missing”. The approach facilitates
the user in the comprehension of the results of a browsing search as well as to discover
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Figure 3.17: Second Evaluation VisMeB: question 8-14

relationship among data facing with the aforementioned problem.
The overall evaluation of tools developed in INVISIP demonstrated as a visual approach is
positively perceived by the user at least with respect to the usual text based research. However, beside the user perception, an experimentation to assess how much the proposed visual
approach make faster the selection of information resources has not yet addressed.
Related Publications
• R. Albertoni, A. Bertone, M. De Martino, “Visual Analysis of Geographical Metadata
in a Spatial Data Infrastructure”, Fifteenth International Workshop on Database and
Expert System Application, University of Zaragoza, Zaragoza, IEEE Computer Society
Press, pp. 861-865, 2004.
• R. Albertoni, A. Bertone, U. Demsar, M. De Martino, H. Hauska, “Knowledge Extraction by Visual Data Mining of Metadata in Site Planning”, Proc. ScanGIS2003, Scandinavian Research Conference on Geographic Information Science, Espoo, Finland, pp.
119-130, 2003. (best paper /presentation)
• R. Albertoni, A. Bertone, U. Demsar, M. De Martino, H. Hauska, “Visual And Automatic Data mining for Exploration of Geographical Metadata”, Proc. of 6th AGILE
Conference on Geographic Information Science, Lyon, France, pp. 479-488, 2003.
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Figure 3.18: Mean results comparison of the overall tools appreciation

• R. Albertoni, A. Bertone, M. De Martino, “A Visualization-Based Approach to Explore Geographic Metadata”, WSCG POSTERS proceedings WSCG’2003 - The 11-th
International Conference in Central Europe on Computer Graphics, Visualization and
Computer Vision, Plzen, Czech Republic, 2003.
• R. Albertoni, A. Bertone, V. Contursi, M. De Martino, M. Franceschetti, F. Marangon,
M. Piccazzo, V. Procopio, “INVISIP: Uno strumento integrato per l’accesso alle informazioni e il trattamento dei dati geograﬁci”, Sesta Conferenza Nazionale Asita, Perugia,
Italy, pp. 95-100, 2002.
• R. Albertoni, A.Bertone, M. De Martino, “Information visualization and interactive geodata mining in site planning process”, Primo Convegno Eurographics Italian Chapter,
Milano, Italy 2002.

3.4

Contributions with respect to the requirements for metadata analysis

The experience performed within INVISIP shows that instruments based on the visual analysis are appreciated by the seekers. The evidences supporting this sentence is the positive
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feedback the users gave during the evaluation to questions such as “Is the Layout of the
system clear?”, “Could you orientate yourself fast?”, “Was the navigation intuitive?”, “Was
important information highlighted in some way?”. The visual tools are perceived by the
seeker as headway at least with respect to the usual text based search engines. However,
the visual tools discussed in this chapter and pertaining to INVISIP partially meet the requirements addressed in the section 2.3. The support they provide is summarized in Table
3.1. The examples shown in paragraph 3.3.3.1 and 3.3.3.2 illustrate the support to ease the
Requirement
Query Formulation
Retrieved result comprehension
Query coordination
Database problem
Vocabulary problem

Visual Metadata Analysis in INVISIP
good
good
partial
not applicable
partial

Table 3.1: Visual metadata analysis contribution to the requirements.

query formulation and the retrieved result comprehension. They are limited to the categorical attributes. Anyway, similar support has been obtained by the other tools for the textual
attributes [Klei 02] and attributes on spatial extension [Gobe 03]. All these tools have been
integrated in order to provide a seamless analysis of geographical metadata.
The database problem is not faced within the research activity performed in INVISIP, actually
in the project the information resources were collected in a unique repository, and as consequence there was no need to compare the result coming from diﬀerent repositories, search
engine or database.
The query coordination is partially supported through the Visual Data Mining tool which
eases the discovery of query criteria. It allows to select the most suitable information resources. However, except from some simple functionalities provided by the other INVISIP
tools Geocrystal [Gobe 03] and SuperTable [Klei 02], there is no support in comparing the
results obtained by diﬀerent queries.
The vocabulary problem is not directly addressed in INVISIP. Even if the Visual Data Mining
tool supports in discovery pattern among categorical attributes which might ease in such a
problem. For example, supposing that whenever a geographical information resource has the
value of the metadata for theme equal to “climatology” it assumes also the value “environmental”, that is a pattern which can be pointed out through the VDM tool. These kind of
pattern might be useful to realize that there are no environmental information resources out
from climatology; thus climatology and environmental are “synonymous” in the repository
the seeker is considering. This is a relation among terms which arise from the information
spaces and belong to the implicit semantics of information resources. However, the repository
seldom indicates all the synonyms in term of implicit patterns. More often these kinds of
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relations have to be obtained by explicit semantics. An example is provided in the scenario
in section 3.3.3.3 where the seeker recalls that some information resources pertaining to “metereology” theme could be suitable for replacing those about “climatology”. In this case the
seeker is using a relation among terms which is induced by his background knowledge, which
pertains to the explicit semantics.

3.5

Conclusions

The research activity applied to the geographical information resources results to be particularly suitable for the purpose of this thesis. It provides a real example where the hypotheses
made in the ﬁrst chapter are satisﬁed.
• The search and selection of geographical information sources has be done within an
Open Environment because
– the concurrency among the providers is determined by the economic interests pertaining to the selection of the geographical information resources,
– the adoption of a centralized and strongly harmonized repository is unreasonable
due to the vast number of stakeholders interested in producing and consuming
geographical information resources.
• The search has to rely on metadata because
– the information related to who, how and under which condition the geographical
information is produced are indispensable for determining a correct use of the
resources,
– the geographical resources are often not available for free and they might require
large band of network to be transmitted or large amount of disk space to be stored.
• The metadata analysis is needed because
– the intrinsic complexity of geographical information in terms of formats, sources
and domain speciﬁc features force to have a complex metadata,
– potentially a large number of metadata entries have to be considered during the
search.
Moreover, the crucial role which geographical information resources play in numerous business
and government application demonstrates that the issues addressed by this thesis might have
a great importance and social impact.
The experience made within INVISIP has clearly shown as the adoption of metadata standard
is just the ﬁrst step to solve the problems that the seeker has to face searching for geographical
information resources. It demonstrates the worth of caring about the metadata analysis.
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As demonstrated in INVISIP the visual analysis eases the user in the selection of geographical
information resources: Information Visualization and Visual Data Mining techniques are
perceived by the seeker as a progress in the search and selection activity. They support in
the resolution of unfamiliarity with attribute and data missing.
With respect to the usual textual search engine it supports in the problems of:
• query formulation providing a more eﬃcient and precise formulation of selection criteria;
• retrieved result comprehension providing a more compact representation of the result
obtained;
• query coordination/deﬁnition of selection criteria providing new selection criteria on
the base of patterns arising from implicit relation among information resources.
Although the satisfying evaluation achieved, the tool developed within INVISIP do not meet
some of the requirements discussed in section 2.3
Independently from the techniques developed within INVISIP, the query coordination as well
as database selection problems are brilliantly solved by Spoerri who introduced the MetaCrystal [Spoe 04d, SPOE 04b]. MetaCrystal is a visualization based on the Venn diagram which
allows to compare the results of both diﬀerent query as well as search engine. It can be
adopted to achieve a complete support.
Beside the positive feedback given by users during the evaluation of tools developed in INVISIP, an assessment of how much these tools improve the task of search and select the
information resources should be undertaken.

3.5.1

Remarks and Research Issues

The research experience on the visual analysis of categorical attributes has pointed out some
interesting remarks:
• The application of Information Visualization techniques as well as Visual Data Mining
to eﬀectively browse unfamiliar information spaces rely on some kind of relationships
among the space elements such similarity or a partial order. In the case all the metadata
attributes are numerical, the information space is mapped in some metric space and
these relationships are ensured by the metric space properties. Otherwise, it is not so
easy to ensure that such relations are available, and this may hamper the complete
exploitation of visual techniques.
• The background knowledge of the user aﬀects the way the selection is performed. The
vocabulary problem is a typical example: on the base of his background knowledge the
seeker might modify the selection criteria i.e. replacing a term with an other which he
relates to (see example in the scenario presented in section 3.3.3.3).
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These remarks bring to interesting research issues:
• How to represent the background knowledge?
• How to take advantage from the background knowledge to suggest possible query reﬁnement?
• Does background knowledge induce relations of partial order or similarity among the
information space element?
These research issues are object of investigation in the chapter 4.

Chapter 4

Semantic Metadata Analysis
As discussed in chapter 3 the visual analysis of metadata facilitates the user during the search
and selection of information resources. The techniques developed in the ﬁelds of Information
Visualization and Visual Data Mining make friendlier the way the queries are posed, visualization techniques summarize the query results improving the results comprehension, and
the combination of interaction and visualization techniques enables a deeper comparison of
the resource features. The visual metadata analysis is fundamental to involve the user in the
search activity. It ampliﬁes the users’ cognition facilitating the discovering of new selection
criteria. However, there are problems which require some kind of representation of the seekers’/providers’ background knowledge. The vocabulary problem is one of the typical cases
where the lack of background knowledge hampers the eﬀectiveness of the visual analysis: resources related in the reality but described with diﬀerent terms cannot be properly visualized
because the relations among terms are unknown to the visual metadata analysis. The background knowledge strongly aﬀects the selection process and non taking it into account might
inhibit a complete exploitation of visual metadata analysis or even worse it might result in
misleading visualizations.
This chapter presents diﬀerent methods which take advantage from the representation of the
background knowledge to ease the comparison and exploration of information resources. The
background knowledge is represented by ontologies. The methods are classiﬁed as “semantic”
because they support in determining how information resources semantics aﬀects the selection
process. Three diﬀerent approaches to support the semantic metadata analysis are proposed:
• Asymmetric Semantic Similarity among metadata Categorical Values (ASSCV) to face
with the vocabulary problem;
• Asymmetric and Context Dependent Semantic Similarity (ACDSS) to compare information resources;
• Semantic Granularity (SG) to browse information resources with respect to categorical
59
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features and at diﬀerent levels of abstraction.

All the methods have been developed considering problems and applications arising from
the European project INVISIP [INV] and the network of excellence AIM@SHAPE [AIM].
They both face with information resources characterized by metadata: INVISIP focuses
on geographical dataset characterized by the Geographical Metadata Standard ISO 19115
[ISO19115 03], whereas, AIM@SHAPE focuses on digital media resources i.e. resources whose
essential characteristic is to have a shape, and which are additionally characterized by ontology driven metadata. In particular, in AIM@SHAPE the deﬁnition of a framework of ontology
driven metadata, extending the result obtained by MPEG speciﬁcation [mpeg7 04], is part
of the expected results. I have been actively participating in the deﬁnition of these ontology
driven metadata [Albe 05d, Papa 05, Albe 07, Albe 06c]. An example of the ontology driven
metadata developed in AIM@SHAPE and the issues pertaining its design are illustrated in
Appendix A.
The motivations behind the adoption of ontologies and what can be represented by them are
described in section 4.1. The semantic similarity among categorical values, which is presented
in section 4.2, has been conceptualized as an extension of the VDM tool developed within
INVISIP. As a consequence, it is exempliﬁed in the context of geographical metadata. The
asymmetric and context dependent similarity as well as the semantic granularity stem from
the experience of AIM@SHAPE. Since the ﬁnal deﬁnition of the AIM@SHAPE’s ontologies
has not yet released they are demonstrated referring to the domain of academic research
respectively in the sections 4.3 and 4.4.

4.1

Ontologies and background knowledge

The following two subsections present respectively the reasons why ontologies are adopted
to represent the background knowledge and the role that ontologies can play during the
matadata analysis.

4.1.1

Why ontologies to represent the background knowledge?

This section presents the reasons behind the adoption of the ontology to represent the background knowledge.
Ontology are suitable to formally represent shared conceptualization. As deﬁned by
Gruber [Grub 95] and as already discussed in the ﬁrst chapter, “an ontology is an explicit and formal speciﬁcation of a conceptualization”. By the early 1980s, researchers
in AI and especially in Knowledge Representation had realized that to work in Ontology was relevant to the process of describing the world for intelligent systems to
reason about and act in. This awareness and integration grew, and spread into other
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areas until, in the latter half of the ﬁnal decade of the 20th century, the term “ontology” actually became a buzzword, as enterprise modeling, e-commerce, emerging XML
meta-data standards, and knowledge management, among others, reached the top of
many businesses strategic plans. In addition, an emphasis on “knowledge sharing” and
interchange has placed an emphasis on ontology as an application area itself [Welt 01].
Such a popularity and the vast employment the ontologies have for sharing knowledge
are the ﬁrst factors suggesting their adoption to represent the background knowledge.

Ontologies play an important role in the Semantic Web. Ontologies will play an important role in the Semantic Web which is an extension of the well known World Wide
Web. In the semantic web, ontologies provide a shared understanding of a domain. Such
a shared understanding is necessary to overcome diﬀerences in terminology [Anto 04].
The number of initiatives and the eﬀorts spent by World Wide Web consortium (W3C)1
deﬁning a web ontology language [OWL 06] is the most prominent evidence of the importance ontologies are obtaining within the WWW. The development of the Semantic
Web has a lot of industry momentum, and governments are investing heavily: the US
government has established the DARPA Agent Markup Language (DAML) Project,
and the Semantic Web was among the key action lines of the European Union 6th
Framework Programme [Anto 04]. Even if the Semantic Web is still far from replacing
the current web, the importance of ontologies at diﬀerent level of formalization in the
next development of the web is almost universally accepted. The current web is the
most remarkable example of infrastructure where is possible to exchange information
resources under the hypotheses this thesis made deﬁning the open environment. The
fact that the ontologies are promising in the next web development, and the importance
that web has in obtaining the open architecture, are the second factor inﬂuencing the
choice of ontologies as background knowledge representation.

Metadata about complex information resources are expressed by ontologies. As already discussed in the ﬁrst chapter, a careful and successful selection of information
resources requires to consider a complex set of resources’ features including entities and
actors contributing in the resources creation. Considering the richness and the complexity pertaining to information, it is reasonable to anticipate that their metadata
will be more and more often encoded by ontologies. As a consequence, entities and
relations which today are part of the background knowledge will be encoded in the ontology schema and the choice of an ontology as background representation will be quite
natural.

1

http://www.w3.org/
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What can be represented through an ontology?

In the section 4.1.1 I have already discussed the choice of ontologies to represent the background knowledge. Here I introduce the way the ontologies and metadata can be assembled.
In ﬁgure 4.1 a schema of how the real world entities, the resource features and the ontologies,
take part into metadata deﬁnition is depicted. Starting from box (a) on the left side of ﬁgure
4.1, diﬀerent kinds of real entities are represented. All these real entities or at least the digitalized counterparts of them can be considered as information resources which someone could
need to select. In the ﬁgure 4.1 (b) some example of features which can be used to select
these resources are given. Of course representing the features might require to handle also the
relations kept by entities and features. Moving to the ﬁgure 4.1 (c), the features and relations
are organized in metadata. Diﬀerent representations are possible according to the kind of
metadata chosen. In case of plain metadata ﬁgure 4.1 (c.1) the features might be represented
in terms of XML attributes and only simple relations among attributes can be inserted by
nesting the attributes. Alternatively, the metadata are represented through an ontology ﬁgure
4.1 (c.2): the features will be grouped into meaningful entities, attributes and relations. Both
plain and ontology-driven metadata might have attributes in order to represent the properties
of an information resource. The attribute values can range in diﬀerent domains. They can be
numerical, textual, categorical or even represent spatial and time extensions. If the attributes
are numerical, textual, spatial or temporal there are explicit encoding of relations among the
attribute values. Computers handle numbers quite well and techniques to manage spatial and
time reference have been developed. For example, in [Guti 00] an algebraic framework for
modelling moving points and regions has been formalized, by proposing abstract data types
that can be integrated in relational and object relational models. Chomicky and Revesz in
[Chom 01] discuss the closure properties of a set of geometric spatio-temporal objects (rectangle and convex polygons) with respect to base algebra operators (e.g. closure with respect
to intersection) have been discussed. However, Computers are not so successfully handling
with categorical attributes, i.e. attributes whose domain is made of a set of preﬁxed terms.
As illustrated in ﬁgure 4.1 (d), ontologies conceptualizing the domain where the categorical
attributes range can be adopted. They can represent part of the users’ background knowledge in order to make explicit the relations among categorical values. According to the above
discussion it is possible to distinguish two main roles ontologies can play:
Role of domain conceptualization to formalize relationships among categorical values;
Role of metadata schema to organize the metadata describing resources in speciﬁc domains.
I would remark that the semantic metadata analysis proposed in this thesis goes extensively
through these two roles. In fact, the experience within INVISIP and AIM@SHAPE have
forced us to conceive our methods according to diﬀerent metadata set-ups. The ISO standard
19115 geographical metadata is encoded within INVISIP as plain metadata, and the semantic
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Figure 4.1: How metadata can be assembled. (a) represents examples of real world entities; (b) represents
example of features; (c) shows two way to specify a metadata schema; (d) shows an example of ontology to
represent the conceptualization for the feature “topic”

similarity among categorical values has been designed mainly taking advantage from ontologies to represent attribute domain conceptualization (see section 4.2). On the contrary, within
the AIM@SHAPE network of excellence, the metadata are encoded as ontology driven metadata. Thus, the asymmetric and context dependent similarity among information resources
relies on the ontology adopted to represent the metadata schema (see section 4.3). Moreover,
the semantic granularity relies on an ontology which mixes the two roles up, representing
both the metadata schema and the hierarchical organization of the qualities used to deﬁne
the granularity (see section 4.4).

4.2

Asymmetric Semantic Similarity among metadata Categorical Values (ASSCV)

Asymmetric Semantic Similarity among Categorical Values is the ﬁrst metadata analysis
technique designed within my research activity. The aim is to support the seeker when the
criteria used to formulate the query fail: the system is able to provide a background knowledge
pertaining to similar terms that could be adopted in the reformulation of the query. The
semantic relations are detected by applying similarity criteria among data and it is provided
to the user through visualization techniques to amplify his cognition and to facilitate the
interpretation of the query results. The rest of the section is organized as follows: section
4.2.1 provides the reason why this approach has been developed, section 4.2.2 introduces how
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the ontologies and an adaptation of the Matching-Distance Measure for Semantic Similarity
(MDMS)[Rodr 04] are adopted to work out the semantic similarity among ontology classes,
section 4.2.3 introduces the approach we propose; and section 4.2.4 shows how the approach
can deal with the vocabulary problem.

4.2.1

Motivations

Semantic similarity among categorical values stems from the experience made within the EU
project INVISIP. It has provided a visual metadata analysis framework which allows the
seeker to move through large information spaces. An exploration approach is deﬁned: it
is characterized by a reasoning activity based on the integration of visualization techniques,
graphic interaction and brushing and linking functionality. The approach is widely illustrated
in section 3.3 and an example of how it can be used to solve some problems of geographical
information search is described in section 3.3.3. However, the approach has some limitations:
it does not take into account of any user background knowledge, for example it ignores the
“semantic” relations among the categorical values which represent precious hints for the formulation of new search criteria.
Categorical values or nominal values are data that can be separated into diﬀerent categories
according to some non-numeric characteristics. Their exploration is challenging because the
values they assume provide information that can be easily understood by a human agent but
cannot be trivially managed in an automatic way. Some approaches to visualize categorical
values have been proposed [Kola 01],[Rosa 03]. They visualize implicit relations arising from
the data. For example, assuming that there is a pattern of dependency between two categorical values x, y (e.g. “if a resources has nominal value ’x’ then it has also value ’y’ ”), these
techniques visualize the resources taking advantage from such an implicit relation. However
none of them is based on explicit semantics: they do not consider the relations existing in the
seekers’/providers’ cognitive space, so they are not able to follow faithfully the user’s interpretation. The approach based on semantic similarity among categorical values is proposed
in this thesis to overcome this limitation.

4.2.2

Preliminary assumptions

In this paragraph I introduce some concepts concerning the representation of semantic relations among data needed to design our approach: the hypothesis pertaining the ontology
expressiveness and the adopted similarity are provided.
It is assumed to play a role of domain conceptualization (see section 4.1.2). The ontology is
composed by class entities (named classes) representing the most important concepts of the
domain, instances representing speciﬁc elements of classes, and slots which can be attributes
characterizing the classes or relations representing types of interaction among concepts. The
classes can be related by is-a or part-of relations.
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Semantic similarity facilitates the comparison among the class entities and allows to handle
those which are semantically similar. In semantic similarity among categorical attributes the
Matching-Distance Measure for Semantic Similarity (MDMS) [Rodr 04] is considered and it
is deﬁned in terms of slots comparison. Slots are classiﬁed according to three diﬀerent types
of features called distinguishing features: function features which are relations with speciﬁc
properties describing what is done to or with a class, part features (a part-of relation) describing structural elements of a class and attribute features, which represent class properties.
Two entities are more or less similar according to the number of slots belonging to the same
kind of distinguishing features they share each other.
A formal deﬁnition of “global similarity” is based on the deﬁnition of two measures: the “slots
importance” and the “slots similarity”.
Deﬁnition 1 (function α of slots importance) Let us call c1 , c2 , two class entities, d
the distance function between the two class entities and lub the immediate super-class that
subsumes both classes. α is the function that evaluates the importance of the diﬀerence between
the two class entities in term of their slots and it is deﬁned by:
⎧
⎨ d(c1 ,lub(c1 ,c2 ))

α(c1 , c2 ) =

d(c1 ,c2 )

⎩ 1 − d(c1 ,lub(c1 ,c2 ))
d(c1 ,c2 )

d(c1 , lub(c1 , c2 )) ≤ d(c1 , c2 )
d(c1 , lub(c1 , c2 )) > d(c1 , c2 )

(4.1)

where d(c1 , c2 ) = d(c1 , lub(c1 , c2 )) + d(c2 , lub(c1 , c2 )).
It is important to note that the computation of the distance d considers both is-a and part-of
relations to determine the immediate super-class lub.
Deﬁnition 2 (slots similarity) Given two class entities c1 (target) and c2 , (base), t one
type of distinguishing features (part, function, attribute) and C1 and C2 the sets of features
of type t respectively of the class entities c1 and c2 . The similarity value of c1 , c2 is:
S(c1 , c2 ) =

|C1 ∩ C2 |
|C1 ∩ C2 | + (1 − α(c1 , c2 ))||C1 /C2 | + α(c1 , c2 )||C2 /C1 |

(4.2)

Deﬁnition 3 (global similarity) Given two class entities c1 and c2 , wp , wf , wa the weights
of the respective importance of parts, functions and attributes, the global similarity function
S between two class entities c1 and c2 is the weighted sum of the similarity values of parts
(Sp ), functions (Sf ) and attributes (Sa ):
S(c1 , c2 ) = ωp · Sp (c1 , c2 ) + ωf · Sf (c1 , c2 ) + ωa · Sa (c1 , c2 )

(4.3)

The sum of weights is expected to be equal to 1 and the value of each of them is calculated
according to contextual information [Rodr 04].
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4.2.3

The approach to analyze categorical attributes

An approach developed in this thesis to analyze categorical attributes of metadata exploiting
the semantic relations among the categorical values is described in [Albe 05b]. The ontology is
playing a role of domain conceptualization to express the relations and to make them machine
understandable, the MDMS similarity [Rodr 04] is adopted to work out similarities among
the concepts. Moreover, Information Visualization is applied to improve similarity cognition
of the seeker.
The analysis is performed in three phases:
1. deﬁnition of the ontology,
2. exploitation of the ontology to explicit the relations of the categorical values,
3. exploration of semantic relations among categorical values.
The ontology deﬁnition is obtained by mapping the categorical values of a metadata attribute
into class entities. A class hierarchy is built adding is-a relations. Each metadata entry whose
values are mapped into a class entity, is deﬁned as instance of the class. Moreover, as the
similarity among classes is deﬁned in terms of slots comparison, a careful deﬁnition of slots for
each class is needed. Slots grouped according to their functions, parts and attributes should
be associated to each class entity also taking into account the intended similarity assessment:
in other words, if two classes are expected to be similar they should be forced to share some
slots.
The exploitation of the ontology to work out the semantic similarity is based on the MDMS
similarity: it adopts the asymmetric similarity, which seems to be more appropriate to support a query reﬁnement based on the distance among concepts [Rodr 04]. The MDMS allows
to make explicit the similarity among categorical values, which is a semantic relationship,
usually not available from the ontology design. In the exploration of semantic relations the
main issue is to choose appropriate visualization techniques to display the similarity measure providing useful hints in the query reﬁnement. Visualizations such as the cluster maps
[Stuc 04] are developed to support the query reﬁnement but they still do not visualize any
information about class similarity. Other ontology visualizations are mainly based on a graph
representation where a node can be either an instance or a class entity and edges can be either
properties or relations. The graph visualization helps the seeker to analyse and better understand the domain described in the ontology, but it does not provide any support in the query
reﬁnement process. For example Protégé [Muse 01] oﬀers diﬀerent visualizations [Erns 05]:
ﬁgure 4.2 shows the interactive and graph-based visualization to browse an ontology provided
by protg plug-in TgVizTab [TGVizTab 04]. This visualization is inadequate to provide an
explicit representation of the semantic relations: it shows the structure of the ontology where
each node is a theme and each line is an “is-a” or “part-of” relation. It does not provide
any interpretation of classes in terms of similarity. It supports engineer during the ontology
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Figure 4.2: Ontology visualization with Protégé plug-in “TgVizTab”.

Figure 4.3: Ontology and Similarity Visualization

design rather than the seeker in the query reﬁnement.
In this thesis I propose a visualization aimed also to facilitate the seeker in recognizing similarities among the categorical values. It is characterized by the integration of a graph visualization to show the overall structure of the ontology and graphic techniques to represent
similarity information. Figure 4.3 depicts the visualization of an ontology enhanced using
similarity information. The target entity (ﬁrst variable in the similarity function) is the class
entity “climatology”, the similarities are worked out with respect to it and it is marked by
a double-squared rectangle. The other entities considered as a base in the similarity (second
variable in the similarity function) and whose similarity measures are diﬀerent from zero are
represented by rectangles with diﬀerent grey levels. The grey level is brought down proportionally to the measure of similarity between target and base: the more similar are climatology
and the class entity, the darker is the box surrounding the class in the visualization.
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A practical example

This paragraph aims to clarify the semantic based analysis through a practical example. The
example pertains to the search for geographical information resources and it is applied at
the categorical attributes of the ISO 19115 metadata standard [ISO19115 03]. In particular,
the attribute “topicCategory”, which describes a high-level classiﬁcation for geographic data
themes, is analyzed.
The ﬁrst phase of the approach is to develop the ontology of the data themes with the identiﬁcation of the distinguishing feature for each class entity. In this example I presents a simple
ontology (Figure 4.4). The deﬁnition of a complete ontology of theme would require a long
interactive design process where experts of the domain have to be directly involved. It requires eﬀorts out of the purpose of this example.
Figure 4.4 shows a subset of the categorical values deﬁned in the metadata speciﬁcation

Figure 4.4: The “topic category” ontology example.

as possible themes and their organization in ontology in terms of is-a and part-of relations.
Table 4.1 shows the distinguishing features of each data theme. Note that the entity “topic
category” is an abstract class that cannot be instantiated and does not have parts, functions
and attributes. It is represented in the ontology mainly for technical reasons, it is an explicit
reference to the metadata attribute, which is considered, and it can be useful to contextualize
the ontology in the overall metadata schema.
The second phase of the approach concerns the ontology exploitation to explicate the semantic relations among the categorical values. Let us suppose to analyze the semantic relations
among the theme “climatology” and the other themes. Table 4.2 shows the similarity measure
between “climatology” and the other entities belonging to the ontology applying the MDMS.
The similarity values are calculated considering the ontology graph in Figure 4.4 and the
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Class entity
Topic Category
Environment

Parts

Functions

Attributes

Climatology
Atmosphere
Meteorology
Oceans

Environmental
assessment
Climate phenomena
analysis
Monitoring
environmental risk
Air quality analysis
Climate phenomena
analysis

Ex GeographicExtent
Ex TemporalExtent
Variable

Atmosphere

Meteorology

Weather forecast
Climate phenomena
analysis
Climate phenomena
analysis

Climatology

Oceans

Sea life

Tidal wave forecast
Tide analysis
Climate phenomena
analysis

Foundation
Roof
Ticket oﬃce

Perform
Present
Recreate

Structure
Theatre
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Ex GeographicExtent
Ex TemporalExtent
Atmosphere layers
Temperature
Ex GeographicExtent
Ex TemporalExtent
Precipitation
Ex GeographicExtent
Ex TemporalExtent
Temperature
Precipitation
Wind
Ex GeographicExtent
Ex TemporalExtent
Temperature
Wind
Water composition
Sea level
Material
Location
Material
Location
Height

Table 4.1: Distinguishing features of the ontology entities.
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distinguishing features in Table 4.1. To provide a simple example the global similarity function S(a,b) has been calculated considering all the weights wt equal to one third. The result
shows that the topic “climatology” is more similar to “environmental” than to “structure” or
“theatre”. The same happens for “meteorology”, “atmosphere” and “oceans”. Furthermore,
Table 4.2 also quantiﬁes the similarity between the themes: “climatology” is more similar to
“meteorology” than “atmosphere”, “atmosphere” than “oceans”, “oceans” than the generic
environment.
The third phase of the approach concerns the presentation of similarity information to the
b
Environment
Meteorology
Atmosphere
Oceans
Theater
Structure

α
0,00
0,50
0,50
0,50
0,33
0,50

Sp (a,b)
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00

Sf (a,b)
0,33
0,67
0,67
0,50
0,00
0,00

Sa (a,b)
0,67
0,75
0,66
0,72
0,00
0,00

S(a,b)
0,33
0,47
0,44
0,40
0,00
0,00

Table 4.2: Similarity measures between the theme “a”, “Climatology”, and the theme “b”.

seeker. In this example the simple visualization illustrated in the previous paragraph is applied. The TGVizTab visualization depicted in Figure 4.2 can provide a compact overview
about the domain, which is useful to get the contextual information. On the contrary, the visualization proposed in Figure 4.3 provides also similarity information through grey level colours
of the box surrounding the entities. For example “meteorology” has a surrounding black box
since “climatology” is more similar to the “meteorology” than “atmosphere”, “oceans” and
“environmental” whereas the color of surrounding box of “atmosphere”, “oceans” and “environmental” discolors according to decreasing of the similarity decrease. Moreover, entity
classes like “structure” and “theater” do not have any surrounding box since the similarity is
equal to zero. Even if it can appear a trivial representation, this kind of visualization provides
a useful support in the query reﬁnement. In other terms, the similarity exploitation in the
metadata analysis makes machine understandable the fact that when the user is searching
for data having “climatology” as theme and he gets unsatisfying results, the system suggests
him to reﬁne his query. It can be adopted to ease the vocabulary problem presented in section
2.3. Let us suppose to have the following scenario: the seeker has to acquire geographic data
dealing with “climatology” content. He formulates his query, but it fails since he adopts
diﬀerent terms from those exploited by data providers to indicate the same concepts. Hence
he is forced to identify the same or similar terms used by the data providers for an eﬀective
search. The semantic based reasoning proposed supports the seeker in this problem. The
ontology visualization allows to identify the relationships among the themes. For instance
the selection of “climatology” by a simple click on the ontology graph, allows to understand
that “meteorology” is more similar to “climatology” than to “atmosphere”. The gray level
color of the box surrounding the entities clearly shows this situation in Figure 4.3. So in or-
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der to overcome the vocabulary problem “meteorology” is the ﬁrst attempt. Moreover, entity
classes like “structure” and “theater” do not have any surrounding box since the similarity
to these classes is equal to zero.

4.2.5

Results

The semantic similarity among categorical values is the ﬁrst methods of semantic metadata
analysis proposed in this thesis. It proposes an approach to combine a new ontology visualization, a fragment of the seeker background knowledge expressed as ontology and the Matching
-Distance Measure for Semantic Similarity. The contribution is twofold, on the ﬁrst hand the
method eases the seeker in solving the vocabulary problem. On the other hand, the similarity
and its visualization extends the visual metadata analysis framework described in chapter 3.
The encoding of background knowledge in an ontology might result a costly task. As a consequence future extensions could integrate the approach with WordNet2 . WordNet provides
a lexical database where some common sense relation between terms are already considered.
Then the ontology deﬁnition could encode only those semantic relations speciﬁc to a domain
application ( i.e. geographical domain) and the relations induced by the common sense could
be inherited from WordNet.
Related Publications
• Albertoni R., Bertone A., De Martino M. Visualization and Semantic Analysis of Geographic Metadata. In: 2005 Workshop on Geographic Information Retrieval (GIR ’05)
(Bremen, Germany, 4 November 2005). Proceedings, pp. 9-16. C. Jones, R. Purves
(eds.). ACM Press, 2005.
• Albertoni R., Bertone A., De Martino M. Semantic Analysis of Categorical Metadata to
Search for Geographic Information. In: 16th International Workshop on Database and
Expert Systems Applications (DEXA’05) (Copenhagen, Denmark, 22-26 August 2005).
Proceedings, pp. 453-457. IEEE Computer Society, 2005.

2

http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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Asymmetric and Context Dependent Semantic Similarity
among information resources (ACDSS)

The asymmetric and context dependent similarity among information resources is the second
semantic method to analyze the metadata I propose in this thesis.
While the previous method relies on ontologies to conceptualize the domain of categorical
attributes, here, the ontology is considered as a metadata schema (see section 4.1.2). All the
features to be included as metadata are encoded according to the ontology schema and the
metadata of each single resource is encoded as an ontology instance.
The similarity plays an important role in information systems as it supports the identiﬁcation
of objects that are conceptually closed but not identical. Similarity assessment is particularly
signiﬁcant in diﬀerent areas of the Knowledge Management (such as data retrieval, information integration and data mining) because it facilitates the comparison of the information
resources in diﬀerent types of domain knowledge [Schw 05b, Wang 02]. Being the resources’
metadata represented as ontology instances, the deﬁnition of a method for assessing the semantic similarity among instances becomes essential for the purpose of this thesis.
The assessment of similarity is aﬀected by the human way of perceiving the similarity as
well as by the application domain. Its evaluation cannot ignore some cognitive properties
related to the way human beings perceive the similarity. Three main aspects have to be highlighted. Firstly, considering that in the naive view of the word, similarities deﬁned in terms
of a conceptual distance are frequently asymmetric, the formulation of similarity should for
many applications provides an asymmetric evaluation. Secondly, it should be ﬂexible and
adaptable to diﬀerent application contexts, which aﬀect the similarity criteria. Thirdly, the
similarity evaluation should be able to exploit as much as possible all the hints that have already been expressed in the ontology. That is because ontologies represents part of a domain
knowledge as it is perceived by the experts and their deﬁnitions require time consuming and
costly processes.So far, most of the research activity pertaining to similarity and ontologies
has been carried out within the ﬁeld of ontology alignment or in order to assess the similarity
among concepts. Unfortunately, these methods produce results that are inappropriate for the
similarity among instances. On the one hand, similarities for ontology alignment strongly
focus on the comparison of the structural parts of distinct ontologies and their application to
assessing the similarity among instances might give misleading results. On the other hand,
similarities among concepts mainly deal with the lexicographic database ignoring the comparison of the values of the instances. Few methods for assessing similarities among instances
have been proposed. Unfortunately, these methods rarely take into account the diﬀerent hints
hidden in the ontology and they do not consider that the ontology entities concur diﬀerently
in the similarity assessment according to the application.
To overcome the limitations mentioned above obtaining a similarity suitable for the exploration of information resources a brand new and asymmetric semantic similarity among instances is proposed in this thesis.
The similarity is asymmetric to stress the principle of “containment” between information
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resources (whether a resources provides more/less characteristic than the others). Moreover,
the proposed similarity evaluates the “overlapping” between resources: it is greater the less
the resources diﬀer and the more the resources share characteristics.
The section is organized as follows. In the section 4.3.1, I illustrate the motivations and the
scenarios that have driven me to the similarity deﬁnition. Then, after providing some useful
assumptions (section 4.3.2), I discuss the main principle of the approach (section 4.3.3). A
formalization of the similarity criteria induced by the context is proposed (section 4.3.4).
The section 4.3.5 is devoted to the deﬁnition of the similarity functions that characterize our
approach. Notwithstanding the method is general and can be applied to the comparison of
any kinds of information resources, it is discussed considering the description pertaining to
researchers as information resources. In particular, the method is demonstrated in section
4.3.6 by two experiments and an evaluation of the results analyzing the researchers which
belonging to the section of Genova of the Institute of Applied Mathematics and Information
Technology which belong to the Italian National Council of Research. At the end, I evaluate
related works underlining how they have been useful as a starting point for our research but
how, contrary to the proposed framework, they do not fulﬁll the requirements and goals I
address by this contribution.

4.3.1

Motivations

The need of similarity among information resources is fully motivated in this thesis by the
aim of supporting search for information resources. I am providing here further motivations, underlying the need of a similarity evaluation among ontology instances that takes into
account the hints hidden in the ontology as well as the dependence on the context. In particular, taking advantage from the experience made within in the European founded Network
of Excellence AIM@SHAPE [AIM], my goal is to answer to the following questions:
• Why to deﬁne a semantic similarity among ontology instances?
• What is the role of the implicit knowledge expressed by the ontology setting up a
similarity assessment?
• What is the role of the application context in the similarity evaluation?

Why deﬁne a semantic similarity among ontology instances? Deﬁning a semantic
similarity among ontology instances represents a challenging priority in future research as it
will pave the way for the next wave of knowledge intensive methods that will facilitate the
intelligent browsing as well as information analysis. Here I do not refer to the similarity as
a tool for identifying possible mapping or alignment among diﬀerent ontologies. Rather I
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address a diﬀerent problem related to the comparison of the ontology instances. I realize
the importance of solving this problem from our direct research experience working in the
AIM@SHAPE [AIM]. Within this network of excellence, ontologies have been adopted to
organize the metadata of complex information resources. Diﬀerent ontologies are integrated to
describe 3D / 2D models (i.e. models of mechanical objects, digital terrains or artefacts from
cultural heritage) as well as the tools for processing the models [Falc 04]. I have been actively
participating in the deﬁnition of these ontologies [Albe 05d, Papa 05, Albe 07, Albe 06c].
From this experience, I have realized that the ontology driven metadata deﬁnition turns out
to be outrageously expansive in terms of man-month eﬀorts needed, especially whenever the
domain that is expected to be formalized is complex and compound. The “standard ontology
technology” provides reasoning facilities that are very useful in supporting querying activity
as well as in checking ontology consistency, but the current technology lacks an eﬀective tool
for comparing the resources (instances). Although, the eﬀorts necessary to formalize the
ontology, domain experts are often quite willing to provide the domain knowledge required
to characterize their resources. However, they are disappointed when their eﬀorts do not
result in any measure of similarity among the resources. Aware of this shortcoming, I address
our research eﬀorts toward investigating how to better employ the information encoded in the
ontology and to provide tools that exploit as much as possible the result of the aforementioned
eﬀorts [Albe 06b, Albe 06a].

What is the role of the knowledge expressed by the ontology in setting up a similarity assessment? An ontology reﬂects the understanding of a domain, which a community has agreed upon. Gruber deﬁnes an ontology as “the speciﬁcation of conceptualizations,
used to help programs and humans share knowledge” [Grub 95]. There is a strong dependence between the knowledge provided by the domain expert in order to deﬁne the ontology
and his expectation of the results of the semantic similarity. Actually, the domain expert
will perceive a similarity that is based on the knowledge he has provided. The main ontology components (concepts, relations, instances) as well as its structure are representative of
the domain knowledge conceptualized in the ontology. Therefore, they provide the base on
which to set up the diﬀerent hints to deﬁne the similarity. Classes provide knowledge about
the set of entities within the domain. Properties, namely relations and attributes, provide
information about the interactions between classes as well as further knowledge about the
characteristics of concepts. Moreover the class structure within the ontology is also relevant
as the attributes and relations shared by the classes as well as their depth in the ontology
graph are representative of the level of similarity among their instances. In our proposal,
the similarity assessment takes advantage of all of these ontology entities, which are usually
available in the most popular ontology languages. Other entities could be considered as long
as more speciﬁc ontology languages are adopted.
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What is the role of the application context in the similarity evaluation? The
deﬁnition of a similarity explicitly parameterised according to the context is essential because
the similarity criteria depend on the application context. Two instances may be more closely
related to each other in one context then in another since humans compare the instances
according to their characteristics but the characteristics adopted vary with the context. In
particular, as consequence of the explicit parameterisation of the similarity with respect to
the application context it is possible:
• to use the same ontology for diﬀerent application contexts. The ontology design usually ignores the need to tailor the semantic similarity according to speciﬁc application
contexts. In this case, to assess the similarity between two diﬀerent applications, two
distinct ontologies need to be deﬁned instead of simply deﬁning two contexts.
• to provide a tool for context tuning that supports the decision-making process of the
ontology user. The user often has not clearly deﬁned in his mind the set of characteristics relevant for the comparison of the instances or his speciﬁcation does not match the
result induced by the information system. A parameterisation of the semantic similarity
measurement supports a reﬁnement process of the similarity criteria. The parameterisation provides a ﬂexible and adaptable way to reﬁne the assessment toward the expected
results, and therefore it reduces the gap between user-expected and system results.
4.3.1.1

Framework scenarios

I have identiﬁed two main scenarios where the proposed similarity framework is relevant:
the scenario 1 refers to a similarity evaluation in diﬀerent application contexts exploiting
the same ontology, the scenario 2 refers to the iterative criteria reﬁnement process used to
properly assess the similarity according to the expectations of the domain expert. In both
scenarios I assume that I have an ontology describing the metadata of the resources in a
complex domain and that the diﬀerent resources are already annotated according to this
ontology driven metadata. Two actors play important roles in the two scenarios:
• The user, who is the domain expert and who is looking for the semantic similarity. He
has the proper knowledge to formulate the similarity criteria in the domain.
• The ontology engineer, who is in charge of deﬁning the similarity assessment on the basis
of the ontology design and the information provided by the domain expert. He plays the
role of communication channel for the requests of the domain expert with the system
deﬁning the application context to properly parameterize the similarity assessment.
Scenario 1: two diﬀerent application contexts. The ﬁgure 4.5 illustrates the ﬁrst
scenario, which highlights the dependence of the similarity result on the similarity criteria
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induced by the application. The domain expert user formulates diﬀerent similarity criteria
in two diﬀerent application contexts. The two sets of criteria are formalized by the ontology
engineer according to the system formalization and the assessment performed. Two diﬀerent
results of the similarity assessment are provided by the system and represented by similarity
matrices. It is evident in this scenario how two application contexts induce two diﬀerent
similarity matrices just by exploiting the same ontology.

SCIENTIFIC
INTEREST

EXPERIENCE

User
Domain
Expert

Context 1

Context 2

Two researchers are similar if
similar age,number of
publications and projects

Two researchers are similar if
common publications, project
similar interest

User
Domain
Expert

Information Resources

Similarity in Context 1
Similarity in Context 2

Ontology Driven
Repository

Ontology
According to the user
suggestion the Application
Context 1 is
{{A, op1}},…{C,op3}

The similarity is
worked out according
to the Application
Context 1

Similarity Matrix
in Context 1

Ontology
Engineer

According to the user
suggestion the Application
Context 2 is
{{D, op4}},…{E,op5}

The similarity is
worked out according
to the Application
Context 2

Similarity Matrix
In Context 2

Figure 4.5: Scenario 1: similarity evaluation according to diﬀerent application contexts.
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Scenario 2: similarity criteria reﬁnement The scenario depicted in ﬁgure 4.6 is characterized by an interactive exchange of information between the two actors. The domain expert
Domain Expert’s Expectations
User
Domain
Expert

I am expecting that two
resources are as similar as they
share the features A, B, C

Similarity wrt First Interaction
Similarity wrt Second Interaction
Similarity wrt i-th Interaction

Information Resources

Ontology Driven
Repository

Ontology

Ontology
Engineer

Ontology Engineer Criteria
According to the user
suggestion the application
context should be
{{A, op1}},…{C,op3}

The similarity is
worked out

Criteria Refinement
It is because x1 and
x2 ...
User
Domain
Expert

Criteria Refinement
Tell me why ?
Ontology
Engineer

Result Evaluation

Ontology
Engineer

Take a look to the
result.
Do the results
satisfy you?

Criteria Refinement
Not exactly, I would expect
that x1 and x2 where more/
less similar

End
Oh, ..yes they capture
exactly what I had in
my mind

User
Domain
Expert

Figure 4.6: Scenario 2: similarity criteria reﬁnement.

browses the repository looking for similar resources. He relies on his domain of knowledge
to compare the resources, perceives the similarities among resources (which are not provided
directly from the standard ontology reasoning technology) and provides some informal sim-
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ilarity criteria to be adopted in the similarity evaluation. The ontology engineer translates
the user requests to the system: he ﬁgures out which ontology entities are relevant and how
to use them during the similarity assessment. The ontology engineer runs the similarity evaluation I have proposed and he shows the result to the domain expert. Analyzing the result,
the domain expert might point out some unexpected result to the ontology engineer. Then
the ontology engineer reﬁnes the similarity criteria interacting with the domain expert, until
the results are considered correct. In this scenario, I assume that usually the domain expert
is so familiar with the domain conceptualized in the ontology that his expectations about
similarities are often implicit. Thus, he does not provide to the ontology engineer a complete
set of information concerning the criteria of similarity to be used. Under this assumption the
criteria deﬁnition process require further iterative reﬁnement. In this scenario the framework
supports the iterative criteria reﬁnement process to precisely adapt the similarity assessments
to the user expectations.

4.3.2

Preliminary assumptions

I propose a semantic similarity among instances taking into account the diﬀerent hints hidden
in the ontology. As the hints that can be considered largely depend on the level of formality
of the ontology model adopted, it is important to state clearly to which ontology model a
similarity method is referring. In my proposal, the ontology model with data type deﬁned by
Ehrig et al.[Ehri 05] is considered.

Deﬁnition 4 (Ontology with data type.) An Ontology with data type is a structure O :=
(C, T, ≤C , R, A, σR , σA , ≤R , ≤A , I, V, lC , lR , lA ) where C,T,R,A,I,V are disjointed sets, respectively, of classes, data types, binary relations, attributes, instances and data values, and the
relations and functions are deﬁned as follows:
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A symmetric normalized similarity is a function S : I × I → [0, 1], which satisﬁes the following
axioms:

∀x, y ∈ I S(x, y) ≥ 0
∀x ∈ I, ∀y, z ∈ I S(x, x) ≥ S(y, z)
∀x, y ∈ I S(x, y) = S(y, x)

Positiveness
Maximality
Symmetry

An asymmetric normalized similarity is a normalized similarity S : I ×I → [0, 1] that does not
satisfy the symmetric axiom. The preference between symmetric and asymmetric similarity
mainly depends on the application scenario; in general, there is not an a-priori reason to
formulate this choice. A complete framework for assessing the semantic similarity should be
provided by both of them. I suppose to design an asymmetric similarity to determine when
a resource can be used as a replacement for another. For this purpose, I am stressing the
relation of containment between the information resources. The information resources are
described by ontology driven metadata: therefore each resource is assumed to be an instance
and the similarity is deﬁned among pairs of instances.
Deﬁnition 5 (Containment between two information resources/instances.) Given two
information resources x, y (represented as instances in the ontology) and their sets of characteristics (coded as instance attributes and relation values), x is contained in y if the set of
characteristics of x is contained in the set of characteristics of y.
I assume that instance similarity behaves coherently with the concept of containment. Given
two instances x, y their similarity is sim(x,y)=1 if and only if the set of characteristics of x
is contained in the set of characteristics of y. On the contrary, unless y is contained in x,
the similarity between y and x is sim(y,x)<1. The similarity value between x and y tends to
decrease as long as the level of containment of their sets of properties decreases. Of course,
the containment has to consider also the inheritance between the classes: if x belongs to a
sub-class of the class of y, the asymmetric evaluation is performed relying on the idea that
humans perceive similarity between a sub-concept and its super-concept as greater than the
similarity between the super-concept and the sub-concept. Considering a browsing activity,
this design of similarity is useful for determining which resource can be used as a replacement
for another, sim(x,y) =1 means that y can be used as a substitute for x; on the other hand,
the lower the similarity value, the more is lost in performing the replacement.

4.3.3

The approach of context dependent semantic similarity

The proposed approach adopts the schematisation of the similarity framework deﬁned by
Ehrig et.al. [Ehri 05]: the similarity is structured in terms of data, ontology and context
layers plus the domain knowledge layer which spans all the other. The data layer measures
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the similarity of entities by considering the data values of simple or complex data types
such as integer and string. The ontology layer considers the similarities induced by the
ontology entities and the way they are related to each other. The context layer assesses the
similarity according to how the entities of the ontology are used in some external contexts.
The framework deﬁned by Ehrig et al. is suitable for supporting the ontology similarity as
well as instances similarity. Our contribution with respect to the framework deﬁned by Ehrig
et al. is mainly in the deﬁnition of a context layer including an accurate formalization of the
criteria in order to tailor the similarity with respect to a context and in the deﬁnition of an
ontology layer explicitly parameterized according to these criteria. Concerning the data and
domain knowledge layers, my proposal adopts a replica of what is illustrated in [Ehri 05]. The
formalization of the criteria of similarity induced by the context is employed to parameterize
the computation of the similarity in the ontology layer, forcing it to adhere to the application
criteria. The overall similarity is deﬁned by the following amalgamation function (Sim) which
aggregates two similarity functions deﬁned in the ontology layer named external similarity
(ExternSim) and extensional similarity (ExtensSim). The external similarity performs a
structural comparison between two instances i1 ∈ lc (c1 ), i2 ∈ lc (c2 ) in terms of the classes c1 ,
c2 that the instances belong to, whereas the extensional similarity performs a comparison of
the instances in terms of their attributes and relations.
Sim(i1 , i2 ) =

wExternSim ∗ ExternSim + wExtensSim ∗ ExtensSim
wExternSim + wExtensSim

(4.4)

wExternSim and wExtensSim are the weights used to balance the importance of the functions.
By default they are equal to 1/2. In the sections below the context layer is described as well
as the two similarities ExtensSim and ExternSim.

4.3.4

Context layer

The context layer, according to Ehrig at al. [Ehri 05], describes how the ontology entities
concur in diﬀerent contexts. Here I adopt the same point of view. However, I aim to formalize
the application context in the sense of modelling the criteria of similarity induced by the
context. This design choice does not hamper the eventual deﬁnition of a generic description
of context followed by an automatic determination of which criteria would have been suitable
for a given context. Rather, it allows us to calculate directly the similarity acting on the
criteria, especially when it is necessary to reﬁne them. In the following I underscore the
importance of this formalization.

4.3.4.1

Motivation behind the application context formalization

The application context provides the knowledge for formalizing the criteria of similarity induced by the application. The criteria are context-dependent as the context inﬂuences the
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choice of classes, attributes and relations that are considered in the similarity assessment
and the operations used to compare them. I describe the motivation behind the proposed
formalization through an example based on the domain of academic research, considering as
resources to be compared the researchers of a research institution. I chose this domain instead
of a more speciﬁc area related to our research experience in the AIM@SHAPE project (such
as solid modelling, 3D model reconstruction, virtual humans, etc.) because the ontologies
within AIM@SHAPE are still under development (the ontology schema and the instances
population are about be ﬁnalized within the end of 2007) and anyway the Researcher and
academic research are without doubt more familiar ﬁelds to the readers. Let us consider a
simpliﬁed version of the ontology KA3 that deﬁnes concepts from academic research (Figure
4.7) and focus on the two applications: “comparison of the members of the research staﬀ
according to their working experience” and “comparison of the members of the research staﬀ
with respect to their research interest”. Two distinct application contexts may be induced
according the applications:
• “Exp” induced by the comparison of the members of the research staﬀ according to their
working experience. The similarity among the members of the research staﬀ (instances
of the class ResearchStaﬀ 4 is roughly assessed by considering the member’s age (the
attribute age inherited by the class Person) and the number of projects and publications
a researcher has worked on (the number of instances reachable through the relation
publication and the relation workAtProject inherited by Staﬀ).
• “Int” induced by the comparison of the members of the research staﬀ with respect to
their research interest. The researchers can be compared with respect to their interests
(instances reachable through the relation interest), and again their publications (instances reachable through the relation publications) and the projects (instances reachable through the relation workAtProject).
The following points need to be considered when analyzing these examples:
1. The similarity between two instances can depend on the comparison of their related
instances: the researchers are compared with respect to the instances of the class Publication connected through the relation publications.
2. The attributes and relations of the instances can contribute diﬀerently to the evaluation
according to the context: the attribute age of the researchers is functional in the ﬁrst
application but it might not be interesting in the second; the relations publication and
workAtProject are included in both application contexts but using diﬀerent operators
3

http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/owl-library/ka.owl
The italics is used to explicit the references to the entities (attributes, relations,classes) of the ontology in
Figure 4.7.
4
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of comparison-in the ﬁrst case just the number of instances is important whereas in the
latter case the related instances have to be compared.
3. The ontology entities can be considered recursively in the similarity evaluation: in
the context “Int” the members’ research topic (instances of ResearchTopic reachable
navigating through the relation ResearchStaﬀ->interest 5 ed and their related topics
(instances of ResearchTopic reachable via ResearchStaﬀ->interest->relatedTopic) are
recursively compared to assess the similarity of distinct topics.
4. The classes’ attributes and relations can contribute diﬀerently to the evaluation according to the recursion level of the assessment: in the second application the attribute
topicName and the relation relatedTopic can be considered at the ﬁrst level of recursion
to assess the similarity between researchTopics. By navigating the relation relatedTopic
it is possible to apply another step of recursion, and here the similarity criteria can be
diﬀerent from the previous ones. For example, in order to limit the computational cost
and stop the recursion, only the topicName or the instances identiﬁer could be used to
compare the relatedTopic.

As pointed out in the second remark, diﬀerent operations can be used to compare the ontology
entities, such as:
• Operation based on the “cardinality” of the attributes or relations: the similarity is
assessed according to the number of instances the relations have, or the number of values
that an attribute assumes. For example in the ﬁrst context “Exp”, two researchers are
similar if they have a similar “number” of publications.
• Operation based on the “intersection” between sets of attributes or relations: the similarity is assessed according to the number of elements they have in common. For
example in the context “Int”, the more papers two researchers share, the more their
interests are similar.
• Operation based on the “similarity” of attributes and relations: the similarity is assessed
in terms of the similarity of the attributes values and related instances. For example,
in the context “Int”, two researchers are similar if they have “similar” research topics.
The example shows that an accurate formalism is needed to properly express the criteria that
might arise from diﬀerent application contexts. The formalization has to model the attributes
and relations as well as the operations to compare their values. Moreover, as stated in the
fourth remark, the level of recursion of the similarity assessment also has to be considered.
5

The arrow is used to indicate the navigation through a relation, for example A->B->C means that starting
from the class A I navigate through the relations B and C
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Figure 4.7: Ontology deﬁning concepts related to the academic research.

4.3.4.2

Application context formalization

The formalization provided here represents the restrictions that the application context must
adhere to. An ontology engineer is expected to provide the application context according to
speciﬁc application needs. The formalization relies on the concepts of a “sequence of elements
belonging to a set X”, which formalizes generic sequences of elements, and a “path of recursion
of length i” to track the recursion during the similarity assessment. In particular, a “path of
recursion” represents the recursion in terms of the sequence of relations used to navigate the
ontology. The application context function (AC) is deﬁned inductively according to the length
of the path of recursion. It yields the set of attributes and relations as well as the operations
to be used in the similarity assessment. The operations considered are those described in the
previous section and named, respectively, Count to evaluate the cardinality, Inter to evaluate
the intersection, and Simil to evaluate the similarity.

Deﬁnition 6 (Sequences of a set X.) Given a set X, a sequence s of elements of X with
length n is deﬁned by the function s : [1, .., n] → X, n ∈ N + and represented in a simple way
by the list [s(1),..,s(n)].
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n = {s|s : [1, n] → X} be the set of sequences of X having length n.
Let SX
n × S m → S n+m be the operator “concat” between two sequences.
Let · : SX
Y
X∪Y
In Table 4.3 the polymorphism functions, which identify speciﬁc sets of entities in the ontology
model are deﬁned.

Table 4.3: List of functions deﬁning speciﬁc sets of elements in the ontology model

Deﬁnition 7 (Path of Recursion.) A path of recursion p with length i is a sequence whose
ﬁrst element is a class and whose other elements are relations recursively reachable from the
i
| p(1) ∈ C ∧ ∀j ∈ [2, i] p(j) ∈ R ∧ p(j) ∈ δr (p(j − 1)).
class: p ∈ SC∪R
For example, a path of recursion with length longer than three is a path that starts from a
class p(1) and continues to one of its relations as the second element p(2) and then to one of
the relations of the class reachable from p(2) as the third element p(3), and so on. In general,
a path of recursion p represents a path that is followed to assess the similarity recursively. The
recursion expressed in the previous section in the context “Int” as ResearchStaﬀ->interest>relatedTopic is formalized with the path of recursion [ResearchStaﬀ,interest,relatedTopic].
Let P i be the set of all paths of recursion with length i and P be the set of all paths of

recursion P = i∈N P i .
Deﬁnition 8 (Application Context AC.) Given the set P of paths of recursion, L={Count,
Inter, Simil} the set of operations adopted, an application context is deﬁned by a partial function AC having the signature AC : P → (2A×L ) × (2R×L ), yielding the attributes and relations
as well as the operations to perform their comparison.
In particular, each application context AC is characterized by two operators ACA : P →
(2A×L ) and ACR : P → (2R×L ) , which yield, respectively, the parts of the context AC
related to the attributes and the relations. Formally ∀p ∈ P AC(p) = (ACA (p), ACR (p)) and
ACA (p) and ACR (p) are set of pairs {(e1 , o1 ), (e2 , o2 ), ..., (ei , oi ), ..., (en , on )} n ∈ N where ei
is, respectively, the attribute or the relation relevant to deﬁne the similarity criteria and oi ∈ L
is the operation to be used in the comparison. I provide two examples of AC formalization
referring to the two application contexts “Exp” and “Int” mentioned in the previous section.
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Example 1 Let us formalize the application context “Exp” with ACExp to assess the similarity among the members of a research staﬀ according to their experience. I consider the set
of paths of recursion {[ResearchStaﬀ],[Research],[Fellow]} and I compare them according to
age similarity and the numbers of publications and projects. Thus ACExp is deﬁned by:
[ResearchStaﬀ]
[Researcher]
[Fellow]

ACExp

{{(age,Simil)}, {(publications,Count),(workAtProject,Count)}}

ACExp

{{(age,Simil)}, {(publications,Count),(workAtProject,Count)}} (4.5)

ACExp

{{(age,Simil)}, {(publications,Count),(workAtProject,Count)}}

→
→
→

An example of ACR is {(publication,Count), (workAtProject , Count)} while an example
of ACA is {(age,Simil)}. Note that [Researcher] and [Fellow] belong to the set of paths of
recursion considered in ACExp because their instances are also instance of ResearchStaﬀ. The
application context can be expressed in a more compact way assuming that whenever a context
is not deﬁned for a class but is deﬁned for its super class, the comparison criteria deﬁned for
a super class are by default inherited by the subclasses. According to this assumption ACExp
can be expressed by:
[ResearchStaﬀ]

ACExp

→ {{(age,Simil)}, {(publications,Count),(workAtProject,Count)}} (4.6)

Example 2 Let us formalize the application context “Int” to assess the similarity among
the members of a research staﬀ according to their research interest. The similarity is computed considering the set of paths of recursion {[ResearchStaﬀ], [ResearchStaﬀ,interest]}.
The researchers are compared considering common publications, common projects or similar
interests. A compact formalization for “Int” is deﬁned by ACInt :
AC

[ResearchStaﬀ] →Int {{φ}, {(publications,Inter),(workAtProject,Inter),(interest,Simil)}}
AC

[ResearchStaﬀ,interest] →Int {{(topicName,Inter)}, {(relatedTopics,Inter)}}(4.7)
In general, the operator Count applied to attributes or relations means that the number of
attribute values or related instances is considered in the similarity assessment. For example,
according to the context formalized in equation 4.6 (second row), two researchers, who are
represented as instances of Researcher, are similar if they have a similar numbers of instances
of Publication reachable through the relation publications. The operator Inter applied to attributes or relations means that common attributes values or related instances are considered
in the similarity assessment. For example, according to the context formalized in equation 4.7
(ﬁrst row) two researchers are considered as similar if they have common project instances.
When applied to an attribute, the operator Simil determines that the attribute values of two
instances will be compared according to a datatype similarity provided by the data layer (see
the example in equation 4.6, ﬁrst row, attribute age). When it is applied to a relation, it
determines a step of recursion, in the sense that the instances related through the relation
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have to be considered during the similarity assessment. How these related instances have to
be compared is speciﬁed by the value provided by the context function for the corresponding
recursion path. Note that the researchers are compared recursively in the context expressed
by equation 4.7. In fact the relation interest is included with the operator Simil in the ﬁrst
row of equation 4.7. This means that the instances of ResearchTopic associated with the
researcher via interest have to be accessed and compared recursively when the researchers’
similarity is worked out. Actually, [ReseachStaﬀ,interest] is the path of recursion to navigating
the ontology from ResearchStaﬀ to ResearchTopic via the relation interest. Once the assessment has accessed the related instances, it compares them as indicated by the second row
of equation 4.7. The interests are compared with respect to both their topicName and their
relatedTopic; thus, two ResearchTopic(s) having distinct topicNames but some relatedTopic
in common are not considered completely dissimilar.
The image of an AC function can be further characterized by the following:
1. For a path of recursion p, AC has to yield only the attributes and relations belonging
to the classes reached through p. For example, considering the ontology in Figure
4.7and the path of recursion [ReseachStaﬀ,interest] it is expected that only the attributes
and relations belonging to the class ResearchTopic reachable via [ReseachStaﬀ,interest]
can be identiﬁed by AC([ReseachStaﬀ,interest]). Attributes or relations (such as age,
publications, etc) which do not belong to ResearchTopic deﬁne an incorrect application
context.
2. Given a path of recursion p, an attribute or a relation can appear in the context image
at most one time. In other words, given a path of recursion it is not possible to associate
two distinct operations with the same relation or attribute. For example the following
application context deﬁnition is not correct as interest is speciﬁed twice
[ResearchStaﬀ] → {{φ}, {(publications,Inter),{Interest,Simil}{Interest,Inter}} (4.8)

4.3.5

Ontology layer

The ontology layer deﬁnes the asymmetric similarity functions ExternSimil and ExtensSimil
that constitute the amalgamation function (equation 4.4). The “external similarity” ExternSimil measures the similarity at the level of the ontology schema computing a structural
comparison of the instances. Given two instances, it compares the classes they belong to,
considering the attributes and relations shared by the classes and their position within the
class hierarchy. The “extensional similarity” ExtensSimil compares the extension of the ontology entities. The similarity is assessed by computing the comparison of the attributes and
relations of the instances. At the ontology layer additional hypotheses are assumed:
• All classes deﬁned in the ontology have the fake class Thing as a super-class.
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• Given i1 ∈ lc (c1 ), i2 ∈ lc (c2 ), if c1 ,c2 do not have any common super-class diﬀerent from
Thing, their similarity is equal to 0.
• The least upper bound (lub) between c1 and c2 , is unique and it is c2 if c1 IS-A c2 , or
c1 if c2 IS-A c1 , otherwise the immediate super-class of c1 and c2 that subsumes both
classes.
The aim is to force the lub to be a sort of “template class” that can be adopted to perform the
comparison of the instances whenever the instances belong to distinct classes. Referring to the
ontology in Fig. 4.7, it can be appropriate to compare two instances belonging respectively to
AdministratorStaﬀ and ResearchStaﬀ as they are both a kind of staﬀ and Staﬀ is their lub.
However, it does not make sense to evaluate the similarity between two instances belonging
to Publication and to Staﬀ, because they are intimately diﬀerent: in fact, there is not any lub
available for them. Whenever a lub x between two classes exists, the path of recursion [x] is
the starting path in the recursive evaluation of the similarity.
4.3.5.1

External similarity

The external similarity (ExternSimil) performs the structural comparison between two instances i1 , i2 in terms of the classes c1 , c2 that the instances belong to: more formally
ExternSimil (i1 , i2 ) = ExternSim(c1 , c2 ) where i1 ∈ lc (c1 ), i2 ∈ lc (c2 ).
In my proposal the external similarity function is deﬁned starting from the similarities proposed by Maedche and Zacharias [Maed 02] and Rodriguez and Egenhofer [Rodr 04]. The
structural comparison is performed by two similarity evaluations:
Class Matching which is based on the distance between the classes c1 , c2 and their depth
with respect to the hierarchy induced by ≤C .
Slot Matching which is based on the number of attributes and relations shared by the
classes c1 , c2 and the overall number of their attributes and relations. Then two
classes having many attributes/relations, some of which are in common, are less similar than two classes having fewer attributes but the same number of common attributes/relations.
Both similarities are needed to successfully evaluate the similarity with respect to the ontology
structure. For example, let us consider the ontology schema in Fig. 4 and let compare an
instance of the class D with an instance of the class E. They are quite similar with respect
to class matching but less similar with respect to slot matching. In fact, the sets of IS-A
relations joining the classes D and E to Thing are largely shared. However, from the point
of view of the slots, D and E share only the attribute A1 and the relation C1 , and they diﬀer
with respect to the others. Likewise it would be easy to show an example of two classes that
are similar with respect to slot matching and dissimilar according to class matching.
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Figure 4.8: Class hierarchy example: A, B, C, D, E, F are classes, A1 , B1 , E2 , E3 , F1 , F2 are attributes,
C1 , D1 , E1 are relations, ID1 , ID2 , IE1 , IF1 , IF2 , IF3 are instances

Deﬁnition 9 (ExternSim similarity.) The similarity between two classes according to the
external comparison is deﬁned by:


ExternSim(c1 , c2 ) =

1
wSM ∗SM (c1 ,c2 )+wCM ∗(c1 ,c2 )
WSM +WCM

if c1 > c2
otherwise

(4.9)

where SM is the Slots Matching, CM is the Classes Matching and wSM , wCM the respectively
weights in the range [0,1].
For the purpose of this section, wSM and wCM are deﬁned as equal to 1/2.

4.3.5.1.1 Class Matching Classes Matching is evaluated in terms of the distance of the
classes with respect to the IS-A hierarchy. The distance is based on the concept of Upwards
Cotopy (UC)[Maed 02]. I deﬁne an asymmetric similarity adapting the symmetric deﬁnition
of CM in [Maed 02] .
Deﬁnition 10 (Upward Cotopy (UC).) The Upward Cotopy of a set of classes C with
the associated partial order ≤C is:
U C≤C (c1 ) := {cj ∈ C|(ci ≤C cj ) ∨ ci = cj }

(4.10)

It is the set of classes composing the path that reaches from ci to the furthest super-class
(Thing) of the IS-A hierarchy: for example considering the class D in ﬁgure 4.8 U C≤C (D) =
{D, C, A, T hing}.
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Deﬁnition 11 (Asymmetric Class Matching.) Given two classes c1 , c2 and the Upward
Cotopy U C≤C (ci ), the asymmetric Class Matching is deﬁned by:
CM = (c1 , c2 ) :=

|U C≤C (c1 ) ∩ U C≤C (c2 )|
|U C≤C (c1 )|

(4.11)

CM between two classes depends on the number of classes they have in common in the
hierarchy. Let us note that the class matching is asymmetric, for example referring to ﬁgure
4.8, CM(B,D)=2/3 but CM(D,B)=2/4. Moreover, it is important to note that CM(A,D)=1;
the rationale behind this choice of design pertains to the property of containment between
instances: the instances of D ﬁt with the instances of A, and they can replace the instances
of A at the class level.
4.3.5.1.2 Slot Matching Slot Matching is deﬁned by the slots (attributes and relations)
shared by the two classes. I refer to the similarity proposed by Rodriguez and Egenhofer
[Rodr 04] based on the concept of distinguishing features employed to diﬀerentiate subclasses
from their super-class. In their proposal, diﬀerent kinds of distinguishing features are considered (i.e. functionalities, and parts) but none coincides immediately with the native entities
in our ontology model. Of course it would be possible to manually annotate the classes,
adding the distinguishing features but I prefer to focus on what is already available in the
adopted ontology model. Therefore only attributes and relations are mapped as two kinds of
distinguishing features.
Deﬁnition 12 (Slot Matching.) Given two classes c1 , c2 , two kinds of distinguishing features (attributes and relations) and wa , wr , the weights of the features, the similarity function
between c1 and c2 is deﬁned in terms of the weighted sum of the similarities Sa and Sr , where
Sa is the slot matching according to the attributes and Sr in the slot matching according to
the relations.
(4.12)
SM (c1 , c2 ) := wa ∗ Sa (c1 , c2 ) + wr ∗ sr (c1 , c2 )
The sum of the weights is expected to be equal to 1, and by default I assume wa = wr = 1/2.
The two slot matching similarities Sa and Sr rely on the deﬁnitions of slot importance as
deﬁned in the following.
Deﬁnition 13 (Function of “Slot Importance” α.) Let c1 , c2 , be two distinct classes
and d be the class distance d(c1 , c2 ) in term of the number of edges in an IS-A hierarchy, then
α is the function that evaluates the importance of the diﬀerence between the two classes.
⎧
⎨ d(c1 ,lub(c1 ,c2 ))

α(c1 , c2 ) =

d(c1 ,c2 )

⎩ 1 − d(c1 ,lub(c1 ,c2 ))
d(c1 ,c2 )

d(c1 , lub(c1 , c2 )) ≤ d(c1 , c2 )
d(c1 , lub(c1 , c2 )) > d(c1 , c2 )

where d(c1 , c2 ) = d(c1 , lub(c1 , c2 )) + d(c2 , lub(c1 , c2 )).

(4.13)
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α(c1, c2) is a value in the ranges [0,0.5]. Referring to the ﬁgure 4.8, α(D,C) is equal to zero
because the lub between D and C is C itself, d(C,D)=1 and d(C,C)=0. Whereas α(D,E) is
equal to 0.5 because the lub is still C, and d(D,E)=2.
Deﬁnition 14 (Slot Matching according to the kind of distinguishing feature t.) Given two classes c1 (target) and c2 (base) and t a kind of distinguishing feature (t=a for attributes or t=r for relations), let C1t and C2t be the sets of distinguishing features of type t
respectively of c1 and c2 ; the Slot Matching St (c1 , c2 ) is deﬁned by6
St (c1 , c2 ) =

|C1t ∩ C2t |
|C1t ∩ C2t | + (1 − α(c1 , c2 ))||C1t /C2t | + α(c1 , c2 )||C2t /C1t |

(4.14)

According to the ontology in ﬁgure 4.8, considering the classes D and E their sets of distinguishing features of type relation are D r = {C1 , D1 } and E r = {C1 , E1 } and α(E, D) = 0.5;
then Sr (E, D) = 0.5. Furthermore, this formulation of the class matching is coherent to the
containment property: considering the classes A and E, their sets of distinguishing features
of type attribute are respectively Aa = {A1 }, E a = {A1 , E2 , E3 } and α(A, E) = 0, so that
Sa (A, E) = 1. This means that the instances of E can replace the instances of A because they
have some quality more rather than less similar. The contrary is not true: in fact α(E, A) = 0
and Sa (E, A) = 0.33. In general, whenever α = 0.5 the diﬀerences between features of both
classes are equally important for the matching: for example this happens when the classes
are sisters as for D and E. In the case of α = 0 only the features that are in c1 and not in c2
are important for the matching.

4.3.5.2

Extensional similarity

The extension of entities plays a fundamental role in the assessment of the similarity among
the instances: it is needed to perform a comparison of the attribute and relation values. For
example, in the ontology in ﬁgure 4.8 relying only on the structural comparison it is not
possible to assess that ID1 is more similar to IE1 than to ID2 . The main principle of the
proposed extensional similarity between two instances is to consider the lub x of their classes
as the common base for comparing them when the instances belong to diﬀerent classes: it
is adopted to deﬁne the path of recursion [x] from which starts the recursive assessment
induced by an application context. For example, considering the instances ID1 and IE1 in
ﬁgure 4.8, the class C is their lub. Then the initial path of recursion from which to start
the similarity assessment is [C]. Let us suppose I have already deﬁned an application context
as the following [C] → {{(A1 , Iter)}, {(C1 , Simil)}}; [C, C1 ] → {{(F1 , Simil)}, {}}. The
computation starts from the values of the attribute A1 for the instances ID1 and IE1 . The
6
The formulation is slightly diﬀerent from that provided by Egenhofer and Rodriguez: the parameters of
the similarity have been reversed to be coherent with the relation between instances containment and the
similarity value equal to 1.
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operation Inter induces a comparison, which focuses on the common values between ID1 and
IE1 for the attribute A1 . Then as the operation Simil is associated with the relation C1 by
the context, the new path of recursion [C, C1 ] is considered to compare the instances related
to IE1 and ID1 . The context associated with the new path of recursion induces a similarity
comparison of the values of the attribute F1 . The extensional comparison is characterised
by two similarities functions: a function based on the comparison of the attributes of the
instances and a function based on the comparison of the relations of the instances.
Deﬁnition 15 (Extensional Asymmetric Similarity.) Given two instances i1 ∈ lc (c1 ),
i2 ∈ lc (c2 ), c = lub(c1 , c2 ) and p=[c] a path of recursion deﬁned in the application context AC7 ,
let Simpa (i1 , i2 ) and Simpr (i1 , i2 ) be the similarity measurements between instances considering
respectively their attributes and their relations. The extensional similarity with asymmetric
property is deﬁned by:


ExtensSim(i1 , i2 ) =

1
i1 = i2
SimpI (i1 , i2 ) otherwise

(4.15)

where SimpI (i1 , i2 ) is deﬁned by:


SimpI (i1 , i2 ) =

a∈δa (c)

Simpa (i1 , i2 ) +


r∈δr (c)

Simpr (i1 , i2 )

|ACA (p)| + |ACR (p)|

(4.16)

Note that the index p is a kind of stack of recursion adopted to track the navigation of
relations whenever the similarity among instances is recursively deﬁned in terms of the related
instances. and are deﬁned by a unique equation as follows.
Deﬁnition 16 (Similarity on Attributes and Relations.) Given two instances i1 ∈ lc (c1 ),
i2 ∈ lc (c2 ), c = lub(c1 , c2 ), p=[c] a path of recursion, X a placeholder for the “A” or “R”,
x ∈ A ∪ B , then let:
• iA (i) = {v ∈ V |(i, v) ∈ lA (a), ∃y ∈ C s.t. σA (a) = (y, T ) ∧ lT (T ) = 2V }the set of values
assumed by the instance i for the attribute a,
• iR (i) = {i ∈ lc (c )|∃c i ∈ lc (c) ∃ c s.t. σR (r) ∈ (c, c )∧(i, i ) ∈ lR (r)} the set of instances
related to the instance i by the relation r,
• AC be the application context deﬁned according to the restrictions deﬁned in section
4.3.4.2
• FX = {g : iX (i1 ) → iX (i2 )|g is partial and bijective}
7

Note that |ACA (p)| + |ACR (p)| = 0 whenever the context AC speciﬁes at least a relevant attribute or
relation for the recursion path p.
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The similarity between instances according to their attributes or relations is:

Simpx (i1 , i2 )

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
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⎪
⎨

=

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
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⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

1
0

if iX (i1 )are empty set
if (iX (i1 ) = φ ∧ iX (i2 ) = φ)
If(x, Count) ∈ ACX (p)

|iX (i2 )|

max(|iX (i1 )|,|iX (i2 )|)

|iX (i1 )∩iX (i2 )|
|iX (i1 )|
simaT (v, f (v)))
maxf ∈FA
v∈iA (i1 )
∗ F actiA1 ,i2
min(|i
(i2 )|)
A (i1 )|,|iApN
simT ew (v, f (v))
maxf ∈FR
v∈iR (i1 )
∗ F actiR1 ,i2
min(|iR (i1 )|,|iR (i2 )|)

if (x, Inter) ∈ ACX (p)



if (x = a) ∧ (a, Simil ∈ ACA (p))
if (x = r) ∧ (r, Simil ∈ ACR (p))
1 , S(1) = r
pN ew = p · s, s ∈ S ∈ SR
(4.17)

where F actiX1 ,i2 is deﬁned as
F actiX1 ,i2 = (1 − max(0,

|iX (i1 )| − |iX (i2 )|
))
|iX (i1 )|

(4.18)

These equations are designed to be asymmetric and to respect the properties of containment
among instances: if an instance i2 has at least the same attribute and relation values as i1 ,
then the extensional similarity between i1 and i2 is equal to one. The approach computes
Simpx , selecting one of the above equations according to the deﬁnition of AC
• In the ﬁrst case the similarity is 1 if the set of the property values of the ﬁrst instance
is empty, because an instance having no characteristics is contained in all the other
instances.
• In the second case the similarity is 0 if the ﬁrst instances having at least a property
value are compared with an instance that does not have any value.
• The third equation is adopted if AC yields a relation or attribute associated with the
operation Count.
• The fourth equation is adopted if AC yields a relation or attribute associated with the
operation Inter.
• The ﬁfth equation is adopted if AC yields an attribute with the operation Simil.
• The last equation is adopted if AC yields a relation with the operation Simil. It is
important to note that each time the similarity is assessed in terms of related instances
(whenever (r, Simil) ∈ ACR (p)), the relation r followed to reach the related instances is
added to the path of recursion. Thus, during the recursive assessment, the AC is always
worked out on the most updated path of recursion.
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In the last two equations, the comparison of the attribute values relies on the function SimaT ,
which deﬁnes the similarity for the values of the attribute a having data type T. SimaT is
provided by the data layer as suggested by [Albe 06a]. The set of partial functions in FX
are employed to represent the possible matching among the set of values when the instances
have relations or attributes with multiple values. For example, the instance IE1 has IF3 and
IF2 related via C1 and ID1 has IF3 . When IE1 and ID1 are compared, two possible partial
and bijective functions f1 and f2 can be considered between the instances related to IE1 and
ID1 : f 1 : IF2 → IF3 and f2 : IF3 → IF3 .
Moreover, note that, in the last two equations, the number of properties of i1 that are not
shared in i2 (if there are any) also aﬀects the similarity evaluation. It is represented by the
two factors: F actiA1 ,i2 and F actiR1 ,i2 . These factors yield 1 if i1 is contained in i2 ; otherwise
they yield the ratio between the number of properties of i1 and the number of properties of
i2 .

4.3.6

Experiments and evaluations

I evaluated our approach for the similarity assessment among the research staﬀ working at
the Institute (CNR-IMATI-GE). An experiment was performed to demonstrate both the need
for the content-dependent similarity and the importance of deﬁning an asymmetric similarity
based on the containment to select similar resources.

4.3.6.1

Experiments

Two experiments are performed considering the contexts “Exp”, “Int” mentioned in section
4.3.4.1. Eighteen members of the research staﬀ are considered; the information related to their
projects, journal publications and research interests are inserted as instances in the ontology
depicted in Figure 4.7 according to what is published at the IMATI web site8 . The ontology
is expressed in OWL ensuring that only the language constructs consistent with the ontology
model considered in deﬁnition 4 are adopted. The resulting ontology is available at the web
site [TestOnto]. Our method is implemented in JAVA and tested on this ontology. Using the
formalization of the two application contexts ACInt and ACExp previously deﬁned (equations
4.6, 4.7) I have computed the similarity through the proposed framework. The results are
represented by the similarity matrices in ﬁgure 4.9: (a) is the result related to the context
“Exp” and (b) is the result related to the context “Int”. Each column j and each row i of
the matrix represent a member of the research staﬀ (identiﬁed by the ﬁrst three letter of his
name). The grey level of the pixel (i,j) represents the similarity value (Sim(i,j)) between the
two members located at row i and columns j: the darker the colour, the more similar are the
two researchers.
8

http://www.ge.imati.cnr.it, accessed the 12/05/2006
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.9: (a) Similarity matrix for context “Exp”; (b) Similarity matrix for context “Int”

Analysing the similarity matrices I can make the following statements. It is easy to see that
they are asymmetric: for example sim(Dag,Bia)=1 while sim(Bia,Dag)<1. This conﬁrms that
the proposed model assesses an asymmetric similarity. The asymmetry result is particularly
useful for comparing researchers because it behaves according to the property of containment
previously deﬁned. For example the two results sim(Dag,Bia)=1 and sim(Bia, Dag)<1 in
ﬁgure 4.9(a) mean that if Bia has at least the experience of Dag, then Dag can replace Bia.
The inverse is not true and if the domain expert decides to choose Dag instead of Bia, the
similarity value provides a hint about the loss inherent in this choice [for example, if sim(Bia,
Dag)=0.85, then the loss is 15%]. The comparison of the two matrices shows how they are
diﬀerent; it is evident that the two contexts induce completely diﬀerent similarity values. For
example, “Dag” results are very similar to “Bia” with respect to their experience (black pixel
in ﬁgure 4.9(a)), but they are no similar with respect to their research interests (white pixel
in ﬁgure 4.9(b)). Moreover during the test process I realised that the approach provides a
sort of tool for context tuning supporting us in the decision making process to formulate the
similarity criteria. From the similarity results I were able to learn and reﬁne our criteria to
obtain the expected results.

4.3.6.2

Evaluations

Two kinds of evaluations of the results concerning the similarity obtained with respect to the
research interest (ﬁgure 4.9(b)) are performed. The ﬁrst evaluation is based on the concept of
recall and precision calculated considering the same adaptation of recall and precision made
by [Rodr 03]. More precisely, considering an entity x the recall and precision are deﬁned
respectively as (A ∩ B)/A and (A ∩ B)/B where A is the set of entities expected to be similar
to x, and B is the set of similar entities calculated by a model. A critical issue in the similarity
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evaluation is to have a ground truth with respect to comparing the results obtained. I faced
this problem in referring to the research staﬀ of our institute when considering as “similar” two
members of the same research group. In fact at IMATI researchers and fellows are grouped
into three main research groups, and one of those is composed of three further sub-groups.
Therefore, I considered the research staﬀ as split into ﬁve groups. For each member i, A is
the set of members of his research group while B is composed of the ﬁrst n members retrieved
by the model. I have calculated recall and precision for each group considering “n” as the
smallest number of members needed to obtain a recall of 100%, and then I have evaluated
the precision. The average recall was estimated to be equal to 100% with a precision of
95%. These results are quite encouraging: a recall equal to 100% demonstrates that, for each
research group, the similarity is able to rank all the expected members, while a precision
equal to 95% means that the average number of outsiders that need to be included to rank all
group members is equal to 5%. I have performed a second evaluation according to the context

Figure 4.10: The dendrogram obtained through the hierarchical gene clustering

“Int” using a data mining application. For each researcher and fellow I have computed his
similarity with respect to the other members applying our method. In this way, I associate
with each research staﬀ member a string of values, which correspond to his relative distance
from the other members. The strings correspond to the rows of the similarity matrix (ﬁgure
4.9(b)). Then I have applied a tool to perform hierarchical clustering among the genetic
microarray [Hierarch 04] to the set of strings, considering each string as a kind of researcher
genetic code. The dendrogram obtained is shown in ﬁgure 4.10. It recognizes the ﬁve clusters
that resemble the research group structure of our institute.

4.3.7

Discussion and related work

Semantic similarity is employed diﬀerently according to the application domain where it
is adopted. Currently it is relevant in ontology alignment [Euze 04b, Euze 04a] and conceptual retrieval [Schw 05a] as well as in Semantic Web service discovery and matching
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[Usan 05, Hau 05]. It is expected to increase in relevance the framework for metadata analysis
[Albe 05b]. I discuss here related works according to their purpose and the ontology model
they adopt.
Similarities in the Ontology alignment. There are many methods for aligning ontology,
as pointed out by Euzenat et al. [Euze 04a]. Semantic similarity is adopted in this context
to ﬁgure out relations among the entities in the ontology schema. It is used to compare
the name of classes, attributes and relations, determining reasonable mapping between two
distinct ontologies. However, the method proposed in this thesis is speciﬁcally designed to
assess similarity among instances belonging to the same ontology. Some similarities adopted
for ontology alignment consider quite expressive ontology language, (e.g., [Euze 04b] focus on
a subset of OWL Lite) but they mainly focus on the comparison of the structural aspects of
ontology. Due to the diﬀerent purposes of these methods, they turn out to be unsuitable for
properly solving the similarity among instances.
Concepts similarity in lexicographic databases. Diﬀerent approaches to assess semantics similarity among concepts represented by words within lexicographic databases are
available. They mainly rely on edge counting-base [Rada 89] or information theory-based
methods [Li 03]. The edge counting-base method assigns terms that are subjects of the similarity assessment as edges of a tree-like taxonomy and deﬁnes the similarity in terms as
the distance between the edges [Rada 89]. The information theory-based method deﬁnes
the similarity of two concepts in terms of the maximum information content of the concept
that subsumes them [Resn 95, Lin 98]. Recently new hybrid approaches have been proposed:
Rodriguez and Egenhofer [Rodr 04] takes advantage from the above methods and adds the
idea of features matching introduced by Tversky [Tver 77]. Schwering [Schw 05a] proposes
a hybrid approach to assess similarity among concepts belonging to a semantic net. The
similarity in this case is assessed by comparing properties of the concept as feature [Tver 77]
or as geometric space [Gard 04]. With respect to the method presented in this thesis Rada et
al. [Rada 89], Resnik [Resn 95] and Lin [Lin 98] work on lexicographic databases where the
instances are not considered. If they are adopted as they were originally deﬁned to evaluate
the similarity of the instances, they are doomed to fail since they ignore important information provided by the instances, attributes and relations. Moreover, Rodriguez and Egenhofer
[Rodr 04] and Schwering [Schw 05a] use the features or even conceptual spaces, information
that is not native in the ontology design and would have to be manually added. Instead our
approach aims at addressing the similarity, as much as possible, by taking advantage of the
information that has already been disseminated in the ontology. Additional information is
considered only to tune the similarity with respect to diﬀerent application context.
Similarities that rely on ontology models with instances. Other works deﬁne similarity relying on ontology models closer to those adopted in the Semantic Web standards. On
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the one hand, Hau et al. [Hau 05] identify similar services measuring the similarity between
their descriptions. To deﬁne a similarity measure on semantic services explicitly refers to the
ontology model of OWL Lite and deﬁnes the similarity among OWL objects (classes as well as
instances) in terms of the number of common RDF statements that characterize the objects.
On the other hand, Maedche and Zacharias [Maed 02] adopt a semantic similarity measure to
cluster ontology based metadata. The ontology model adopted in this similarity refers also to
IS-A hierarchy, attributes, relations and instances. Even if these methods consider ontology
models, which are more evolved than the taxonomy or terminological ontology, their design
ignores the need to tailor the semantic similarity according to speciﬁc application contexts.
Thus to assess the similarity investigated in this thesis, two distinct ontologies need to be
deﬁned instead of simply deﬁning two contexts as I do.

Contextual-dependent similarity. Some studies combine the context and the similarity.
Kashyap and Sheth [Kash 96] use the concept of semantic proximity and context to achieve
the interoperability among diﬀerent databases. The context represents the information useful
for determining the semantic relationships between entities belonging to diﬀerent databases.
However they do not deﬁne a semantic similarity in the sense I am addressing and the similarity is classiﬁed as some discrete value (semantic equivalence, semantic relevance, semantic
resemblance, etc). Rodriguez and Egenhofer [Rodr 04] integrate the contextual information
into the similarity model. They deﬁne as the application domain the set of classes that are
subject to the user’s interest. As in our proposal, they aim at making the similarity assessment
parametric with respect to the considered context. Moreover, in contrast with our methods
they formalise the context rather then the similarity criteria induced by the context. This discussion of related works shows that, apart from the diﬀerent deﬁnitions of semantic similarity
proposed by diﬀerent parties, these deﬁnitions are far from providing a complete framework
as intended in our work. They often have diﬀerent purposes, they consider a simpler ontology
model, or they completely ignore the need to tailor the similarity assessment with respect to
a speciﬁc application context. Of course, some of the works mentioned have been particularly
important in the deﬁnition of our proposal. As already mentioned, both of the paper Maedche
and Zacharias [Maed 02] and Rodriguez and Egenhofer [Rodr 04] have strongly inspired the
part related to structural similarity. However, to successfully support our purposes the class
slots have been considered as distinguishing features. Furthermore, the methods proposed by
Maedche and Zacharias [Maed 02] for class matching deﬁnes a similarity that is symmetric,
thus I have adapted the original in order to make it asymmetric. The similarity framework
proposed in this thesis contributes, along with related work, toward paving the way to a tool
that each ontology engineer can adopt
• to deﬁne diﬀerent similarities among instances on the same ontology according to different application contexts;
• to reﬁne the similarity criteria as long as new instances are inserted or the obtained
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result does not satisfy the user domain expert.

The explicit parameterization of the similarity assessment with respect to the application
contexts yields a precise deﬁnition of the hints to be considered in similarity assessment as
well as complete control of the recursive comparison needed to work out the similarity.

4.3.8

Results

This thesis proposes a methods for assessing semantic similarity among instances within an
ontology. It combines and extends diﬀerent existing similarity methods, taking into account,
as much as possible, the hints encoded in the ontology and considering the application context. A formalization of the criteria induced by the application is provided as a means of
parameterizing the similarity assessment and to formulate a measurement more sensitive to
the speciﬁc application needs. The framework is expected to bring great beneﬁt in the analysis of the ontology driven metadata repository. It provides a ﬂexible solution for tailoring
the similarity assessments according to the diﬀerent applications: the same ontology can be
employed in diﬀerent similarity assessments simply by deﬁning distinct criteria, and it is not
necessary to build a diﬀerent ontology for each similarity assessment. The formalization of
the application contexts in terms of explicit similarity criteria paves the way to an iterative
and interactive process where the ontology engineer and the domain experts can perform
ﬁne-tuning of the resulting similarity. Nevertheless, some research and development issues
are still open: the formalization of the application context aﬀects only the similarity deﬁned
by the extensional comparison. It would be interesting to determine if the context results
also in external comparison similarity. The ontology model considered is quite representative
of how ontology are intended in many application but it do not cover all the expressiveness
provided by the Web Ontology Language (OWL). It would be worth to extend the similarity
to ontology models closer to OWL. Moreover, complex use cases should be considered in order
to test and evaluate it. New use cases and the related community of end user are indispensable to perform a more careful human evaluation of the similarity obtained and stands out
the impact of this method.
Related Publications
• Albertoni R., De Martino M. Semantic Similarity of Ontology Instances Tailored on
the Application Context. In: 5th International Conference on Ontologies, DataBases,
and Applications of Semantics (ODBASE 2006) (Montpellier (France), 31 October 2 November 2006). Proceedings, pp. 1020-1038. R. Meersman, Z. Tari et al. (eds.).
(Lecture Note in Computer Science, vol. 4275). Springer, 2006.
• Albertoni R., De Martino M. Semantic Similarity Of Ontology Instances Tailored on the
Application Context. Poster and Demo proceedings of the 15th International Conference
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On Knowledge Engineering and Knowledge Management (EKAW 2006), (Podebrady,
Czech Republic, 2-6 October 2006), ISBN 80-86742-15-6.

4.4

Semantic Granularity to browse information resources (SG)

In this section I describe the third semantic method to analyze the information resources’
metadata. Analogously to the context dependent similarity, it stems from the experience
made within the AIM@SHAPE NoE [AIM]. It represents a ﬁrst result demonstrating how
ontologies can be adopted to deﬁne semantic granularities. Granularities allow exploring data
according to diﬀerent levels of detail, enhancing the ﬂexibility in the information representation and retrieval. Moreover, ontologies are fated to play a central role in the search for
information resources. However, to build them is a costly and time consuming activity. Thus
I consider a complete exploitation of such a precious artifact as a primary research issue.
This work can be conceived as a step in this direction: ontologies representing qualities which
describe information resources and the relations among them provide the starting point from
which to build the granularity system. The ontology plays both the role of metadata schema
and domain conceptualization (see section 4.1.2). Actually, in this method, the ontology formalizes the schema of metadata and the domains of at least one of the features, i.e. quality,
represented in the schema. The domain of the quality is assumed to be made of categorical
values hierarchically deﬁned. The method proposed follows a two-phase process. In the ﬁrst
phase, namely quality ﬁltering, each quality is evaluated with respect to its capability of abstracting sources. This evaluation is given taking into account both the relations in which
the quality is involved, and the sources deﬁned for it. Then, the qualities which provide
a satisfactory facility to abstract sources become granules of some granularity. The second
phase, namely granularity building, distributes the granules returned by the ﬁltering phase
among diﬀerent granularities. This phase returns the set of granularities to employ for the
repository navigation. The contribution of the method is twofold. First, I propose semantic
granularities as a mean to browse the repository of information resources at diﬀerent levels
of detail. Secondly, I provide an approach to automatically deﬁne semantic granularities extending to ontologies and repository navigation previous research results presented for topics
identiﬁcation [Lin 95] and automatic discourse structuring [Pike 03].
In the following, I consider browsing a repository of papers to exemplify the proposed methodology and its objectives. Scientiﬁc papers are considered as the sources to be navigated,
whereas their topics are the quality of interest. The section is organized as follows. First,
I provide an overview of the motivations and related work to semantic granularities section
4.4.1. Then, in section 4.4.2 I formalize semantic granularities. In section 4.4.3 and 4.4.4
I discuss how semantic granules and granularities are built, describing quality ﬁltering and
granularity building phases. In section 4.4.5 I provide an example of repository navigation.
Finally, section 4.4.6 concludes the part of the thesis pertaining to the methods, outlining
future research directions.
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Motivations

As already discussed in section 2.2, the diﬃculties pertaining to information access are mainly
due to a poor overlap between the information model employed by the seeker (i.e., the Cognitive Space) and the model deﬁned by the information provider (i.e., the Information Space)
[Newb 01]. Techniques of semantic searching as those proposed in [Guha 03] can be useful to
improve the retrieval mechanism. However, in order to increase the aforementioned overlapping, every search activity has to be characterized by a highly interactive process [Belk 82a]:
the seeker reﬁnes the selection criteria according to the results he/she obtains alternating
querying and browsing activities.
Automatic techniques such as clustering and classiﬁcation can be employed to organize repositories and to ease their browsing [Cutt 92, Albe 03b, Baru 06]. The clustering only relies on
the model emerging from the Information Space, whereas the classiﬁcation relies on a set of
classes which are expected to be meaningful as belonging to the user’s Cognitive Space. As
a consequence, the ﬁrst might result in non meaningful grouping whereas the second might
result in empty classes.
In order to overcome these drawbacks the semantic granularity takes into account both the
spaces. It considers parts of the Cognitive Space represented in the ontology as well as the
Information Space by balancing the sources at a given granularity according to their occurrence.
In the area of Information Systems, granularities have been already studied for both the temporal and the spatial domains [Bett 00, Stel 98, Camo 06]. However, in this ﬁeld, granularities
are static and embedded in the data model or in the database schema. The recent research
has focused mainly on cognitive issues pertaining to the perception of vagueness, indeterminacy, imperfection, roughness, etc. [Bitt 03]. Moreover, some attempts to deﬁne semantic
granularities have been made with respect to terminologies by Fonseca et al. [Fons 02]. They
introduced the term semantic granularity exploiting the casting mechanism employed in the
object-oriented paradigm to represent ontology instances at diﬀerent levels of detail.
In this work semantic granularities are dynamically deﬁned, according to the data model
(represented by an ontology schema) as well as to data (represented as ontology instances).

4.4.2

The approach of semantic granularities

Semantic granularities aim at structuring a repository at diﬀerent levels of detail taking into
account both its conceptual structure and its content. Assuming the following entities are
available:
S, the set of sources subject of the user exploration;
Q, a quality represented as set of nominal values according to which the sources are organized;
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O, an ontology providing a data schema, where the sources and the quality are represented
in terms of ontology entities;
the framework generates a sequence of granularities G = < G1 , G2 , ..., Gn >, such that each
granularity Gi groups the sources the repository contains at increasing levels of detail, i.e.,
Gi+1 gives a ﬁner view on the sources in S than Gi (Gi+1 is said to be ﬁner than Gi ). A
granularity Gi is deﬁned as a set of granules which provide a discrete view of the quality. A
generic granule in Gi is denoted by gjGi , and is described by a unique textual label ljGi ∈ Q.
The granule labels are expected to be semantically meaningful for the user.
Let gjGi be a granule at granularity Gi, the sources in S deﬁned for gjGi are denoted with
Gi
sGi
j , whereas the sources deﬁned for all the granules of granularity Gi are denoted with s .
Let’s consider for example a granularity Gi identifying scientiﬁc ﬁelds, such that the labels of
its granules are l1Gi = “Computer Science”, l2Gi = “Mathematics”, l3Gi = “Philosophy”,
etc., and a repository S of scientiﬁc papers classiﬁed with respect to their topics. Then, sGi
1
denotes the set of papers on Computer Science, sGi
the
set
of
papers
on
Mathematics,
and
2
so on. Given two granules of the same granularity Gi I do not require that the corresponding
Gi
sets of sources are disjoint. For instance, sGi
1 ∩ s2 gives the set of papers on topics shared by
Mathematics and Computer Science.
The approach I propose assumes the repository is organized according to an ontology which
recalls the pattern depicted in ﬁgure 4.11. In ﬁgure 4.11, IO is the relation Instance-Of;

Figure 4.11: The Ontology reference schema

Is-A and Part-Whole are partial order relations; entities with capital initials are classes;
s1 , s2 , s3 , q1 , q2 , .., qn are instances; F1 , F2 , A1 , A2 are other class properties, which might be
employed to further characterize the sources and the qualities. In particular, I assume the
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existence of a class grouping all the sources in S the user is going to browse (Source in ﬁgure
4.11); a class representing the quality Q with respect to structuring the repository (Quality
in 4.11); and a relation, which joins the sources s1 , s2 , s3 , etc. to the instances q1 , q2 , .., qn
representing the quality values (rel in ﬁgure 4.11). Given for instance the granularity Gi
representing scientiﬁc ﬁelds I deﬁned above, and the set S of scientiﬁc papers on those ﬁelds,
the papers in S are sources to browse, which will be reorganized according to a quality topics
(i.e., the granules in Gi ). The quality Topic is deﬁned for the source Paper through the
relation hasTopic.
Futhermore, I assume a hierarchy H Q is induced by the relations Is-A and Part-Whole relating
the qualities Q1 , Q2 , ..., Qn in ﬁgure 4.11. Part-Whole and similar relations among parts and
wholes have been widely investigated by the scientiﬁc literatures (e.g., [Wins 87, Varz 96,
Arta 96]). The literature demonstrates that distinct parthood relations can be identiﬁed
depending on how the parts diﬀerently contribute to the structure of the whole. A complete
treatment of the issues concerning parts and wholes is beyond the scope of this work, thus I
restrict the possible interpretations of the relation Part-Whole assuming the parthood among
the qualities in Q adheres to the following properties deﬁned in [Wins 87]:
transitivity, i.e., parts of parts are parts of the whole;
reﬂexivity, i.e., every part is part of itself;
antisymmetricy, i.e., nothing is a part of its parts;
homeomericity, i.e., parts are of the same kind of things as their wholes.
The ﬁrst three properties induce the partial order needed to preserve the hierarchical structure of the qualities. The fourth property instead ensures the parts in the hierarchy are still
a quality as their whole (e.g., a topic can be part of another topic).
I observe that the entities in ﬁgure 4.11 can be represented diﬀerently according to the ontology design choices. The solution adopted mainly depends on the expressiveness of the
ontology language employed and the needs pertaining to the reasoning. For simplicity, the
paper assumes classes in the hierarchy can not be used as relation values, i.e., the relations
have only instance values. Similar assumptions have been made also by OWL-DL9 , one of
the ontology language most adopted. As consequence of the latter assumption, the qualities
are represented both as classes and instances, and each class Qn has exactly one instance qn .
I introduce these restrictions to simplify the presentation of our method, but the approach
could be easily adapted to diﬀerent ontology designs.
Given the ontology schema in ﬁgure 4.11, the qualities in Q are related by a partial order ≤Q
induced by H Q according to both Is-A and Part-Whole. Since the granule labels correspond
to qualities in Q, ≤Q is deﬁned also on labels. Note that not all the values in Q become
granule labels for some Gi in G, but only those resulting from the phase of quality ﬁltering
9

http://www.w3.org/2004/OWL/(Accessed in July 2006)
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described in section 4.4.3. Given a quality Q in Q, the set of sources sQ are the instances of
S associated via rel to Q, while the set of sources sQ∗ are the instances of S associated via
rel to Q and to each quality Q such that Q ≤Q Q. For example, considering the quality
Q2 in ﬁgure 4.11, sQ2 corresponds to {s1 }, whereas sQ2 ∗ corresponds to the set of instances
{s1 , s2 , s3 }. Given the granule gjGi at granularity Gi , such that Q = ljGi , note that sGi
j is
equivalent to sQ∗ . Let G1 and G2 be two granularities belonging to G, such that G2 is ﬁner
than G1 . Given gjG1 a valid granule of G1 , I denote with G2 (gjG1 ) the set of granules of G2
which labels are related to ljG1 through ≤Q , i.e., {gkG2 |lkG2 ≤Q ljG1 }. Analogously, given gkG2
a valid granule of G2 , I denote with G1 (gkG2 ) the set of granules of G1 {gjG1 |lkG2 ≤Q ljG1 }.
Through this notation, I can move from a granularity to a diﬀerent one. For instance, let’s
consider Gi the granularity for scientiﬁc ﬁelds deﬁned above, g1Gi the granule for Computer
Science, and Gi+1 a granularity ﬁner than Gi ; Gi+1 (g1Gi ) results in all the granules representing the sub-ﬁelds in which Computer Science can be expanded into (e.g., Database, Artiﬁcial
Intelligence, Computer Graphics, etc.).
In the following sections, I will detail how granularities to browse the sources are built starting from information sources deﬁned with respect to a set of qualities. Firstly, the phase
quality ﬁltering (described in section 4.4.3) evaluates which qualities can be employed as
granule labels. Then, in the phase granularity building (described in section 4.4.4), granules
representing qualities are assigned to diﬀerent granularities.

4.4.3

Quality filtering: selection of semantic granules

The ﬁltering selects the quality values to be adopted as granule labels. In the proposed
approach, a quality value is considered as a granule label whenever it ensures a good level
of abstraction or it is involved in Part-Whole. The idea I adopt to evaluate the abstraction
capability of qualities is borrowed from existing techniques applied in the area of Natural
Language Processing for topic identiﬁcation and generalization [Lin 95, Pike 03]. Lin [Lin 95]
introduced the notion of degree of informativeness and summarization of a concept C in a
lexical taxonomy as a measure of the capability of C to generalize its specializations, i.e., the
children in the taxonomy, according to the terms occurrence in a corpus. According to Lin,
the more the children of C have a similar number of occurrences, the more the concept C is
a good generalization. The Lin algorithm is based on the assumption that the occurrences of
the corpus are associated only to the leaves in the noun taxonomy.
Pike and Gahegan [Pike 03] extend the Lin’s approach to identify and to abstract arguments of
a discourse allowing the intermediate concepts of the taxonomy to have their own occurrences
associated. Both works consider only the relation Is-A for structuring concepts, and ignore the
occurrence of the concept C in the corpus for the evaluation of its degree of informativeness.
Given the schema of ﬁgure 4.11, to evaluate the degree of informativeness of a quality Q
aiming at the deﬁnition of semantic granularities, I consider each source related through rel
to Q as an occurrence of Q. I extend the method proposed by Pike and Gahegan to PartWhole structures, taking into account also the inﬂuence of the occurrences of each quality
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under evaluation. Consider for instance the situation in ﬁgure 4.12, where I report a portion
of a possible classiﬁcation of the topics pertaining to the Data Mining research ﬁeld. The
values reported have been retrieved by querying the ACM digital library and considering
qualities as paper keywords.
In ﬁgure 4.12, Clustering has four unbalanced sub-topics, i.e., Document Clustering, KNearest Neighbors Based, K-Mean, and Hierarchical Clustering. According to
both Lin-Pike’s approach, Clustering does not provide a high level of generalization of its subtopics. However, I observe that for Clustering a considerable amount of instances has been
retrieved (14923), and this value is much bigger than the values reported for its sub-topics.
In this situation, I would expect that this concept is eligible to be included among the most
meaningful topics the repository refers to. Given the aforementioned observations, I say that

Figure 4.12: Data Mining topics classiﬁcation

a quality Q is a good abstraction for its direct sub-qualities (including, as I specify above, both
the qualities reachable through Is-A and Part-Whole) if the ratio RQ between the maximum
numbers of occurrences in the repository deﬁned for its sub-qualities and the recursive number
of occurrences deﬁned for Q in the repository (i.e., including both its own occurrences and
the recursive occurrence of its immediate sub-qualities) is less then a given a threshold Rt .
RQ is deﬁned in equation 4.19 and its value ranges in [0,1]. Leafs in the hierarchy have RQ
equal to 0. I denote with Q the non-reﬂexive and non-transitive relation induced by H Q
(e.g., referring to ﬁgure 4.12, Multimedia Data Mining ≺Q Data Mining, Association
Rules ≺Q Data Mining, K-mean ≺Q Clustering). RQ is deﬁned as follows:


RQ =

max{Q |Q ≺Q Q} |sQ ∗ |
Q  ∗ | + sQ
{Q |Q ≺Q Q} |s

(4.19)
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Let us consider in ﬁgure 4.12 the topics Association Rule, Classification and Clustering, which are related to Data Mining through the relation Part-Whole. Conversely to
Is-A, I consider Part-Whole as a landmark for granule identiﬁcation, because it intrinsically
discriminates two separate levels of abstraction. Thus whenever two qualities are directly
related by Part-Whole they are considered as granules of distinct granularities. In the next
section, I adopt the predicate isGranule(Q,Rt ) to determine if the quality Q is promoted
to be a granule according to the quality ﬁltering phase. The predicate isGranule(Q,Rt ) is
true whenever Q is involved in a Part-Whole, or it is a good abstraction, i.e. RQ ≤ Rt where
RQ is deﬁned according to equation 4.19.

4.4.4

Granularity building: distribution of granules among granularities

The granularity building phase aims at determining the distribution of the granules resulting
from quality ﬁltering among the semantic granularities in G. The partial order ≤Q induced
by the relations Is-A and Part-Whole leads such a distribution. In particular, considering two
distinct granule labels a and b, the principles I follow are:
(1) if b ≤Q a, then the two granules have to belong to distinct granularities,
(2) if b ≤Q a, b Part-Whole a holds and the whole granule with label a belongs to the
granularity Gi , then the part granule with label b has to belong to the granularity
Gi+1 , such that Gi+1 is ﬁner than Gi .
Given for instance the hierarchy of ﬁgure 4.12, if Data Mining, Clustering and Document
Clustering satisfy the predicate isGranule for a given value of Rt , and Data Mining
belongs to granularity Gi , Clustering must belong to granularity Gi+1 , while Document
Clustering must belong to a granularity Gj , with j > i + 1. The granularity building phase
is performed according to the algorithm in ﬁgure 4.4.4 The algorithm returns the sequences
of granularities G. It performs a breath ﬁrst visit of H Q , inserting the granules in distinct
granularities according to the principles stated in (1) (2). It terminates whenever the visit
has reached all the H Q leaves.
In ﬁgure 4.4.4, ds is the starting level (from the root) in H Q ; Rt is the ratio threshold for
the evaluation of the degree of informativeness of qualities; next(Q) returns the child of Q
in H Q ; node(l) returns the qualities laying at the level l in the hierarchy; + and - are the
set operators for union and diﬀerence.

4.4.5

Example

In this section I refer to the repository of scientiﬁc papers provided by the ACM Digital
Library, considering papers as the information sources to be browsed and the associated keywords as sources qualities. In the ACM Digital Library each paper is classiﬁed according
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i = 0; Gi = {};
NodeToConsider = Node(ds);
While (! empty(NodeToConsider)){
For each Q belonging to NodeToConsider {
If isGranule(Q, Rt) Gi
+= { Q };
else If Q is not leaf NodeToConsider += next(Q);
NodeToConsider -= { Q };
}
i++; Gi = {};
For each Q belonging to Gi-1 {
For j=1 to i-1 { // check for multi-inheritance
For each Q1 belonging to Gj
If ((Q1 part-whole Q) or (Q1 is-a Q)){
Gj -= { Q1 }; Gi += { Q1 };
}
If Q is not leaf
NodeToConsider += next(Q);
}
}
}

Figure 4.13: Granularity building algorithm
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to the ACM Computing Classiﬁcation System, which is a taxonomy depicting the broadest
research ﬁelds in computer science. To provide an example of semantic granularities extracted
through its application, I extend the ACM taxonomy deepening the ﬁelds I am familiar with.
A portion of this taxonomy has been already shown in ﬁgure 4.12. The classes in the resulting
taxonomy are mainly related through the relation Is-A. Moreover, the relation Part-Whole has
been adopted whenever a research ﬁeld is classiﬁed with respect to its important sub-parts,
like techniques applied in the ﬁeld (e.g., Clustering and Data Mining in ﬁgure 4.12).
In Table 4.4 a meaningful portion of the quality hierarchy I consider and the results obtained
are shown. The ﬁrst column of the table reports the quality values (the indentation resembles the H Q structure); the second gives the number of papers referring to each quality in the
ACM repository; the third column reports the degree of informativeness obtained by applying
an approach based on what proposed in [Lin 95, Pike 03], while the fourth reports the values
obtain according to the evaluation presented in section 4.4.3; ﬁnally, the last column gives the
granules distribution according to the phase granularity building described in section 4.4.4.
The threshold Rt applied in this example is 0.50. With this evaluation of Rt the qualities Database Management, General, Logical Design, Transaction processing,
Database application, Multimedia Data Mining and Spatio-Temporal Data Mining are not considered as granules because their degree of informativeness is greater than
the threshold. Note that the granularities preserve the partial order given by the hierarchy
among qualities related by Is-A and Part-Whole, but not the general order as stated by the
hierarchy. In particular, qualities at the same level in the hierarchy can be labels for granules
that belong to diﬀerent granularities.
Let’s suppose a user wants to navigate the sources in the repository. At the ﬁrst step, the
labels of the granules at granularity G1 give him/her a broad idea of the most meaningful
arguments represented in the repository (l1G1 is the label for the quality “Security, Integrity and Protection”, l2G1 is the label for “Data Models”, etc). Let’s suppose the
user chooses to navigate the resources related to Data Mining. The labels of granules at
G1 ), where g G1 2 is the granule with label Data Mining, are
granularity G2 such that G2 (g12
1
retrieved. As formally deﬁned in section 4.4.2, the conversion is based on the partial order induced by the hierarchy H Q . Thus, the set of labels l5G2 = “Sound Analysis”, l6G2 =
“Video Analysis”, l7G2 = “Temporal Data Mining”, l8G2 = “Spatial Data Mining”,
G2 = “Association Rules”, lG2 = “Classification”, “lG2 =
l9G2 = “Text Mining”, l10
11
12
G2
“Clustering”, and l13 = “Visual Data Exploration” is retrieved. The same happens
for all the levels for which a granularity has been built, according to the algorithm I described
in section 4.4.4. Once the user chooses the set of instances is interested in by the browsing of
labels, the corresponding set of sources is retrieved. Let the user be interested in Document
Clustering, represented by the granule g1G3 . Then, the set of sources sG3
1 is returned to be
processed by applying, for instance, existing navigation techniques (e.g., see the Information
Visualization tools surveyed in [Albe 05a]).
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Table 4.4: Method evaluation with Rt = 0.50
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Results

In section 4.4 I have presented a framework for the dynamic deﬁnition of semantic granularities aiming at the eﬀective representation of information resources repository at diﬀerent
levels of detail. The method is inspired by existing work on topic identiﬁcation for discourse
structuring. With respect to existing methods in the literature, I extend them to the browsing
of any kind of information sources described with respect to a set of qualities represented in
ontologies. I encompass the generalization performed according to a taxonomy, dealing also
with qualities related by Part-Whole, toward a full ontology support. Furthermore, I provide
a deﬁnition of semantic granularity which is dynamic, providing a bridge among the conceptual model of the user (i.e., the Cognitive Space) and the model structuring the repository
(i.e., the Information Space).
Semantic granularities provide a way of supporting the user in the repository browsing at different levels of detail. For each granularity only the meaningful granule labels for the speciﬁc
repository are represented. Thus, the sources having qualities the user is not interested in can
be discarded since the very ﬁrst steps of the browsing. Semantic granularity is deﬁned with
respect to ontologies, aiming at fully exploiting the information this formal conceptualization
can provide. A crucial extension is related to the inclusion of properties of ontology classes
and their values in the evaluation of the degree of informativeness of qualities. I am also
planning an experimental evaluation performed on multimedia sources (text, shape, etc.).
Finally, I am going to integrate the method with traditional techniques of resource browsing
(e.g., Information Visualization).
Related Publications
• Albertoni R., Camossi E., De Martino M., Giannini F., Monti M. Semantic Granularity
for the Semantic Web. In: Second IFIP WG 2.12 & WG 12.4 International Workshop
on Web Semantics (SWWS’06) in conjunction with OnTheMove Federated Conferences
(OTM’06) (Montpellier (France), 1-2 November 2006). Proceedings, pp. 1863-1872. R.
Meersman, Z. Tari, P. Herrero et al. (eds.). (Lecture Note in Computer Science, vol.
4278). Springer, 2006.

4.5

Contributions with respect to the requirement for metadata analysis

In this section I summarize the contribution provided by the semantic methods described in
this chapter with respect to the requirements posed in section 2.3. The support they provide
is summarized in Table 4.5.
The query formulation is supported by all the three semantic methods proposed. In fact, all
exploit the background knowledge enhancing the expressiveness of the query language em-
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Requirement
Query Formulation
Retrieved result comprehension
Query coordination
Database problem
Vocabulary problem

ASSCV
good
none
partial
none
good

ACDSS
good
good
partial
none
none

SG
partial
good
partial
none
none

Table 4.5: How the semantic metadata analysis supports the analysis requirements.

ployed. In particular, supposing a ﬁrst interesting resource have been selected, the similarity
among information resources (section 4.3) makes possible to ask for similar items. The asymmetry has been designed to emphasizes the containment between resources thus it is easer
to ﬁnd out if similar items are more or equally interesting. The semantic similarity among
categorical values (section 4.2) adds the possibility to query for similar terms, whereas, the
semantic granularity (section 4.4) enables to query resources at diﬀerent levels of abstraction.
The problems of retrieved result comprehension is faced with the similarity (section 4.3)
among resources. The deﬁnition of multiple contexts which diﬀerently explore the same
resources provides a valuable tool to understand the obtained results. On the other hand, the
semantic granularity might be used to properly sifting resources: it eases the retrieved result
comprehension reorganizing the result in a way more meaningful for the seeker.
The vocabulary problem is resolved by the semantic similarity among categorical values (see
section 4.2.4). Of course, the proposed method works if the distinct terms can be related
according to someone’s background knowledge. If the providers and the seeker adopt totally
unrelated terms there is no way in my opinion to solve this problem.
The query coordination problem is eased by the proposed semantic methods because they can
remind the seekers about relations useful to build the query. Often, the seekers are so focused
on the search that they forget what is trivial. Moreover, the proposed semantic methods
elaborate user’s background knowledge. This elaboration can bring to unexpected knowledge
that can induce new selection criteria.
Finally, the databases problem is not faced with the proposed semantic methods. As already discussed in the visual metadata analysis [Spoe 04d, SPOE 04b] brilliantly face with
this problem. Moreover, some additional support could be obtained adopting techniques of
ontologies and instances alignment [Euze 04a, Euze 04b].

4.6

Conclusions

The chapter has introduced the semantic analysis of metadata describing information resources. It shows as it is possible to support the search for information resources taking
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advantage from the background knowledge formalized in ontologies. Three methods have
been described:
• Asymmetric Semantic Similarity among metadata Categorical Values (ASSCV);
• Asymmetric and Context Dependent Semantic Similarity among information resources
(ACDSS);
• Semantic Granularity among information resources (SG).
The ﬁrst method has been inspired by the research experience made within INVISIP. It
demonstrates the use of background knowledge and similarity to ease the vocabulary problem.
By contrast, the last two methods stem from the AIM@SHAPE research activity. The asymmetric and context dependent similarity among information resources enables the browsing of
information resources according to diﬀerent context dependent views. Whereas the semantic
granularity is the ﬁrst step toward the deﬁnition of granularities from an ontology to browse a
repository of information resources at diﬀerent levels of abstraction. Both support the user in
easing query formulation and retrieved result comprehension. AIM@SHAPE aimed at deﬁning
ontologies to characterize the multidimensional information resources (e.g. Computer aided
model, 3D mesh and so on). The deﬁnition of ontologies describing so complex information
resources is fundamental to properly retrieve them. However, it takes months of painstaking
work interacting with the experts in the ﬁeld of Computer Graphics. Thus, both context
dependent similarity and granularity have as ultimate goals to exploit as much as possible
the costly artifacts like ontologies deﬁned in AIM@SHAPE.
The methods proposed in this chapter have been demonstrated considering resources belonging to geographical domain or pertaining to the academical world. An experimentation
on multidimensional information resources will be worked out once the ontologies developed
within AIM@SHAPE are fully ﬁnalized and populated by real instances.

4.6.1

Remarks and research issues

The overall activity on semantic metadata analysis has pointed out some interesting remarks:
• Ontologies are useful to represent user background knowledge: they can be adopted to
organize metadata as well as to deﬁne the domain of categorical metadata attributes.
• Ever-expressive ontology language are emerging from the research pertaining to ontology. However, the methods which takes advantage from ontologies should consider the
context to be eﬀectively tailored on the speciﬁc analysis purposes.
These remarks have brought to plan the following future activities:
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• How to deﬁne a context which parameterizes the semantic granularity with respect the
speciﬁc application purpose?
• How to extend the proposed methods to consider more expressive ontology languages?

The semantic similarity among categorical values and information resources already considers
some kind of context. Then it would be worth to see which concept of context can be adopted
for the semantic granularity.
Concerning the extension toward more expressive ontology languages, it would be worth to
consider axioms which can be provided by description logics. In particular, the transitivity,
symmetry and cardinality constraints pertaining to relations might be considered to cover a
greater extent of OWL.

Chapter 5

Visual vs Semantic Metadata
Analysis
This chapter summarizes the contribution of the visual and semantic metadata analysis to
the resolution of the search problems illustrated in section 2.3 and it critically discusses some
limitations of my research activity.

5.1

Overall contribution to the metadata analysis requirements

The contribution of the visual and semantic metadata analysis to Spoerri’s problems is summarized in table 5.1 on the basis of the discussions already illustrated in the sections 3.4 and
4.5. Table 5.1 points out that the proposed metadata analysis succeed in the problems of
Requirement
Query Formulation
Retrieved result comprehension
Query coordination
Database problem
Vocabulary problem

Visual Analysis
good
good
partial (good)
none (good)
partial

Semantic Analysis
good
good
partial
none
good

Table 5.1: It shows the contribution of visual and semantic metadata analysis to meet the search problems.
Between round brackets has been indicated the support which would be obtained including the MetaCrystal
[Spoe 04d, SPOE 04b] in the proposed metadata analysis.

query formulation and retrieved result comprehension. It shows that vocabulary problem is
eased more by the semantic analysis than the visual analysis. This is not surprising if we
consider that the vocabulary problem has an intrinsic relation with the interpretations that
humans give to the terms. Moreover, the table indicates that the proposed metadata analysis
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partially faces with the query coordination problem and it does not support at all in the
database problem.
The lack of support for the last two problems deserves a more detailed discussion. The
metadata analysis provides a good support to a part of the query coordination problem: it
relies on visual exploration and on the exploitation of the implicit and the explicit semantics to
discover the most suitable selection criteria. However, it does not provide methods to compare
the results from diﬀerent queries. For this reason, the overall support has been rated as partial.
The database problem neither has been faced in INVISIP nor in AIM@SHAPE because in
both the projects dedicated repositories have been built to contain the information resources
to be selected. Beside that, I want to stress these limitations are not so relevant as they
could seem at ﬁrst sight. The techniques developed in MetaCrystal [Spoe 04d, SPOE 04b]
by Spoerri already succeed in the comparison of the results obtained by diﬀerent queries as
well as diﬀerent repositories. Thus, it is suﬃcient to integrate the Spoerri’s techniques into
the proposed conceptual metadata analysis framework to overcome these limitations. The
support provided with the integration is illustrated in the table 5.1 between round brackets.

5.2

Advantages in integrating Visual and Semantic Analysis

The visual and semantic approaches are conceived starting from the results which have been
obtained in diﬀerent ﬁelds of computer science. Of course in principle they could be adopted
separately. But in this thesis, I have stressed the importance of adopting both contemporaneously. The motivations behind this choice are two: the intrinsic nature of metadata and
the need to involve as much as possible the seeker in the selection process.
Concerning the intrinsic nature of metadata it is important to bear in mind that, unlike
the usual dataset, the most of information encoded in metadata is non-numerical and it is
thought to be human-interpretable rather than machine processable. Such a characteristic
makes extremely challenging to visualize the metadata items. The most of interaction and
visualization techniques relies on algebraic properties among data in order to properly represent them. Unfortunately, these algebraic properties are built-in for the numbers, but they
are not natively available for other kinds of datatype such as categorical data. Thus, to overcome this drawback the semantic methods are proposed as pre/post processing visualization
techniques. In particular, the thesis proposes methods to evaluate the similarity and the
granularity among information resources. The similarities intuitively indicates how to represent the metadata items “close” in a visualization. Whereas the granularity provides diﬀerent
levels of abstraction which can be employed to implement a kind of semantic zooming among
information resources.
On the other hand, if semantic metadata analysis was employed without any visual analysis,
both the suﬃcient involvement of the seeker and the implicit semantic exploitation would
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not be obtained. As a consequence, the user would not be supported in the discovery of the
selection criteria and part of the metadata analysis requirements would not be fulﬁlled.

5.3

Limitations

Beside all the contributions some issues might be pointed out as limitations in this thesis.
The thesis assumes that both metadata and ontologies are available to characterize the information resources. A ﬁrst objection to my work can be that this is not always true. However,
this assumption in my opinion is not unreasonable: a huge eﬀort to automatically extract
the metadata and automatically deﬁnes ontologies are currently carried out from the research
community. I am aware that the above activities will come up with semi-automatic methods
and they will be restricted to speciﬁc application domains. However, I am also convinced that
in many domains, providers appropriately motivated (e.g., economically) are quite willing to
compile the metadata. For example, in the geographical domain, public administrations as
well as private providers have started to acknowledge the importance to supply metadata
together with the information resources.
An other aspect which results touchy is how to obtain a wider evaluation of the proposed
methods. The thesis considers a human evaluation for the visual metadata analysis. Concerning the semantic analysis, it considers an evaluation of the asymmetric and context dependent
semantic similarity based on recall and precision and it provides only some examples of how
the other proposed methods work. The human evaluation performed within INVISIP demonstrates that the seekers perceive the metadata analysis as useful, the experimentation with
precision and recall and the examples in speciﬁc domain show that the proposed methods
work. However, the thesis does not quantify how much the metadata analysis improves the
search for information resources. A more careful evaluation of this aspect would require an
expansive and dedicated research activity. The deﬁnition of speciﬁc case studies to test objective advantages is tricky: it requires to collaborate with experienced partners who are able
to limit the bias produced by misleading tests. Due to the lack of collaborations with such
a kind of partners this activity could not be undertaken in this thesis. We are considering
speciﬁc research projects to perform it in the future.

Conclusions
This thesis highlights the importance of deﬁning new mechanisms for the analysis of metadata
to supports the search and selection of information resources. Two diﬀerent approaches
dealing with the complexity of the metadata of large amount of heterogeneous information
resources are proposed: visual and semantic metadata analysis. Both are required in order
to support the seeker in the selection of information resources. The visual metadata analysis
is based on the application of Information Visualization and Visual Data Mining techniques.
In particular, Information Visualization is adopted to amplify the cognition of the seeker
and to involve him more in the search activity, whereas the Visual Data Mining allows to
exploit the implicit semantics, i.e., the patterns arising from the collection of resources, to
discover unknown and novel selection criteria. The semantic metadata analysis is proposed
as preprocessing methods in visual metadata analysis. It relies on explicit semantics to
suggest the user some criteria of selection arising from the formalization of his background
knowledge. It does not recall only criteria momentarily forgotten because of the painstaking
research activity, but in addition, it suggests novel criteria coming from the re-elaboration of
the background knowledge.

Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are manifold and range from foundational to applied research.
The results obtained in the foundational research can be divided in advances in searching and
selecting information resources and improvement in the exploitation of ontologies.
Advances in searching and selecting information resources. A ﬁrst contribution consists in the identiﬁcation of the issues pertaining to the search and selection of information resources and the analysis of their relevance. Actually, during the ﬁrst stage of
my working activity within European projects I have had the chance to identify new
research issues interesting for the European research community and for the team at
CNR-IMATI where I am working in. In particular, the recognition of metadata complexity as a research problem as well as the relevance of exploiting both implicit and explicit
semantics stored in the metadata structure have been the ﬁrst signiﬁcant result. The
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main contribution of this thesis is the development of appropriate methods to support
in the search and selection of information resources. In particular, it proposes diﬀerent
metadata analysis methods which, once integrated, meet the requirements discussed in
section 2.3:
• it remarks the importance of taking advantage of the implicit and explicit semantics
because, in the real world, both kinds of semantics might suggest useful selection
criteria;
• it stresses the need to involve the seeker in the search activity: the seeker has
to discover the selection criteria actively taking part in the search and selection
process because the proper criteria seldom are known since the early stage of the
search;
Improvement in the exploitation of ontologies. The thesis adopts ontologies in order
to represent user’s background knowledge and to exploit the information resources semantics. To this purpose, it introduces three methods:
• the Asymmetric Semantic Similarity among metadata Categorical Values, which
is designed to face with the vocabulary problem;
• the Asymmetric and Context Dependent Semantic Similarity, which is proposed to
compare the metadata of information resources and to highlight the “containment”
between information resources;
• the Semantic Granularity, which is deﬁned to browse repositories of information
resources at diﬀerent levels of abstraction and with respect to their categorical
qualities.
The ﬁrst method assembles an existing semantic similarity and an enhanced ontology
visualization. Instead, the other two methods are new proposal which advance the
current state of art in the ﬁeld of ontologies and semantics. The proposed methods can
be adopted within the visual metadata analysis. In this sense, they extend the state
of art on pre-processing algorithms and indirectly contribute in the ﬁeld of information
visualization.
From the point of view of applied research the most part of the research presented in this
thesis stems from the European projects INVISIP (IST-2000-29640) and AIM@SHAPE (IST
NoE NO 506766). It conﬁrms the relevance of the problems faced in the thesis at a European
level or at least in the application domains of the two projects: the geographic domain and
the ﬁeld of multidimensional media. In particular, parts of the methods proposed have been
demonstrated within the geographical domain. Due to the importance the search and selection
of geographical information resources have at a European level, the success in this application
domain can be considered as a ﬁrst proof of the economical and social potential impact of the
proposed metadata analysis.

Future work
The work described in this thesis can be extended in diﬀerent directions. Both the visual and
the semantic metadata analysis pave the way for new challenging research insights.
Visual metadata analysis. The visual metadata analysis presented in chapter 3 considers
the research experience carried out within the INVISIP project. It is a starting point
which demonstrates the importance to set up visual tools to search and select information resources. It proposes a set of visual techniques from the state of art but it does
not care about which is the minimal subset of visual techniques that best faces with
the search problems. It would be interesting to experiment further techniques apart
from those I have considered identifying which is the best set that properly supports
the search. Next steps in this direction includes to face with the temporal evolution
[Andr 03] as well as the results emerging from the new research ﬁelds of Knowledge
Visualization [Terg 05] and Visual Analytics [Keim 06].
Semantic metadata analysis. In chapter 4, I have proposed diﬀerent semantic metadata
analysis methods. They are designed to suggest selection criteria which cannot be easily
obtained by implicit semantics. Part of the short-term future works pertains to their
extension.
• Asymmetric Semantic Similarity among Categorical Values requires the categorical
values are represented into an ontology. However, the deﬁnition of an ontology for
each attribute can be quite costly. In the case of a background knowledge which is
not arising from a specialized application domain but from common sense, WordNet
could be investigated to replace or to support the task of knowledge representation.
• Asymmetric Context Dependent Semantic Similarity adopts both external and extensional parts of the ontology to assess the similarity. However, the formalization
of application context is currently aﬀecting only the extensional part of similarity.
Whether or not the context should be considered also in the external part deserves
further investigations. Other interesting developments might arise considering the
extension of the ontology model which has been considered so far. Up to now, the
ontology model I have adopted considers the expressiveness which is common to
most popular ontology languages. However, it can be extended to take into account particular features of a speciﬁc ontology language. For example, considering
OWL, it allows the deﬁnition of transitive and symmetric relations which are not
included in our ontology model. It would be interesting to study if these kinds of
relations require a particular precautions during the similarity assessment.
• Semantic Granularity organizes the resources in granularities considering the link
between the resources and qualities, the hierarchy of qualities and the qualities
degree of informativeness. Currently the method considers resources as a whole

linked to the qualities, but it does not look into resources nor qualities to exploit
potential hints associated to attributes. Some hints more concerning the expected
granularities might be obtained analyzing the resource and quality attributes. An
other interesting issue is given by the assumptions made behind the degree of
informativeness. It assumes that the more a quality is a good abstractor the more
it should be considered as a granule. Unfortunately, sometimes the opposite is
true. For example, there are cases where it is more interesting to point out the
qualities that are more speciﬁc and less common instead of those which are good
abstractors. In general, which assumptions can be applied for a given speciﬁc
domain and an analysis goal has to be investigated. Some kind of context should
be considered also in the method of semantic granularity.
Other future works are foreseen considering the application domains. In the geographical
domain, it will be possible to take full advantage from the methods proposed in this thesis as
soon as the representation of metadata moves from the standard ISO 19115 to ontology driven
representations. The research community has been already acknowledging the importance of
considering explicit semantics, but from an application point of view ontology driven standards
are not deﬁned yet. In the domain of 3D modeling, ontology driven metadata are emerging
from AIM@SHAPE results. Stable and populated version of the ontologies will be released
by the end of this year. The advance in the deﬁnition of stable ontologies will pave the way
for a more careful human evaluation of the proposed methods outlining further contributions.
Finally, longer term research activities are foreseen considering the work made within this
thesis as the ﬁrst step in the deﬁnition of “software prostheses”. The need of direct involvement of the seeker to successfully search and select information resources shows how in some
situations the matter is not to obtain a fully automated system but to provide the user with
the proper extensions. “Software prosthesis” might provide these extensions. They should
be designed to be transparently adopted by the user and rely on “thought processes” such as
context-dependent similarity and granularity to ease the interpretation of the sheer volume
of information. Of course, the realization of the metadata analysis framework as “software
prostheses” results quite challenging and in my opinion it deserves further and deeper investigation. It would require to determine if there are other kinds of “thought processes” which
can be automatically performed, their dependency with respect to the background knowledge and context. Moreover, other kinds of knowledge formalization (e.g., conceptual spaces
[Gard 00, Gard 04]) might be considered and integrated in the current metadata framework.

Appendix A

Ontology Driven Metadata for
Digital Shape Acquisition and
Reconstruction
This appendix aims to illustrate the activity I have performed within the research programme
of the Network of Excellence AIM@SHAPE: Advanced and Innovative Models And Tools for
the development of Semantic-based systems for Handling, Acquiring, and Processing knowledge Embedded in multidimensional digital objects. Objective of the NoE is to advance
the research in the direction of semantic-based shape representations and semantic-oriented
tools to acquire, build, transmit, and process shapes with their associated knowledge. For
this purpose ontology driven metadata have been used as mechanism to formalize the shape
knowledge In particular I have contributed to archived one of the NoE results: the design of
an ontology driven metadata for Digital Shape Acquisition and Reconstruction.
The success of the scientiﬁc enterprise largely depends on the ability of sharing diﬀerent
kind of informative resources among the scientiﬁc community. As pointed out by Hendler
([Hend 03]) researchers may need to ﬁnd and explore results at diﬀerent levels of granularity,
from other perspectives in a given ﬁeld or from a complete diﬀerent scientiﬁc ﬁeld. This
problem is particularly relevant in the ﬁeld of Computer Graphics and Vision, which is based
on a large spectrum of fundamental ﬁelds. Recently, the area has reached a state where
each individual fundamental domain is well understood and exploited. A fast evolution of
it is now conditioned by how research teams will be able to intercommunicate, in particular
concerning the sharing of the basic kind of resources, i.e. the digital shapes. This resources
should preserve as much meaningful information as possible, in order to allow and improve
collaborative research and complete understanding of complex tasks.
But where is this meaningful information? Some of it is intrinsic of the shape (e.g. appearance,
topological structure and geometry) and so it is naturally preserved in the digital world, some
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure A.1: The Michelangelo’s David. (a)-(b) two pictures of the real statue. (c)-(d) two diﬀerent
views of the triangulated digital models (Images thanks to the Michelangelo Project - Stanford University
www.stanford.edu)

other is in the context (e.g. environmental conditions, location, ownership) and so is pertinent
only to the real world in which the shared object was originally embedded. This kind of
information is usually not associated to the digital model. A critical phase is the Acquisition
Phase, in which the contextual knowledge includes diﬀerent conditions and properties related
to the object to be scanned, to the surrounding environment or even to the knowledge of the
scanning experts. Most of this information must be preserved and passed to the other steps
of often complex modeling pipelines, in order to improve the quality of the results and to
open to new research approaches.
The novelty of our work is to integrate Knowledge Management approaches to Computer
Graphics and Vision and, in particular, we aim at preserving information when passing from
the real world (real objects) to the digital one (digital shapes). This is a fundamental step for
moving knowledge from the human experts to the machines. We foresee a research generation
in which Digital Shape Knowledge is explicitly represented and, therefore, can be retrieved,
processed, shared, and exploited to construct new knowledge.
In this appendix we analyze the problem of linking Real and Digital, trying to preserve
signiﬁcant information during digitalization, with the speciﬁc intent of creating semantically
enriched digital replica of real 3D objects. For this reason, we faced the problem of formalizing
the Acquisition Process in a domain speciﬁc ontology, called Shape Acquisition and Processing
Ontology (SAP).
The remainder of this appendix is organized as follows: Section A.1 points out the requirements/observations when passing from the Real World to the Digital one. Section A.2 depicts
the informative power of digital shapes when correctly embedded in a speciﬁc context, and
Section A.3 presents our proposed ontology for Shape Acquisition and Processing, focusing
the attention on the acquisition session.

A.1

From Real to Digital

Formally representing objects through models is fundamental in any application ﬁeld. The
term model usually means a mathematical construct which describes objects or phenomena.
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The modeling step is done by deﬁning the entities and rules which formally describe the object
and its behavior, thus deﬁning a symbolic structure which can be used and queried as if it
were the object itself under certain conditions([Falc 98]).
A lot of information about an object is conveyed through the use of models of the object
itself, since much of our knowledge about the physical world comes to us in the form of shape
information. On the one hand, architects, engineers, product designers have always used
physical models and graphical representations for visualizing their hypotheses and to show
their projects. On the other hand, a model can represent a real object, and can replicate its
intrinsic information value. Examples are relief maps or, in cultural heritage applications,
replicas of famous statues, (see A.1 ).
The use of computers has given further emphasis to the informative purposes of Shape Modeling. At the beginning, this eﬀort gave rise to research in Geometric Modeling, which sought
to deﬁne the abstract properties describing the geometry of an object (geometric model)
and the tools to handle the related symbolic structure. Terminology and deﬁnitions for the
foundations of Geometric Modeling were ﬁrst introduced in Requicha’s seminal 1980 article
([Requ 80]), whose basic notions have shaped the whole ﬁeld to this day.
Following his paradigm, considerable research activity has been developed in the two most
well known representation schemes: CSG (Constructive Solid Geometry) and BRep (Boundary Representation), which have deeply inﬂuenced current commercial geometric modeling
systems ([Mant 88]). However, the above representation schemes rely only on geometrical
information which is not enough to fully characterize a shape. Additional information should
be modeled and associated to digital models and some of this information must be taken
from the real world. It is possible to consider an object evolving in time, and to note that
several events can occur during its lifecycle. For example, when the object is a real object,
it may become a part of another object in a construction process, or some parts of it may
be substituted, or may get accidentally broken. When the object is in the digital world, for
design purposes it may evolve according to the designer’s intent, or may be reused in diﬀerent
contexts; for rendering purposes it can be simpliﬁed or optimized for speciﬁc hardware; for
quality enhancing some tools may be used to smooth a noisy area, to ﬁx unwanted holes, to
localize and preserve the edges sharpness, and so on.
In this work we focus on the evolution of the object in its most critical phase: when it passes
from the real world to the digital world. In other terms, in the process of its acquisition.
The most important question that has to be posed is: what information has been lost in
this passage? Which immediately drives to the question: how the acquired geometric model
should be augmented to hold the information value that it had?
Two interrelated observations can ease in answering to these questions. The ﬁrst observation
is that the information held by digital shapes cannot be merely geometric: the precise description of the boundary of an object is not all that characterizes it. The human perception
goes beyond, as some structural information or even some high-level semantic information are
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Figure A.2: An expressive characterization of a shape is made up by the information related to its history,
the information intrinsically held by the shape itself and the information related to its capabilities

immediately perceived by the humans approaching the object. The second observation is that
when we observe a real object, it is in a speciﬁc place and it exists in a speciﬁc instant. In
the real world the objects are not independent from the context (e.g. space, time, ownership)
in which they are embedded.
Therefore, as the representation level should adhere at its best to the reality it describes,
also the digital objects must take into account other levels than mere geometric information.
We think that augmented information is a key issue in the ﬁeld of Shape Modeling. In the
AIM@SHAPE Network of Excellence ([AIM]) the above observations converge in one simple
statement: digital shapes have to be coupled with both intrinsic and contextual semantic
information. On the one hand, elaborated techniques are under development to produce and
process not only geometric, but also structural and semantic data. On the other hand, domain
speciﬁc ontologies are in their construction phase, and their aim is to capture contextual
information of shapes (Virtual Humans ([Guti 05]), Industrial Design ([Ucel 05]) which are
used to deal with resources according to context-dependent views). Thus, coming back to the
question “How the acquired geometric model should be augmented to hold the information
value that the real object had?”, we thought that the key issue was to adequately formalize
the contextual information related to the object and, speciﬁcally, to its acquisition phase.
Then, this information should be kept together with the digital object as an added value.
This formalization is achieved through the Shape Acquisition and Processing ontology, which
will be further described in Section A.3.

A.2

Scenario, Domain, Applications

In this section we present an exempliﬁcative scenario to illustrate a possible application where
the adoption of our ontology can demonstrate its usefulness. For clarity of the explanation,
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we will consider a scenario (the acquisition of a statue) which will lead to choices concerning
the speciﬁc kind of digital resources (3D shapes) and the possible applications that could be
addressed (real- or digital-based).
Suppose to have a 3D digital model of the Michelangelo’s David whose physical counterpart
is placed at the Uﬃzi Museum. Via inspection of the digital shape, we can discover that
the quality of the head junction is not suﬃcient to study the way in which Michelangelo has
created the David (e.g. which tools has used and how). In the case in which we can use the
digital shape without any additional information, we can decide to re-plan an acquisition,
relying only on the expertise of the acquiring researcher. Instead, if we can look at and
evaluate appropriate additional information associated to the digital shape, we can reason
on how to improve the quality of the planned acquisition (e.g. lighting conditions, logistic
conditions, error estimation and so on). We could also understand that, with a given scanning
device, the quality cannot be further improved and we should plan a new acquisition with
another, more powerful, acquisition device. Thus, appropriated information can catch the
expertise and the knowledge in a particular research ﬁeld (in this case, Computer Vision) and
can maintain it for reusing, sharing in other research ﬁelds (such as Computer Graphics and
Geometric Modeling).
Note that, when passing from real objects to digital shapes, two interrelated macro-classes of
applications can be identiﬁed:

1. One class is still related to the real world, such as acquisition planning and documentation. An acquisition expert looks at a real object (e.g. the statue) and plans an
acquisition, choosing an acquisition system, deﬁning particular lighting conditions and
evaluating the existing logistic constraints. For example, in case of an historical statue,
maybe, it could be not possible to move it for scanning it elsewhere and some future
occlusions may appear. The acquisition process must be reported in details for documenting a research activity.

2. The other class acts only on the digital world, and it includes applications such as shape
remeshing, shape enhancing, analysis and structuring. Once a digital shape is obtained
(e.g. a digital replica of a statue), it can be analyzed in order to extract characteristic
features or can be modiﬁed in order to enhance the quality of the model for visualization
purposes.

The quality of the applications in the latter macro-class (2) can be improved if information
related to the real world is kept together with digital shapes. For example, in documenting
the acquisition procedure, information related to a real object can be attached to the obtained
digital shape and maintained as a piece of its history: this information will be lost otherwise.
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A.3

An Ontology for Shape Acquisition and Processing

Due to the intrinsic complexity of shapes, an ontology is necessary in order to reach a suﬃcient
level of expressiveness. The ontology entities should provide a thorough characterization
of shapes (Figure A.2) by storing: (i) the information related to its history, such as the
acquisition devices and techniques for creating it or the tools for transforming it (its past, e.g.
for documentation), (ii) the information intrinsically held by the shape itself (its present) and
(iii) the information related to its capabilities and potential uses, such as the possible steps
that can be performed or the tools that can be used (its future, e.g., for acquisition/process
planning).
Our desired ontology should be able also to represent diﬀerent levels of sophistication describing a shape as a simple resource (e.g. for cataloging) and characterizing it according to its
geometry (e.g. for rendering), to its structure (e.g. for matching and similarity), and to what
it represents (e.g. for recognition or classiﬁcation). Figure A.3 gives an example of a digital
shape and its intrinsic characteristics: it can be seen as simple resource (e.g. name and URL),
or can be considered by its geometric characteristics (e.g. a set of triangles and normals).
It has a structure (e.g. the skeleton of a teapot) or it can be seen a teapot composed by a
handle, a spout, a body and a tip. It is important also to take into account the diﬀerent
contexts where the shape can be used since the speciﬁc application determines relevant characteristics. For example, if the main purpose is to build a teapot, the identiﬁcation of parts
by which a teapot is composed is fundamental, while if the purpose is to let a robot grasp it,
the localization of the handle is the only necessary task.
The existing branches of research in the ﬁeld of Computer Graphics and Vision are interested
in one or more of the above mentioned characterizations, but also on the conditions and the
tools to pass from one characterization to another. Finally, it is important to note that shapes
play a central role in Computer Graphics and Vision, but they do not represent the only kind
of resource that must be characterized in the common framework. Every day, scientists work
with shapes, tools and publications.
It is important to devise the role of these resources in diﬀerent conceptualizations, making
relationships among them explicit. For example, a scientist may want to evaluate her latest implementation of a method. In this case, it is interesting to ﬁgure out which are the
tools providing other implementations of the same method, the publications related to the
above tools and methods, or the shapes used as tests for the other implementations (e.g. for
testing/benchmarking activities).
The domain of our Shape Acquisition and Processing (SAP) ontology is deﬁned as the development, usage and sharing of hardware tools, software tools and shape data by researchers
and experts in the ﬁeld of acquisition and processing of shapes. In the creation of the SAP
ontology, the following macro-steps have been considered: Shape Acquisition (and Registration) - the phase in which sensors capture measurements from a real object; Shape Processing
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Figure A.3: A shape is described as a simple resource, or by its geometry, its structure, its semantics,
depending on the application domain (part of the image courtesy of the AIM@SHAPE project)

- the phase in which all acquired data are merged to construct a single shape and in which
further computations may be performed (e.g. smoothing, simpliﬁcation, enhancement, and
so on).
Thus, the ontology target applications are related to acquisition planning, data validation,
benchmarking, testing and data enhancement (e.g. automatic recovery).
The conceptualization arises from a process of elicitation which has taken place interviewing
the experts within the NoE AIM@SHAPE ([AIM]) and from the assumption that the ontology
is intended to be targeted to the scientiﬁc community. On the basis of the experts’ needs, we
have identiﬁed a set of formal competency questions, as for example: what are the Acquisition
Systems able to scan a transparent real object? What tricks have to be performed in order
to be able to scan a light absorbent real object? What Acquisition Systems are available at
the DISI institute? In which environmental conditions the model was acquired?
Some of the identiﬁed competency questions are strictly related to the Acquisition phase,
some others regard information related to real objects and/or digital shape and some other
concern tools and algorithms managing digital shapes.
In the following subsection we will present in more details some concepts deﬁned in SAP,
presenting also relations and attributes. In particular we will present concepts aiming at
modelling the knowledge related to the Acquisition Process. Its development has been made
according to the OntoKnowledge approach ([Sure 04]) and the SAP ontology has been expressed in OWL-DL([OWL 06]). Note that, in the following, what is written like this is
actually an entity in the ontology we have developed using Protégé ([Muse 01]).
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A.3.1

Modeling the Acquisition Process

The acquisition process basically deals with an acquisition session which takes place considering a particular real object and producing a digital shape on the basis of certain conditions.
In SAP, the AcquisitionSession has been modeled as an entity and an overview of this
entity is given in ﬁgure A.4. The AcquisitionSession is related to an AcquisitionSystem (which is made up by one or more AcquisitionDevices - e.g. scanners) and to the
AcquisitionConditions in which the acquisition is performed.

Figure A.4: A zoom on the AcquisitionSession entity in our ontology. The most signiﬁcant relations are
highlighted by arrows. Each rectangle represents an entity. The rows in each entity represent a slot which can
be either an attribute or a relationship. For each attribute the type is speciﬁed, while for each relationship
the range is indicated. Whenever a symbol “*” appears next to the name of an attribute or a relationship, the
cardinality can be more than 1.

These AcquisitionConditions can be LogisticConditions (they include the presence of
lights, if there exist any obstacle between the real object and the scanning device and so on)
or EnviromentConditions (which include the information on is the type of environment indoor, outdoor or underwater, the level of humidity or even the weather). Moreover, some
attributes are directly related to the AcquisitionSession (e.g. the price for renting the
technological devices), while others are related to the diﬀerent entities in the framework (e.g.
the person/institute responsible for a scanning system). An AcquisitionSession basically
documents the acquisition of a RealObject and the production of a ShapeData (a digital
shape), using a particular AcquisitionSystem. A RealObject has also been modeled
as an entity, and the knowledge related to it and to its context is thus preserved: in the
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ontology are recorded the location of the object, the possibility to move it, whether or not
it is transparent or light-absorbent, and so on. Note that the mentioned characteristics (e.g.
transparency and being or not light-absorbing) have immediate impact on the Acquisition
Planning. For instance, a Trick can be used when there is a problem of compatibility between
the AcquisitionSystem and the RealObject to be scanned: a light absorbent object and
a laser scanner might be incompatible, but if we need to perform the scanning, it is possible
to avoid the problem by spreading powder over the object before scanning. Otherwise, it
can also be possible to plan the acquisition with another (compatible) AcquisitionSystem.
ShapeData (which identiﬁes a digital shape) has been modeled as an entity with some
speciﬁc properties, such as format, URL, description, source (i.e. the AcquisitionSession
that has produced it) and owner (an Institution or a Person). A ShapeData can be based

Figure A.5: ShapeData entity and its relation with the AcquisitionSession entity.

on another (or more than one) ShapeData, or a ShapeData can be used to generate a new
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one. The relation isDerivedFrom formalizes the knowledge related to the history of a given
shape.
The ontology introduced so far, even if here only partially described, is already suﬃcient to
describe the macro-step of the acquisition of a real object. Such a simple description provides
the basics to embed in the digital shapes information that usually gets lost after acquisition. This information might result important for comparing shapes coming from diﬀerent
providers, for improving the assessment about their quality and for better understanding the
results arising from further processing.
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Appendix B

Integrating Information
Visualization and Semantic Web
This appendix illustrates the research activity described in the paper [Albe 05a]. It examines
the potentialities oﬀered by Information Visualization to improve information search in the
Semantic Web. In particular, the appendix discussed some of the seeker’s problems illustrated
in chapter 2 in the Semantic Web. It aims to demonstrate that Information Visualization is
eﬀective to solve these problems even if it has not been yet properly adopted in the Semantic
Web.
The Semantic Web (SW) is rising as an extension of the current Web to improve the accessibility of web content providing sophisticated and powerful inferences to sift intelligently
through this large information space. In particular, Semantic Search [Guha 03] is emerging
as the application of the SW designed to improve the search in the Web, since it relies on
an explicit representation of semantics about web resources and real world objects. Nevertheless Semantic Search does not exhaustively solve all the problems related to the search.
Firstly, every searching activity in the WWW as well as in the SW is characterized by a
highly interactive process. The seeker needs to reﬁne his selection criteria according to the
obtained results alternating phases where he queries the SW to phases where he browses the
SW content. Secondly, since anyone can publish new information sources in the SW, the information sources resulted by a user’s query might be redundant or represent diﬀerent points
of view. Even supposing that Semantic Search is able to improve the quality of results, there
are stages in the search activity where only the seeker can decide which sources to discharge.
The appendix analyzes and argues how Information Visualization may aid SW in a number of
fundamental issues concerning the information search. In the ﬁrst part it presents an analysis
of the problems the user has still to face with during the information search in the SW. In the
second part an analysis of the most representative visualization-based tools available in the
WWW and in the SW is performed: a classiﬁcation of some functionalities implemented in
the tools are identiﬁed and a synthesis of their potentiality to solve the mentioned problems
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in the WWW and in the SW is provided. The appendix does not want to provide a state
of the art of the available tools, but it aims to underlay that the potentialities oﬀered by
Information Visualization in the WWW could be applied in the SW to improve information
search.

B.1

Problems in information search in the Semantic Web

Information search cannot be performed without any involvement of individuals since the
“searching skills” are strongly dependent on human factors as the seeker’s anxiety whenever
the query result does not fulﬁll his needs, the limited seeker’s knowledge, the lack of relationship between the seeker and the information providers. These diﬀerent factors get the
user into some problems even when he searches for information in the SW. For instance, the
deﬁnition of the search criteria is strongly aﬀected by the limited knowledge of the seeker.
According to Belkin this is a result of the Anomalous State of Knowledge (ASK) [Belk 82a]
as already discussed in chapter 2 Independently of the considered environment (traditional
information retrieval systems, WWW or SW), the ASK forces the seeker to enter into dialogue with the IR systems engaging in a query reﬁnement process.
Spoerri mentioned how the query reﬁnement process is aﬀected by some problems in WWW
[Spoe 04c]. In the following, the appendix discusses the problems mentioned by Spoerri and
it argues their relevance in the SW context.
Problem of query formulation: “how to precisely communicate the query criteria to the
system?” This problem is strongly related to the choice of the language adopted to
query. The formal languages are usually precise but they result unfriendly for seekers
who have an inappropriate background. On the other hand, the natural language is
considered more friendly but it is often not precise. To make the SW successful it is
necessary to provide a friendly mean to precisely express the selection criteria the user
has in his mind.
Problem of vocabulary: “Which term to use?” The diﬀerence of knowledge and perception between the information providers and the seekers is modeled in terms of informative space and cognitive space. The former one is deﬁned as a set of objects and
relations among them held by the system, whereas the latter one is deﬁned as a set
of concepts and relations held by individual [Newb 01]. Information providers organize
resources according to their knowledge and vocabulary concurring to built the “informative space”. If the seeker has diﬀerent knowledge background his cognitive space
has a poor overlapping with the information space, and he will use diﬀerent terms to
identify the same concepts. This problem is still relevant in the SW. Even if the use
of ontology and of lexical databases like WordNet can ease the vocabulary problem, a
mapping between each pair of cognitive space and information space is hardly provided.
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Problem of database selection: “which search engine to select?”. The seeker has to decide which search engine to use. The problem is well known in the WWW because the
actual search engines are able to cover a limited portion of the web resources. Also
SW is aﬀected by similar problems since it will probably have diﬀerent engines or web
services, which diﬀer each other in the technology and in the conceptualisation they
rely on.
Problem of retrieved resources exploration: “how to explore many retrieved documents?”.
Semantic Search [Guha 03] is based on an explicit representation of semantics about web
resources and real world objects. It aims to improve both the proportion of relevant
material actually retrieved (recall of results) and the proportion of retrieved material
that is actually relevant (precision of results). However, because of the huge amount of
resources that will be available in the SW, even adopting the Semantic Search the seeker
will have to face with a huge amount of query results. Furthermore, due to the ASK
the queries formulated by the seeker might not correspond to a proper representation of
his needs, as a result the order induced by ranking measures might be misleading. The
seeker needs to be supported in their analysis of results to choose the most suitable for
his purpose.
Problem of query coordination: “How to query?”. Human behavioral studies shows that
the seeker is lazy, usually he tends to create short queries and rarely adopts boolean
expression in his query criteria [Spin 01]. On the other hand, he is forced to a deeper
search in the Web as well as in the SW whenever he is the only one who can deﬁne
the searching criteria and the result of his search can seriously aﬀect the success of his
work.

B.2

Tools analysis

An analysis of some visual-based tools in the WWW and SW is illustrated: a comparison
of the tools in terms of their functionalities is proposed to identify their complementarities
and to underline the potentialities oﬀered by IV to improve information search. The aim is
to demonstrate the advantages of adopting IV in the SW rather than to provide a complete
state of art.

B.2.1

Tools vs. functionalities

Some of the most representative tools available in the WWW and SW are considered. Concerning the SW there are no speciﬁc tools based on visualization designed for Semantic Search;
anyway there are well known tools developed in the ﬁeld of Ontology which could be extended
to ease information search. The analysis concerns tools for the Web as Kartoo [Kartoo 04],
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Grokker [Grokker 04], Web Theme [Whit 02], Aduna AutoFocus [Autofocu 04], MetaCrystal [Spoe 04a], and the tools for visualization and interaction with the ontology as OntoViz
[OntoViz 04], TGViz [TGVizTab 04], Jambalaya [Jambalay 04], Spectacle [Flui 02a]. Several
other tools are available in the web, but they mainly diﬀer in the implementation or in how
they combine the functionalities. The choice of the tools has been performed giving priority
to those ones that can be freely downloaded. Only two tools raise an exception: Spectacle
and Metaviz. The reason is that they oﬀer functionalities which are not provided by the other
tools, and even if it was impossible to make a direct use of them, they had to be included.
The analysis concerns the study of the tools to identify the most relevant functionalities useful in the information search. We have grouped them in three main categories: graphical
visualization, graphical interaction, and a combination of them. The following functionalities
have been outlined:
Hierarchical Visualization to visualize and browse the content according to diﬀerent levels
of granularity (e.g. Grokker).
Clustering Visualization to visualize and group the content according to similarity criteria. The groups are obtained either by applying a clustering algorithm (galaxy view
[Whit 02]) or according to properties speciﬁed by the user (cluster map [Flui 02b]).
Map Based Visualization to organize the content according to thematic terms or cooccurrence criteria as in the geographical map (e.g. Kartoo).
Venn diagram representation to describe and compare the elements and characteristics of
items and to quickly convey a compact view of data (e.g. MetaCrystal, Spectacle).
Visualization Manipulation to re-organize, move and add graphical elements (e.g. Grokker
allow to insert a new web site in the displayed graph).
Graphical Selection to select diﬀerent information sources such as URI, PDF or DOC
document in Grokker, Aduna Autofocus, Kartoo or data as in Web Theme[Whit 02].
Highlighting to visualize a selected element and all its related sources (e.g. Aduna AutoFocus, Kartoo and Spectacle allow to highlight the related co-occurring terms, in Grokker
the keywords used in ﬁlters are highlighted in the web pages visualization).
Co-Occurring Terms Visualization to visualize a statistical thesaurus to expand user
queries with other highly frequent terms. They should help the user in discriminating
relevant documents ([Peat 91]).
Colored Query Result to set diﬀerent colors for the query results to facilitate their comparison (e.g. Web Theme [Whit 02]).
Filter Results Representation to apply ﬁlters to the contents. For instance, Grokker
allows to ﬁlter the rank, the domain and the source, whereas Kartoo allows to ﬁlter the
co-occurring terms.
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String Search: to search for a co-occurring word and to navigate the ontology hierarchy.
Choice of the Hierarchy Level Shown to choose the number of levels displayed in the
hierarchy exploring it at diﬀerent levels of details.
Ontology Instances to visualize the instances of a selected class separately or directly in
the ontology graph (e.g. OntoViz, Jambalaya and Spectacle).
Ontology Graph Navigation to easily navigate the ontology graph structure (e.g. Jambalaya proposes diﬀerent layouts and an animated navigation to browse the hierarchy).
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Table B.1: Functionalities provided by Information Visualization tools in the WWW and SW

Table B.1 summarizes the results of the analysis. It shows the associations between the tools
(columns) and their functionalities (rows), as following:
• “n.a.” the functionality is not applicable;
• “-” the functionality is not implemented;
• “sad face” the functionality is partially implemented or implemented in a trivial way;
• “smiley face” the functionality is fully implemented.
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The idea of this table is to identify a set of conceptual functionalities implemented in the considered tools rather than to provide a complete state of art. The evaluation of a functionality
for each tool is based on its description reported in the material related to the tools or on its
direct usage whenever the tools were available. The choice between “smiley” or “sad face”
is performed according to the authors’ impression. In general, a functionality is classiﬁed as
implemented in trivial way (sad face) if its implementation in the considered tool appears less
impressive than the implementations provided by the other tools.

B.2.2

Functionalities vs. problems

Table B.2 shows the result of the analysis of the support provided by each functionality in
solving the mentioned problems for the WWW as well as for the SW. Functionalities which
are not yet implemented for the SW but potentially useful are also outlined. The table has
the following legend:
• “n.a.” the functionality is not applicable in the considered context (WWW or SW);
• “-” the functionality does not seem to help to solve the problem, independently from
its implementation;
• ”Empty cell” the functionality could help to solve the problem, but it is not provided
by any tool;
• “sad face” the functionality gives a partial support in the resolution of the problem;
• “smiley face” the functionality provides a satisfactory help in the problem solution.
For each problem the table shows the comparison between the contributions that each functionality provides in the WWW and in the SW, respectively represented in the ﬁrst halfcolumn and second half-column of each problem column. The functionality/problem evaluation is obtained according to the principle that exists at least one of the considered tools
which provides the functionality able to solve the problem. Diﬀerent faces “sad face, smiley
face” are assigned according to the quality of the support provided by the functionality to
solve the problem.
Analyzing the Table B.2 it is possible to state that:
• Some functionalities ease the problems only if conceptualized and implemented in the
SW (“light-gray background”);
• Some functionalities are implemented both in the WWW and in the SW, but in the former one they provide better results than in the latter one (“middle-gray background”);
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Table B.2: Information Visualization and information search problems in the WWW and in the SW

• Some functionalities are implemented only in the WWW (represented in “dark-gray
background”).
In general, Information Visualization has the potentiality to help the user in the searching
task: for each problem there is at least a functionality that provides a useful support in the
Web. However as detailed in the following, IV seems still not properly developed for the SW.
Concerning the vocabulary problem, a partial support is already provided in the SW. It is
important to note that all the comparisons highlighted by light-gray background are in the
columns of vocabulary problem. It suggests how SW partially takes advantage from the use
of ontologies. However, the IV tools in the SW are far from to completely solve the problem:
ontologies contain information about the application domain but patterns induced by the
use of domain are not made explicit. Novel IV techniques able to make explicit similarities
and patterns among sources have to be developed. Considering the columns related to the
problems of query formulation and result comprehension, the middle-gray and the dark-gray
background are mainly due to the fact that except for Spectacle the tool in SW are realized to
support in the design of ontologies rather than in the search. A signiﬁcant improvement can
be obtained by focusing the same functionalities on the solution of the problem. Regarding
the database and query coordination problems, although a support is provided in the WWW,
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there are no “face” symbols (smiley face/sad face) in correspondence of the columns related
to the SW. The adoption of some functionalities coming from the Web (e.g. color query
results, ﬁlter results representation) may help both in the database and the query coordination
problems.

B.3

Final remarks

The appendix examines the potentiality of applying IV into SW to improve information
search. Several seekers’ problems are outlined and an analysis of their occurrence in the
context of SW is provided. A set of visual searching tools are analyzed to show that IV is
able to face with these problems. Even if the analysis has been limited to a subset of tools, it
has outlined that there are functionalities that according to our perception are able to ease
in facing with all the mentioned problems. In spite of that, IV is largely applied in WWW
but it is not yet completely exploited in the SW. Future development will address how to
adapt the existing IV techniques to the SW. It will pave the way for a conceptual framework
which integrates Semantic Search, Ontologies and Information Visualization to solve all the
searching problems.
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